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Abstract 

Exfoliation and characterisation of naturally occurring misfit 

layer chalcogenides by cross sectional scanning transmission 

electron microscopy 

A thesis submitted to The University of Manchester for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Faculty 
of Science and Engineering 

 
Alexander M Rakowski, 

School of Materials, The University of Manchester, 2018 

The aim of this thesis is to exfoliate and characterise misfit layer chalcogenides (MLCs). 

There is a focus on the application of analytical scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM), in particular viewed in cross section. The cross section specimens are prepared by 

focused ion beam (FIB), as such novel methods for the optimisation of this technique for 

preparation of specimens suitable for high quality STEM analysis are proposed.  

Misfit layer chalcogenides are a group of compounds formed from alternating layers of 

pseudo-tetragonal (T) PbS like, and pseudo-hexagonal (H) transition mental dichalcogenide 

like layers. They demonstrate remarkable flexibility in incorporating different elements 

into the layers allowing for the creation of crystals with a broad range of properties. 

Previously, MLCs [(PbS)][(NbS2)2] and [(SmS)][(NbS2)2] have been successfully exfoliated to 

single unit cell thickness. However, these compounds possess a stacking sequence (n=1, 

m=2, where n and m refer to the stacking sequence of T and H layers respectively) which 

contains a van der Waals (vdW) gap. Here we explore the exfoliation of two naturally 

occurring MLCs, franckeite (n=2, m=1) and cylindrite (n, m=1), which do not possess a vdW 

gap. The successful exfoliation of these crystals demonstrates that exfoliation is invariant 

to stacking sequence. As such all MLCs can be considered as realistic targets as 2D 

materials. Furthermore we demonstrate the power of cross sectional analytical STEM for 

the characterisation and analysis of MLCs, and directly observe features within the induvial 

layers, which are inaccessible through other characterisation techniques. Including 

elemental ordering and structural features previously not described in literature, which 

have allowed for a better understanding of the macroscopic structures of franckeite and 

cylindrite. Specimen preparation by FIB is optimised for cylindrite specimens, yielding a 

new procedure for the preparation of these samples. Finally, two novel methods for the 

in-situ thickness measurements of TEM lamellae prepared by FIB are proposed. The first 

method describes the accurate calibration of a FIB instrument, and the second allows for 

accurate thickness estimation without the need for prior calibration, through the use of 

Monte Carlo modelling. The Monte Carlo method allows for high quality lamella from new 

materials to be milled to a predetermined thickness with outstanding accuracy. 

Furthermore a workflow for the automation of TEM lamellae preparation is presented, 

which utilises this accurate modelling.  
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Aims 

The aims of the project were three fold: 

i. To exfoliate the misfit layer chalcogenides (MLCs) cylindrite and franckeite, 

demonstrating that the exfoliation of MLCs is invariant to stacking sequence. 

ii. Characterise the exfoliated MLCs flakes with a number of analytical techniques 

with a focus on cross sectional scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM). 

iii. Optimise the preparation of cross section lamellae by focused ion beam (FIB).  

To achieve these objectives required the development of skills in a number of areas 

including: mechanical exfoliation and nanofabrication techniques, preparation of high 

quality cross section samples by FIB suitable for analytical STEM characterisation, 

operation of aberration corrected analytical STEM, utilisation of other materials 

characterisation techniques, Monte Carlo modelling, and data processing.  

1.2. Thesis structure 

This thesis covers work carried out over a three and half year period at the School of 

Materials, University of Manchester, UK, utilising the STEM and FIB instruments based 

in the electron microscopy centre, and the cleanroom facilities based in the national 

graphene institute. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are composed of papers in their entirety, which 

have been published, submitted or will be submitted shortly to peer reviewed journals. 

These manuscripts contain collaborative work, as such the contributions are noted in 

the introduction of each chapter.  

A literature review is presented in chapter 2, overviewing electron microscopy, two 

dimensional materials, and MLCs. Within the electron microscopy section, the TEM is 

introduced with a focus on aberration corrected analytical STEM. The challenges of 

specimen preparation are discussed, followed by an introduction to the scanning 

electron microscope with an emphasis on signal generation. Finally the FIB instrument 

and its application for TEM lamellae preparation is reviewed. After this a brief 

introduction to 2D materials with an emphasis on the variety of electronic properties 
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of transition metal dichalcogenides. Finally MLCs are discussed with reference to 

structure, properties, formation, cleavage and characterisation.  

Chapter 3 provides the experimental methods used in the exfoliation of MLCs and the 

preparation of MLCs samples for STEM analysis and other characterisation techniques.   

Chapters 4 and 5 contain two papers, Exfoliation of natural van der Waals 

heterostructures to a single unit cell thickness, and Isolation of 2D Cylindrite as a 

naturally occurring van der Waals heterostructure, in which the exfoliation of MLCs 

franckeite and cylindrite to single unit cell thickness are reported. In both papers, 

analytical STEM imaging, in particular cross sectional STEM imaging, was central to the 

identification of and subsequent characterisation of these materials. A number of 

complimentary characterisation techniques are utilised in addition to analytical STEM.  

These two chapters demonstrate the advantages of cross sectional analytical STEM 

characterisation in the investigation of MLCs; they also highlight the difficulties 

associated with the preparation of high quality samples by FIB. The final paper 

(Chapter 6), In-situ thickness determination of TEM lamellae prepared by focused ion 

beam, addresses these issues through the development of novel in-situ thickness 

measurement methods. Two methods are presented, the first of which allows for 

calibration of an individual FIB instrument; the second utilises Monte Carlo simulations 

to model electron detector responses allowing for the accurate in-situ thickness 

measurements, without the requirement of calibration.  

The final chapter (7) summarises the presented work and discusses future research 

avenues building upon this project. Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 consider the impact of 

chapters 4 and 5 and present next steps for two dimensional MLCs research, discussing 

the possibility of future exfoliation of non-layered crystals. Section 7.2.3 builds upon 

chapter 6, and discusses a route for the integration of in-situ measurement in 

commercial FIB instruments.  
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2. Literature review 

The following three sections outline current literature surrounding electron 

microscopy, 2D materials and misfit layer chalcogenides. There is a focus on analytical 

scanning transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and focused 

ion beam technology and its application for sample preparation. A brief introduction to 

2D materials focused on transition metal chalcogenides is presented. The chapter 

concludes with an overview of misfit layer chalcogenides.   

2.1. Electron microscopy  

The ability to resolve atoms and assign elemental identity is extremely powerful, and 

has allowed for a fuller understanding of atomic structure, defects, and elemental 

composition on nanometre to micrometre length scales.1 This requires Ångstrom 

resolution and probe specimen interaction, allowing for chemical identification. Abbe’s 

diffraction limit shows the ultimate resolution of classical light microscopes 

(wavelengths between 400 and 600 nm) to be ≈ 200 nm.2  While super-resolution 

techniques have demonstrated resolutions beyond this, they are still insufficient to 

obtain atomic resolution.3 While X-rays have a sufficiently small wavelength to resolve 

atomic features, they have a very weak interaction with matter.4  Conversely, electrons 

are an ideal analytical probe due to their small wavelength, strong matter interaction 

and ability to form high quality beams. When an electron impacts on a specimen it 

may interact in a number of different ways. These interactions will generate a range of 

useful signals which can be collected to generate an image, summarised in Figure 2-1.   

The two most common methods utilising an electron probe are transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). TEM examines very thin 

samples, collecting the transmitted electrons to form the image. SEM however, is 

typically a bulk technique, forming an image from backscattered (BSE) and/or 

secondary electrons (SE). Both techniques may utilise the additional signals generated 

by electron specimen interactions to obtain spectroscopic data.  Focused ion beam 

(FIB) is similar to SEM, differing by scanning a probe of charged ions (Ga+ in this work) 

on to the sample, rather than electrons. All three techniques are central components 

of the work presented, as such these techniques are explored in greater detail 

beginning with transmission electron microscopy (Section 2.1.1), following on with 
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scanning electron microscopy (Section 2.1.3) and concluding with the focused ion 

beam (Section 2.1.4). 

 

Figure 2-1 - Summary of electron specimen interactions and the signals generated 

 

2.1.1. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

TEM was first demonstrated in 1932 by Ruska and Knoll5,6. Due to decades of intensive 

research, TEM is now able to collect ultrahigh resolution (< 1 Å) images with the 

simultaneous collection of spectroscopic information.1 This ability to image individual 

atoms and identify elemental composition has seen TEM become a vital pillar in a 

broad range of research areas including nanoscience7, materials science8 and biology9.  

The wavelengths for electrons with energies typically used in TEM (60 – 300 keV) are 

of the order 1x10-12 m.10 It would seem trivial to obtain atomic resolution images, 

based on the diffraction limit alone. However, due to a number of inherent aberrations 

in electron lenses, the resolution is severely reduced.11,12 There has been a concerted 

effort for 70 years to reduce the magnitudes of these aberrations, as well as to 

improve electron sources and microscope stability, with the aim of increasing the 

resolution of TEM.13  
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TEM can be broadly categorised into two principle techniques, conventional TEM 

(CTEM) and scanning TEM (STEM). CTEM illuminates the specimen with a broad beam, 

collecting information from a relatively large area simultaneously. Conversely, STEM 

uses a finely focused electron probe which is rastered across the specimen to build up 

the image a single pixel at a time. Both techniques are summarised in Figure 2-2. While 

STEM and CTEM differ in the manner in which the sample is addressed, many 

similarities can be drawn between the two techniques, and both are underpinned by 

the reciprocity principle.14 Both techniques use an electron ‘gun’ in which electrons are 

first emitted from a source and subsequently accelerated across a high potential. The 

electron sources are either a sharp tungsten pin or an orientated LaB6 crystal. These 

sources are either heated or subjected to an electric field, for thermionic and field 

emission guns (FEGs) respectively. Schottky FEGs are a hybrid of the two, in which both 

heat and electron field are simultaneously applied.15 Simple thermionic guns are the 

least technically complicated, and inexpensive, but cold FEGs produce higher quality 

beams, having the smallest source size, highest brightness and largest temporal and 

spatial coherence lengths.15   

 

Figure 2-2 - Beam diagrams for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), left) 
conventional and right) scanning mode. Conventional TEM impinges a broad near parallel 
beam on the sample, which is projected through multiple lenses and onto a CCD camera. 
The data is collected in near-parallel. Scanning TEM uses highly convergent focused beam 
which is subsequently rastered across the sample. The signal is then collected serially by 
multiple detectors. (Adapted from16)  
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Irrespective of the choice of electron source, highly energetic electrons exit the gun at 

relativistic velocities. These electrons are a rare example of a system in which relativity 

and quantum mechanics overlap, as the electrons exhibit wave particle duality whilst 

undergoing relativistic contraction. The choice of accelerating voltage dictates an 

ultimate diffraction limited resolution of the microscope, with a higher potential 

allowing higher resolutions. Upon exiting the electron gun, the electrons will enter the 

condenser system which consists of several apertures and electron lenses. The 

condenser system is responsible for producing a refined, de-magnified image of the 

source. CTEM and STEM differ in the way electrons address the sample. In STEM the 

beam is focused to a fine point by the objective lens and is scanned across the 

sample.17,18 The electrons interact and transmit through the specimen and are 

collected by a range of detectors simultaneously. The detectors discriminate by 

scattering angle. Typical detectors used are bright field (BF) (collecting lowly scattered) 

and high angle annular dark field (HAADF)19 (collecting highly scattered) (Figure 2-2). 

The detector signal is output to a computer which records the intensity for each 

detector at each pixel to build up the images, in a serial fashion. The detectors form 

images from different scattering processes yielding distinct images. In contrast, CTEM 

collects the data in parallel, by using a broad beam to illuminate the specimen, the 

wave front interacts and transmits through the specimen.20 After this the altered wave 

front enters the objective lens, collecting and magnifying all transmitted electrons. 

Electrons then travel though the intermediate lens and projector system, which further 

magnifies the image and projects it on to a phosphor screen or camera. STEM 

however, is able to simultaneously generate multiple images formed by different 

contrast mechanisms, in comparison to the single image collected by CTEM. 

Furthermore the serial collection of data used in STEM allows for the collection of 

spectroscopic data at each pixel, producing a spectrum image.  

One of the reasons for the improvement in TEM resolution has been in the 

development of aberration correctors for spherical and other geometric 

aberrations.21,22 More recent efforts in the correction of chromatic aberrations have 

been successful either by directly correcting the chromatic aberration or through the 

use of monochromators to minimise its effect.23,24. Due to differences in how the 

electron beams address the specimen, the approach used in correcting aberrations 
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differs in CTEM and STEM. In STEM, the resolution of the microscope is dictated by the 

probe size and aberration correction must be ‘probe side’ i.e. reduction in aberrations 

originating in the probe forming objective lens. CTEM however, requires correction in 

the image forming objective lens. Correction of CTEM aberrations is more complex 

than in that of STEM. This combined with the other advantages offered by STEM, has 

led to the more widespread adoption of aberration corrected STEM compared to 

CTEM, despite the similar ultimate resolutions.25 

While TEM is a key resource in investigating materials and nanoscale phenomena, it 

does have limitations. Possibly the most significant is the small sampling size. While 

materials may be studied at atomic resolution, only a very small region of the total 

specimen size may be investigated. As of 2009 it was estimated that only 103 mm3 has 

been investigated since the development of the technique.26 As such, when compared 

to other commonly used bulk characterisation techniques, TEM requires more 

planning to ensure the sample is representative. In addition, the sample must be able 

to withstand the high vacuum conditions required for TEM, and be robust to the 

electron beam.27 The high vacuum levels in TEM are unlikely to be representative of 

the material’s native environment, which may alter the properties of the sample.28,29 

This can be of particular concern for biological and catalytic active samples.30,31 The 

development of environmental TEMS32 and specialised holders, have allowed for the 

creation of more realistic environments and applications of different stimuli.30,33,34 

Further constraints include lateral size and thickness of the TEM sample, which are 

discussed in detail in section 2.1.2.4. 

2.1.2. STEM imaging theory 

The size and intensity of the probe ultimately dictates the highest achievable 

resolution of the instrument for incoherent imaging. The probe is formed by the 

objective lens which focuses the beam to form a crossover, forming the probe which 

intersects the specimen. The probe size impinging on the sample, dSTEM, can be 

approximated as:  

 𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀 =  √𝑑𝑠
2 + 𝑑𝑑

2 + 𝑑𝑠𝑎
2 + 𝑑𝑐

2 + 𝑑𝑓
2 2.1 
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where the components contributing to the probe size are, ds, the finite source size, dd 

the diffraction limit contribution, dsa the size of the probe due to spherical aberration, 

dc due to  chromatic aberration and df  the size of the probe resulting from incorrect 

focusing.15 FEGs are almost always used for STEMS, giving a source size of 

approximately 5 nm35, as such it must be sufficiently demagnified so as to produce an 

atomic sized probe. This is achieved by the condenser and objective lenses. The 

objective lens is the final focusing lens before the sample, producing the largest 

demagnification. Consequently the aberrations of this lens have the most impact on 

the probe size.36 Spherical aberration is the over focusing of electrons entering the lens 

at higher angles, relative to those entering along the optic axis (Figure 2-3).11 This leads 

to the distribution of focal planes, resulting in broadening of the probe. The smallest 

probe diameter is formed at the plane of least confusion, which is above the Gaussian 

plane. The contribution of spherical aberration may be reduced by the use of an 

aperture, to limit the angular distribution of electrons entering the objective lens. 

Whilst the aperture reduces the effect of spherical aberration, it necessarily induces a 

diffraction limited minimum probe size, and limits the maximum beam current 

available. Alternatively a spherical aberration corrector may be used to directly 

compensate for the geometric aberrations of the objective lens.37 This is achieved 

through the breaking of rotational symmetry, through the incorporation of a 

combination of quad/sextu/octopoles, which allows for the manipulation of the probe 

wave front and correction of spherical aberration and higher order geometrical 

aberrations.13,21,22,38 The direct reduction in spherical aberration allows for the use of 

larger apertures, resulting in smaller probes with higher currents available. Similar 

broadening is induced by chromatic aberration, in which electrons of different energies 

are unequally focused.39 The correction of chromatic aberration may be achieved 

through either filtering the beam to reduce the energy spread40-44 or direct 

correction.45,46 Monochromators have proven the most popular route for STEM, 

offering additional advantages in spectroscopic data collection, with direct correction 

only used for CTEM.23 Assuming Cs is the largest aberration, the optimal defocus, 

zdefocus, is given in equation 2.2. In order to ensure the smallest probe the beam must 

be accurately defocused from the sample by this amount.35  
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 𝑧𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 =  −0.71𝜆
1

2⁄ 𝐶𝑠

1
2⁄
 2.2 

 𝑑80% = 0.4𝜆3/4𝐶𝑠

1
4⁄
 2.3 

The size of the probe for an un-corrected microscope containing eighty percent of the 

intensity can be approximated using equation 2.3.15 For Cs corrected microscopes, 

where the spherical aberration is minimised, the equation may be adapted to include 

the contribution of higher order aberrations, such as C5 (equation 2.4).37  

 𝑑80% = 0.4𝜆5/6𝐶5

1
6⁄
 2.4 

The effects of aberrations on the electron probe at the sample are described in the 

electron probe function P(r), which is expressed in equation 2.5. It is composed of the 

aperture function A(K)  and the complex reciprocal space wavevector K (equation 

2.6).35 The aperture function describes the transmission of electrons through the 

aperture and accounts for the aberrations present in the microscope. The effect of 

these aberrations on probe size, shape and intensity is demonstrated in Figure 2-4. 

 𝑃(𝑟) =  ∫ 𝐴(𝐾) exp(−𝑖2𝜋𝐾. 𝑟) 𝑑𝐾 2.5 

 𝐾 =
2𝜋

𝜆
 2.6 

To understand the various imaging modes available in STEM, we first need to consider 

the way in which probe electrons interact with the specimen. For an electron beam 

impinging upon the specimen, there are two outcomes: the electron may transmit un-

affected by the sample, or alternatively it may interact with the specimen’s nuclei or 

electron cloud and be scattered to some angle.47 Those scattering events can be 

categorised into two distinct classes, elastic and inelastic. Elastic interactions are those 

in which no energy is transferred to the specimen. Inelastic scattering interactions are 

those in which an appreciable amount of energy is transferred from the probe to the 

specimen.47 It is the inelastic interactions which are utilised for the collection of 

spectroscopic data, and will be explored in section 2.1.2.2. We will first consider elastic 

scattering events.   
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Figure 2-3 - Illustration of spherical aberrations effect on focussing of electrons. Top) a 
perfect lens with no aberration. Bottom) an imperfect lens with spherical aberration. The 
minimum probe size is at the disc of least confusion, rather than the Gaussian focus plane. 
(Recreated with permission from48 © 2004 Elsevier Ltd) 

2.1.2.1. Elastic scattering 

An elastic scattering event can be categorised as either coherent or incoherent. 

Coherent scattering occurs when only a small phase shift occurs, typically through a 

small angle. Specimens which are sufficiently thin and do not strongly scatter can be 

treated as ‘weak phase objects’.49 The weak phase approximation assumes scattering 

produces only a small phase shift with an insignificant change in amplitude. Under this 

assumption, the transmission function, ψ(r), (Equation 2.7) for an electron passing 

through the sample may be written as the complex function of the potential of the 

sample, V(r), and the interaction constant, σ (Equation 2.8), where both m, the 

electron mass and λ ,the electron wave length, are relativistic.35 

 𝜓(𝑟) = 1 + 𝑖𝜎𝑉(𝑟) 2.7 

 

 𝜎 =  
2𝜋𝑚𝑒𝜆

ℎ2
 2.8 

It can then be shown that the intensity of signal from coherent scattering, Icoh, at a 

probe position, r, can be described as the square of the convolution of the 

transmission function,𝜓(𝑟), and the probe function, P(r) (Equation 2.5).35 
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Figure 2-4 - Simulated electron probes under different conditions. It should be noticed 
that the size, shape and intensity of the probe all change. (a)-(c) effect of accelerating 
potential(V0), 100, 200 and 300 kV, α=25 mrad, astigmatism=0 Å, Cs=0 mm Scherzer 
defocus; (d)-(f) effect of convergence angle, 15, 25 and 35 mrad, V0=200 kV, 
astigmatism=0 Å, Cs=0 mm, Scherzer defocus; (g)-(i) effect of defocus, 0, 2.5 and 5 nm, 
V0=200 kV, α=25 mrad, astigmatism=0 Å, Cs=0 mm; (j)-(l) effect of Cs, 0, 0.5 and 1 mm, 
V0=200 kV, α=15 mrad, astigmatism=0 Å, Scherzer defocus; (m)-(o) effect of astigmatism, 
0, 20, 40 Å, V0=200 kV, α=25 mrad, Cs=0 mm, Scherzer defocus. Produced using 
PyQSTEM50 

 

 𝐼𝐶𝑜ℎ(𝑟) =  |𝜓(𝑟) ⊗ 𝑃(𝑟)|2 2.9 

A consequence of this convolution between the wave function and the probe function, 

is that the image contrast is sensitive to both the specimen and the condition of the 
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microscope. For a weak phase object, the contribution to the image from different 

spatial frequencies in the specimen is given by the phase contrast transfer function 

(PCTF). The PCTF is a sinusoidal oscillating function which is sensitive to the condition 

of the microscope including defocus. As a result, contrast reversal within an image 

depends both on spatial frequency and also the defocus of the electron probe.51  

Scattering is considered incoherent when there is a loss of phase information.52 This 

typically occurs when the electron scatters through a large angle after interacting with 

an atomic nucleus. Incoherent scattering can be approximated as a relativistic 

corrected Rutherford-like (equation 2.10). This describes the change in scattering cross 

section, σ, scattering into a solid angle, Ω, where Z is atomic number and, a0 is the 

Bohr radius. The relativistic contraction, γ, is described in equation 2.11, the 

magnitude of the scattering vector is described in equation 2.12 and finally the 

magnitude of the wave vector is described in equation 2.6.53 

 
𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝛺
=

4𝛾2𝑍2

𝑎0
2𝑞4

 2.10 

 

 𝛾 = [1 −
𝜈2

𝑐2
]

−
1
2

 2.11 

 

 𝑞 = |𝑞| = 2𝐾 sin (
𝜃

2
) 2.12 

 

With the removal of the phase information, the intensity at the detector resulting from 

incoherent scattering is described in equation 2.13.52 The intensity is equal to the 

product of the square of the probe function, P(r) (Equation 2.5) and the object 

function, O(r). The object function is the square of the transmission function (equation 

2.7), and describes the intensity of the electrons scattered by the atoms. The intensity 

of the signal generated can essentially be thought of the potential of the atoms blurred 

by the probe.35 
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 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ(𝑟) =  |𝑃(𝑟)|2 ⊗ 𝑂(𝑟) 2.13 

The difference derived for coherent and incoherent scattering (Equations 2.9 and 2.13) 

is subtle. However the manifestation in the contrast formation mechanism is 

significant.54 Instead of a PCTF, as in the case of coherent scattering, incoherent 

scattering contrast is described by the optical transfer function (OTF). The OTF is a 

continuously positive monotonically decreasing function, which results in no phase 

reversal across the full range of spatial frequencies, extending out to twice the spatial 

frequency of the chosen aperture.54 Consequently, incoherent scattering produces 

images which are directly interpretable, with resolutions comparable to coherent 

phase contrast images.  

2.1.2.1.1. Bright field (BF) STEM image contrast 

BF STEM imaging primarily utilises the coherently scattered electrons, which are 

scattered through small angles, and is achieved by placing a detector on the optic axis. 

As such, BF STEM and BF CTEM are mathematically equivalent due to reciprocity, 

which was demonstrated in 1970.55 The detector only subtends a small scattering 

range, which is known as the collection angle β (< 40 mrad, more typically ≈ 15 

mrad).13 The contrast generated within the image is produced by three contrast 

mechanisms; mass thickness, diffraction and phase contrast.  

If we consider the electron probe passing through vacuum, the electrons pass without 

scattering. The entire probe intensity will be collected by the BF aperture/detector 

provided β ≥ α.  If a specimen is placed in the beam path, some of the electrons will be 

scattered outside of the BF disc.56 Thus the intensity of the beam is reduced compared 

with a beam travelling through vacuum. These scattering events will be more 

numerous and/or more probable for a thicker or denser material.56 If the sample is 

inhomogeneous, the scattering events will vary as a function of probe position, 

generating contrast in the image collected. This is mass thickness contrast, and is 

generated regardless of the samples crystallinity. Mass thickness is the primary 

contrast mechanism in CTEM biological imaging.57 

Diffraction and phase contrast are only present in crystalline samples and contribute 

the majority of contrast to the image for crystalline samples. When the electron beam 

interacts with a crystalline sample, the beam will be diffracted if it satisfies the Bragg 
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condition58.  As a convergent beam is used, instead of the forming discrete spots, as in 

CTEM, discs will be formed in the back focal plane. If the separation between discs is 

larger than the BF detector, the intensity reaching the detector will be reduced; this is 

the basis of diffraction contrast.59 As diffraction contrast is extremely sensitive to 

changes in lattice orientation, it is used extensively for the studying of defects in 

crystalline samples.58,59 

If a sufficiently large objective aperture is used such that there is a triple overlap region 

(overlap between the direct beam and ± scattered beams), then coherent interference 

can occur.36,60 This condition is only achieved when a convergence semi angle is equal 

or larger than the scattering vector. The interference is very sensitive to the sample 

and is more information rich than mass thickness and diffraction contrast.  It has been 

shown that phase contrast in BF STEM is equivalent to phase contrast in CTEM, as such 

the BF STEM is also determined by the PCTF.55  

While BF imaging is perhaps the most information rich form of imaging, the sinusoidal 

nature of the PCTF is a severe limitation for ease of interpretation; as even small 

changes in defocus (or other microscope parameters) will change the PCTF and can 

result in contrast reversals.35 Comparison with simulation is required with accurate 

modelling of both the specimen and the microscope conditions. While BF STEM images 

have been used in my work for qualitative analysis, the majority of imaging has been 

high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM.  

2.1.2.1.2. High angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM image 

contrast 

Sampling incoherently scattered electrons through the use of a HAADF STEM detector 

has a number of advantages over BF STEM. Not only are the images are directly 

interpretable (discussed below), but it allows for the simultaneous collection of the 

inelastically scattered electrons. The technique was first demonstrated in 1980 by 

Crewe.61 The HAADF detector is an annular detector centred on the optic axis, with a 

large inner angle. The surface area allows for the collection of a substantial range of 

scattering angles, approximately 100 mrad.36 Through reciprocity one can draw the 

comparison with TEM, where the sample is illuminated with an annular incoherent 

source.  
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The justification of HAADF STEM being incoherent is primarily based on two 

arguments, geometric and thermal diffuse scattering (TDS). The geometry of the 

HAADF detector allows for the collection of multiple diffracted beams, and 

consequently multiple interface regions. As a large number of these interfaces are 

summed together, the contribution of an individual overlap region is minor compared 

to the total detected signal, and the sensitivity to the phase is destroyed. To ensure 

the geometry imposes incoherent scattering, the inner angle of the HAADF detector 

must be sufficiently large. The inner angle is typically chosen to be at two or three 

times the convergence angle (≈20-35 mrad), requiring inner angles greater than 50 

mrad for modern corrected STEMs.35  

Alternatively the incoherence of HAADF images may be explained by the scattering of 

the probe electrons with pre-existing phonons within the specimen. This scattering 

process is known as TDS, and is responsible for the majority of the signal in a HAADF 

image.62,63 While strictly an inelastic process, the energy transfer is so small it is not 

readily measurable, and so may be treated as pseudo-elastic. If the lattice is assumed 

to behave as an Einstein Solid, in which the atoms vibrate independently, the 

scattering will be incoherent as there is no phase relation between movements of 

neighbouring atoms. More accurately, phonon vibrations impose correlation between 

neighbouring atom positions, as such the coherence cannot be completely 

destroyed.64 However Muller et al. have shown that for HAADF images the specimens 

can be approximated as Einstein solids, rather than using a realistic phonon 

dispersion.65  

If we assume a Rutherford scattering approximation then the HAADF intensity should 

be proportional to the square of atomic number (equation 2.14).66 

 𝐼 ∝  𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷
2 𝑍2 2.14 

Where, σMSD, is the mean square displacement and Z is atomic number. The 

contribution of mean square displacement gives increased contrast in low Z, highly 

mobile materials such as polymers.66 For more accurate modelling it is necessary to 

consider relativistic shielding of atomic nuclei, such that the scattering intensity is 

proportional to Zζ, where ζ is typically 1.7 but is sample dependent.67,68 This 
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proportionality is also affected by the scattering angles collected by the detector, and 

only valid if scattering is purely incoherent.69,70  

HAADF image contrast is further complicated by channelling along atomic columns, 

which occurs when a specimen is orientated to a low zone axis.71,72 When the probe is 

located over an atomic column, the probe electron will oscillate along the column due 

to the positive potential of the nuclei, effectively trapping the electron on the column. 

Channelling introduces coherence to the scattering and can alter the intensity of the 

signal as a function of thickness as the beam passes through the specimen.54 Contrast 

arising from channelling cannot be easily interpreted as it has been shown to be 

dependant the on inner angle of the detector and specimen thickness.73 However, 

channelling can be advantageous with regards to acquiring an atomic resolution image 

as it localises the beam within an atomic column, so at these positions HAADF images 

will show higher intensity than might otherwise be predicted.74 

The exact quantitative nature of HAADF imaging is beyond the scope of this thesis, a 

full description can be found in Martinez et.al.75, Jones76 and de Backer et.al.77. To a 

good approximation we can treat the HAADF contrast as purely incoherent scattering. 

This allows for the interpretation that bright regions correspond to atomic positions, 

with thicker regions or those composed of heavier atoms being proportionally 

brighter. 

A weakness of HAADF STEM is that the proportion of electrons scattered to high angles 

is much lower than those weakly scattered and collected in BF STEM. As a 

consequence, the amount of electrons reaching the HAADF detector is typically lower 

than BF which can reduce the signal to noise ratio (SNR). This is particularly true at 

higher angles, so often lower inner angles may be used (medium angle ADF) in lieu of 

true HAADF conditions, which will introduce some phase information into the image 

but give an improved SNR.78    

Within this body of work the HAADF STEM images were collected with a sufficiently 

large inner angle, such that images were assumed to be formed from incoherently 

scattered electrons. The images were then interpreted in a semi-quantitative manner, 

with I ∝ Zζ relationship.  
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2.1.2.2. Inelastic Scattering  

Inelastically scattered electrons are those where energy is transferred from the probe 

to specimen due to an interaction with the electron cloud of the specimen. This 

interaction is the basis for all the spectroscopic techniques used in TEM. The average 

distance an electron travels within the specimen before an inelastic scattering event is 

known as the inelastic mean free path (MFP), λinel , where Nv is the number of atoms 

per unit volume and σinel is the inelastic cross section for the materials (equation 

2.15).35  

 λ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙 =  
1

(𝑁𝑉𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙)
 2.15 

It should be noted that inelastic scattering events are necessarily incoherent.79 There 

are a number of different spectroscopic signals available within the microscope, which 

include electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

spectroscopy, cathodoluminescence and Auger electron spectroscopy.47 A principal 

advantage of STEM is the ability to obtain a spectrum at each pixel position, providing 

chemical information at high spatial resolutions. The two most utilised spectroscopic 

STEM techniques are EELS and EDX, which collect complimentary information.  

2.1.2.2.1. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 

The transfer of energy from the probe to the specimen can manifest through a number 

of processes including the creation of: phonons, plasmons or ionisation events.47 In a 

typical EELS spectra there are three primary features; the zero loss peak (ZLP), plasmon 

peak and ‘core edges’ (Figure 2-5).  

The ZLP corresponds to the un-scattered and elastically scattered electrons. The ZLP 

full width half maximum (FWHM) is dictated by the energy dispersion of the probe and 

represents the best possible energy resolution of the EELS spectra. The actual 

resolution will depend on the number of channels in the spectrometer, the detector 

quantum efficiency, and the choice in energy dispersion per channel.80 Due to 

limitations in electron sources, the ZLP FWHM ranges from 0.3 to 3 eV depending on 

electron source.81 Monochromators are able to produce probes with ZLPs with a 

FWHM as low as 7 meV and with sufficiently low tail intensities that it is possible to 

examine phonon vibrations.82 More commonly, the ZLP FWHM is closer to 1-2 eV, as 
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such we will consider all transfers below 1 eV as pseudo-elastic scattering and 

contained within the ZLP (including phonons responsible for TDS). 

 

Figure 2-5 - Example EELS spectrum containing zero loss, plasmon and characteristic 
elemental edges, and showing the power-law background. The intensity of the zero loss 
peak, containing all electrons which have not inelastically scattered dwarfs the other 
components. Note the array of elemental edges shapes and intensities. (Reproduced with 
permission from47 Copyright © 2011, Springer Science Business Media, LLC)  

When the electron probe interacts with the specimen it may excite a collective 

oscillation of the electrons, a plasmon. While the plasmon peak may be studied, for 

example to measure optical properties83, bandgaps84, or the temperature of the 

sample85, it is more generally used to estimate sample thickness.86 If the sample is 

thinner than the inelastic MFP, there will only be a single plasmon peak, with thicker 

samples containing multiple plasmon peaks. The multiple peaks indicate multiple 

inelastic scattering events for a probe electron passing through the specimen.47 A 

precise method for measuring thickness of the sample is achieved by the log-ratio 

method (equation 2.16).86 Where, t is sample thickness, λinel is the inelastic mean free 

path, and IT and IZLP are the intensity of the plasmon and ZLP peak respectively.  

 𝑡 =  𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑛 (
𝐼𝑇

𝐼𝑍𝐿𝑃
) 2.16 

Both the ZLP and plasmon peak reside in the ‘low loss’ region of the EELS spectra, 

which is the most intense region. Higher energy losses than approximately 100 eV are 

considered the high loss region, which is significantly less intense (one to two orders of 

magnitude). ‘Core edges’ present in the high loss region of the spectrum correspond to 

ionising events.47 The shape and position of the edge provides details such as chemical 
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environment and oxidation state.87 Much of the challenge associated with EELS comes 

from the post processing of the data, where specimen information must be 

deconvolved from the background.88  

Commonly EELS data is acquired by placing an electromagnetic prism on the optic axis, 

and collecting the direct and weakly scattered electrons in lieu of a BF detector. HAADF 

or ADF detectors may still be used, allowing for the simultaneous collection of images 

and EELS spectrum images. While an invaluable technique in many regards, there are 

some associated weaknesses. The estimation of elemental concentrations is extremely 

sensitive to the post processing method used, although recent advances have allowed 

for a more quantitative analysis.88 SNR is also a significant issue, due to the low 

number of inelastic scattering events; this is particularly true for low cross section 

materials i.e. those composed of high atomic number elements.47 Additionally, due to 

a large difference in the intensity of the low and high loss regions of the spectra as well 

as limitations in spectrometers, the EELS experiment must be tailored to particular 

elements. Depending on elemental composition, multiple EELS spectra with different 

energy offsets may be required to measure all the elements with the sample. This may 

result in drift in the ZLP position, leading to inaccuracies in peak assignment. To 

compensate for the drift, dual EELS is performed, in which both low and high loss 

regions are collected simultaneously, allowing for the accurate alignment of the 

spectra post collection.89 Generally EELS is particularly suited to the examining low Z 

elements, and so complements EDX spectroscopy.  

2.1.2.2.2. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 

When an atom is ionised by the electron beam, a hole is created which is rapidly filled 

by an electron from a higher orbital, returning the atom to its ground state 

configuration. Electrons from different orbitals may be ejected by the ionisation 

technique, which in turn may be filled from a number of different orbitals, providing it 

satisfies the selection rules, leading to characteristic transitions for a single element. 

This requires an energy emission process, equal to the difference between the energy 

levels of the orbitals.15 As such the emission spectra produced is unique to each 

element. The emission is achieved by two competing processes; X-ray emission and 

ejection of an Auger electron. The dominant process depends on atomic number, with 

Auger preferred in light elements and X-ray emission in heavy elements.90  
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The intensity of the X-rays emitted, IA, for element A in a sample, can be described by 

equation 2.17.15   

 𝐼𝐴 = (
𝐶𝐴𝜔𝐴𝜎𝐴𝑎𝐴𝑡

𝐴𝐴
) 휀𝐴 2.17 

Where CA is the weight fraction of A, ωA is the fluorescence yield, aA is the fraction of 

total intensity measured, σA is total ionisation cross section, t  is sample thickness, AA is 

atomic weight of element A, and εA is the efficiency of the detector. The photons 

produced by light elements are typically low in energy and are less efficiently 

detected.90,91 The poor detection of light elements, and the increased probability of 

fluorescence for higher atomic weight elements, makes EDX better suited for the 

detection of heavier elements, complimentary to EELS. 

EDX is generally a less efficient technique than EELS, due to the low probability of X-ray 

generation and small annular collection efficiency for the detectors.92 However, there 

are a number of ways to maximise the signal, the most obvious of which is to collect 

the spectra for a longer period of time. This will improve the SNR, but its 

implementation is limited by a number of factors, including sample drift, 

contamination build up, and beam induced sample damage. Similarly a higher beam 

current may be used, so as to generate more signal, however this limits resolution and 

will exacerbate beam damage. Alternatively the detector may be optimised so as to 

maximise the detected signal. This may be achieved by increasing detector efficiency 

and/or increasing the detector size. Recent developments in the use of silicon drift 

detectors have increased detection efficiency, and increased the solid angle of the 

detectors.93  Additionally, multiple detectors may be incorporated, increasing the total 

solid angle and capturing more of the emitted X-rays improving SNR. The super-X EDX 

system (as used in this work), has four detectors around the specimen to provide a 

larger collection solid angle of up to 0.9 srad.92,94 A thicker specimen may also be used, 

which produces more X-rays for a given probe current and capture time. However, a 

larger interaction volume will reduce the spatial resolution of the X-ray signal, and limit 

the STEM imaging and EELS capabilities due to the increased scattering events. 

Electron channelling may result in enhanced X-ray generation when the sample is 

orientated along a major zone axis.95,96 This can complicate the quantitative analysis of 

the EDX spectra.97 To maximise the quantitative accuracy of EDX spectra, the effect of 
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channelling should be minimised. This is achievable by tilting away from low zone axis 

and or by precessing the probe.97,98  

In addition to the characteristic photons emitted by the sample, photons may be 

generated from a number of sources within the TEM column. The most abundant of 

which are continuous Bremsstrahlung X-rays, which form the background of the EDX 

spectra.15 Bremsstrahlung radiation is a phenomena resulting from the deceleration of 

an electron, and forms a continuum as the electron may lose any amount of energy 

(up to the Duane-Hunt limit). The number of X-rays produced by this phenomena is 

calculated from Kramers’ cross section.99 This background must be removed in post 

processing, before quantitative analysis of the EDX spectra. Characteristic X-ray 

emission is isotropic, while the Bremsstrahlung is strongly forward scattered.100 The 

SNR may therefore be maximised by placing the detector above the specimen.   

A further concern is the generation of X-rays outside of the probe location, which may 

result in falsely attributing an element to the probe location. These X-rays may be 

generated by scattered electrons that may have interacted with a different region of 

the: specimen, specimen support, sample holder, or pole piece of the microscope. 

Copper (from the specimen support), iron (from the pole piece) and zirconium (from 

the EDX collimator), are common artefact peaks for my specimens. Secondary X-rays 

may also be produced by fluorescence from X-rays emitted with high energies, which 

are able to ionise other atoms. Minimisation of these X-rays can be achieved through 

experimental practice, such as minimising tilt of the holder, imaging away from grid 

bar and mounting specimens correctly. Low background EDX holders constructed with 

low atomic mass materials such as beryllium, and careful design can be used to reduce 

spurious X-rays from the holder.101  

EDX spectrum images, HAADF and BF images (or EELS spectrum image in lieu of BF) 

may be collected simultaneously. The diverse collectable signals in the STEM, enabling 

the atomic structure and chemical identity to be assigned is an extraordinarily 

powerful for the study of nanomaterials.102-105 This work primarily utilises HAADF STEM 

imaging and EDX spectrum imaging in the investigation of misfit layer chalcogenides 

(MLC).  
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Figure 2-6- Example EDX spectrum of cylindrite sample, showing the characteristic 
elemental edges for Pb, Cu, Fe, Sb, Sn and S; and the Bremsstrahlung background. For 
clarity some peaks have not been labelled, including CKα, OKα, SbLβ and SnLβ.  

2.1.2.3. Beam Damage  

The quality of STEM data is often limited by specimen damage due to electron beam 

interaction.106 The ultra-bright FEG electron sources with aberration correctors create 

very intense beams which exacerbate this damage. The damage propagates by two 

principal mechanisms, radiolysis and knock-on-damage.  

Knock on damage is atomic displacement as a result of collisions between beam 

electrons with specimen nuclei.107 Atomic displacement is the permanent relocation of 

an atom from its equilibrium position to an interstitial site, reducing the crystallinity of 

the sample.108 Displacement of surface atoms can be removed to vacuum, resulting in 

electron induced sputtering of the sample. Atomic displacement occurs if the energy 

transfer is over a specimen dependant threshold energy.108 Surface atoms are less 

strongly bonded than bulk atoms, and consequently will exhibit preferential 

sputtering.107 Knock on damage may be alleviated by reducing beam energy, such that 

energy transfer is below the threshold energies. The sputtering rate may be reduced 

by adding a thin amorphous layer of high atomic mass material, on the exit surface.108 

It has also been shown that 2D materials encapsulated with graphene are more robust 

to knock on damage.109 
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Inelastic scattering events can induce radiolytic damage.108 The transfer of energy to 

specimen nuclei may result in a single or grouped (plasmon) electronic transition. If 

while in an excited state the atom undergoes an atomic vibration, interatomic bonds 

may become broken, or may form a radical.110 Consequently radiolysis may be reduced 

through the cooling of the sample, via the reduction in thermal phonons.110 Radiolysis 

is more prevalent in insulators and semiconductors due to lower availability of free 

electrons compared to metals. The production of SEs in insulating and semiconducting 

samples can lead to additional ionisation events resulting in the cascade of radiolytic 

damage.110 Further damage may be induced in insulating samples by electrostatic 

charging, which may result in sample damage by either ion migration or charge 

induced mechanical forces.110 Radiolytic damage may be reduced by increasing beam 

energy, so as to increase the inelastic mean free path of the probe electrons.110 

However as discussed above, the higher incident beam energies will increase knock on 

damage. As such, beam energy should be selected to minimise the principal damage 

mechanism within the specimen; in conducting inorganic specimens this is knock on 

damage where insulating specimens are primarily limited by radiolytic damage.111  

The most universal method to reduce beam damage is to reduce the specimen 

exposure to the electron probe. This has instigated the development of a number of 

“low dose” TEM techniques, including scanning solutions112,113, aloof beam 

techniques114and sparse sensing115,116. The charged nature of the electrons makes the 

applications of pulsed beams to mitigate beam damage challenging, as temporal 

confinement leads to spatial and energy spread of the probe due to coulomb 

repulsion.117,118 Both total dose and dose rate are critical parameters for beam 

damage.108 Jian and Spence demonstrated that specimen damage can be avoided, 

provided the dose rate is lower than the recovery rate of the specimen.119 As such the 

effects of beam damage may be reduced through the use of sufficiently low beam 

currents. This damage recovery process has been studied in graphene, where 

sputtered holes were filled with semi-pristine graphene.120 While beam damage is a 

hindrance for the characterisation of materials, it may be utilised to sculpt and 

manipulate materials at the nanoscale. This has been exploited in 2D materials in the 

formation of nanowires and nano-pores in graphene and TMDCs.121 
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The electron beam can also cause the build-up of mobile contamination, as it migrates 

to the charged region under the electron beam. Hydrocarbons are subsequently 

polymerised by the beam fixing the contaminants to the surface of the specimen.122,123 

The build-up of  contamination reduces the image resolution and contrast, and 

decreases EELS performance.124 Contamination build up is worsened by the long 

acquisition times required for spectrum imaging. With the improvement in pump 

technology and use of liquid nitrogen cold traps, the majority of contamination comes 

from the sample itself rather than the microscope.125 As such, effective sample 

preparation is crucial to ensure that contamination is minimised. Several techniques 

have been employed to reduce hydrocarbon contaminants, these include: plasma 

cleaning126, baking127, ultraviolet exposure128, washing in solvent127, cooling the 

specimen129, and “beam showering”108. “Beam showering” is the flooding of the 

surrounding regions, cracking the contaminants, reducing the build-up upon 

subsequent higher magnification scanning. These methods were reviewed by 

Mitchell124, who showed the preferred cleaning method is specimen dependant.  

To minimise beam damage, I limited the exposure of the specimen to the beam and 

focused on a nearby area before moving to the region of interest. I took steps to 

mitigate the contamination by plasma cleaning the holder, and beam showering the 

sample when contamination was an issue.  

2.1.2.4. Specimen preparation  

There are a number of constraints on the samples which may be examined by TEM, in 

addition to those discussed in section 2.1.1. The lateral sample size is limited as the 

majority of TEM holders accept a 3mm disc specimen. As such the sample must be 

prepared in such a way that it may be securely loaded into the holder.  

It is vital that the preparation step/s do not introduce artefacts. If artefacts are 

unavoidable it is vital they are minimised and are well characterised, so as to not lead 

to incorrect analysis of the data. To ensure faithful sample analysis and optimal 

imaging conditions, the crystallinity and structure of the sample must be retained, 

while the addition of amorphous layers should be minimised.  

Crucially, the sample must also be sufficiently thin to allow for the electrons to 

transmit through the specimen. We have noted for optimal imaging and EELS 
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collection the electron may only undergo a single scattering event in the specimen. As 

the elastic scattering cross section is larger than the inelastic scattering cross 

section130, the elastic MFP, λelas, (equation 2.18, Where Nv is the number of atoms per 

unit volume and σelas is the elastic cross section)35 can be used as a limit for specimen 

thickness.  

 λ𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠 =  
1

(𝑁𝑉𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠)
 2.18 

However, it is not always easy or even possible to prepare a sufficiently thin sample. A 

consequence of overly thick samples is a decrease in the obtainable resolution. This is, 

in part, due to a decrease in SNR and increase in apparent beam size. Equation 2.19 

describes the minimum resolvable feature size, dfeature, which is a quadratic sum of the 

probe size due to the microscope dstem (Equation 2.1), the size of the probe due to 

SNR, dSNR, and dblur, the size of the probe due to beam broadening.131 For a feature to 

be visible and detectable, the SNR must be ≥ 3 and ≥ 5 respectively.132 The minimum 

probe size due to SNR has been calculated by Schuh & de Jonge, and shown to be 

much larger than the probe in vacuum, in thick samples.133 To maximise the SNR, 

contributions of noise signals should be minimised. Some common sources of 

background signal are the supportive substrates, embedding matrices and amorphous 

layers. Beam broadening is the increased diameter of the beam due to the elastic 

scattering as the electrons travel through the specimen. A thicker sample will have an 

increased number of scattering events, yielding an increased broadening effect.134 The 

effect of beam broadening in thin films has been modelled in a number of different 

ways,135,136 which were shown to be inaccurate when compared experimental data.131 

Gauvin & Rudinsky137 successfully modelled beam broadening in a wide range of 

specimen thicknesses. The model produced predictions in good agreement with 

experimental data.131,134 However, this model only applies to amorphous samples as it 

neglects the effects of electron channelling, which can reduce beam broadening within 

the specimen.134 As such beam broadening may be minimised by using a thin sample 

and careful alignment of the specimen to a low zone axis.  

 𝑑𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  √𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀
2 + 𝑑𝑆𝑁𝑅

2 + 𝑑𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑟
2  2.19 
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There are numerous methods used to prepare samples suitable for TEM 

characterisation.138 The best method is unique to each specimen and the desired 

viewing orientation (i.e. plan view or cross section). Within this work I prepared 

samples for cross section and plan view characterisation.  The cross section samples 

were prepared using FIB. The dimensions of the materials investigated were typically 

between 100 – 500 μm2 which required the site specific cross sectioning capabilities of 

FIB. The FIB is discussed in further detail in sections 2.1.4 and 3.5. Plan view samples 

were prepared by two methods, mechanical flake transfer of mechanically exfoliated 

flakes and drop casting liquid suspensions of crushed bulk material. The mechanical 

transfer allows for STEM characterisation of a specific flake of interest, which is well 

orientated to the [001] zone axis. However this method only allows for a small number 

of flakes to be examined. Drop casting allowed for a higher number of flakes to be 

deposited on a grid. Furthermore they are typically less aligned to the low order zone 

axis, which may improve elemental quantification by decreasing channelling.97 These 

methods are described in further detail in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 

2.1.3. The scanning electron microscope (SEM)  

The SEM was first developed in 1935 by Knoll139, and the first scanning electron 

instrument with sub-microscopic resolution was demonstrated in 1938 by von 

Ardenne140, utilising transmitted electrons. The creation of the modern SEM 

instrument is credited to Oatley’s group, who extensively developed the SEM between 

1950 and 1960.141 The SEM forms a magnified image of a sample by scanning a focused 

electron probe (typically 1 – 30 keV) across a typically bulk sample. Comparisons may 

be drawn between STEM and SEM probe forming optics, and SEMs can be thought of 

as a low kV STEM. This comparison is validated further in the application of low kV 

STEM142 and the inclusion of HAADF and BF electron detectors in some SEMS.143 

However, SEMs primarily image bulk specimens, through which electrons cannot 

transmit, and generate images by the collection of either BSEs or SEs. Modern SEMs 

are fitted with a range of electron detectors, with different geometries, producing 

images formed from different contrast mechanisms.144 In addition to imaging, the 

crystallographic structure may be examined via electron backscattered diffraction 

(EBSD) detectors145, while local chemical information may be obtained through the 

inclusion of EDX or wavelength dispersive X-ray spectrometers.146  
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While the electron optics of SEMs are similar to STEMs, and often utilise FEGs as 

electron sources, the probe convergence semi-angle is substantially smaller than those 

used in STEM.147 The smaller convergence semi-angle allows for a greater depth of 

focus, at the expense of a larger probe diameter. The SEM probe size is further 

increased compared to STEM, due to the lower beam energies and larger, typically 

uncorrected, aberrations. However the probe diameter is not as crucial in SEM as the 

resolution is dictated by the interaction volumes.  

As discussed in previous sections (2.1.2), when the probe electron impinges with the 

specimen, the electron will undergo both elastic and inelastic scattering events. The 

loss of energy from the inelastic scattering events limits the distance an electron can 

travel through a specimen. As SEM is primarily used to analyse bulk samples, there are 

a sufficiently high number of inelastic events resulting in a sufficient energy loss that 

the electron may be absorbed by the sample.147 Various methods have been used to 

estimate the distance an electron will travel in the specimen. A popular method was 

developed by Bethe in 1930100, in which the electron loses energy at a constant rate 

within the specimen. This method overestimates the penetration depth of the 

electrons, as it does not account for the change in path direction stemming from 

elastic collisions. The probabilistic nature of elastic scattering angles may be accounted 

for by describing an interaction volume, which provides a probability for an electron 

implanting in the specimen at a certain location. The interaction volume is sensitive to 

beam energy, specimen composition and tilt.148 Kanaya and Okayama’s method 

provides an estimation for a hemispherical interaction volume containing 95% of the 

electrons.149 Accounting for the tortuous path of the electrons, induced by the elastic 

collisions, this radius is more accurate than the Bethe approximation. While useful to 

obtain an approximation for the interaction volume, accurate modelling may be 

achieved by Monte Carlo simulations.150 These produce a random 3D trajectory for 

each electron within the specimen, for each of the thousands or millions of simulated 

electrons. The random trajectories provide a statistically accurate description of 

electron scattering within the specimen. In addition to producing electron trajectories, 

Monte Carlo simulations are able to estimate X-ray generation within the sample.151  

The scattering angle of elastically scattered electrons ranges from a few degrees to 180 

degrees (i.e. reflected). As such probe electrons entering the sample may be elastically 
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scattered through an angle greater than 90 degrees (by a single or multiple elastic 

scattering events) and exit the top surface. These electrons are referred to as BSE 

(Figure 2-7). The probability of elastic scattering is described by the elastic scattering 

cross section; the distance between scattering events is given by the elastic MFP 

(equation 2.18).35,147 As elastic scattering preserves electron energy, BSE are highly 

energetic, keeping an appreciable amount of the original beam energy. However, as 

the electron will also undergo a random number of inelastic collisions within the 

specimen, the BSE will be emitted with a range of energies equal to or less than the 

original beam energy.148 The distribution of BSE energies is dependent on both atomic 

number and beam energy. BSE emitted from heavier elements will retain a higher 

proportion of the original beam energy as the beam electrons undergo fewer inelastic 

scattering events before exiting the specimen.147 The proportion of BSE emitted per 

incident beam electron is described by the BSE coefficient, which may not be greater 

than one. The BSE coefficient varies with the atomic number and crystal structure of 

the specimen, and as such SEM images produced from BSEs are sensitive to atomic 

composition.152 

The transfer of energy from the beam electron to the specimen may also result in the 

emission of SEs. SEs are ejected outer shell electrons after the ionisation of an atom by 

the probe electron. These are arbitrarily defined as possessing less than 50 eV, 

although it is more common for SEs to have much lower energies.153 After generation, 

SEs will undergo further energy loss events as they travel through the specimen further 

reducing their energy. Consequently the SEs may only travel a short distance before 

being absorbed, therefore only SE produced close to the surface will be emitted from 

the specimen.154 An empirical model for the characteristic escape depth of SEs was 

described by Ono and Kanaya155 (equation 2.20). Where descape is the characteristic 

depth (nm), A is the atomic weight, I is the first ionisation (eV) potential, ρ is the 

density and Z atomic number. The limited depth the electrons are able to emit from 

the sample make SEs extremely sensitive to local topography.   

 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒  =  
0.267 𝐴 𝐼

(𝜌𝑍0.66)
 2.20 
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Figure 2-7 - Illustration of secondary electron (SE) generation in a bulk specimen. First 
generation SE (SE1) are generated as the probe electron enters the specimen and second 
generation SE (SE2) are generated as the back scattered electrons (BSE) exit the specimen. 
Note that only SE generated within the escape depth (light grey) successfully escape the 
specimen and are detectable. The light blue shaded region illustrates the interaction 
volume.  

The SE coefficient, analogous to the BSE coefficient, describes the yield of detectable 

SEs per incident beam electron. The SE coefficient may be greater than one i.e. a single 

probe electron may produce more than one detectable SE. This is in part due to the 

possibility that the probe electron may undergo multiple inelastic scattering events 

within the escape depth of the specimen generating SE1. Detectable SEs are also 

produced by BSEs exiting the specimen undergoing inelastic collisions within the 

escape depth, these are assigned as SE2.156 SEs may also be generated by interaction of 

BSE with internal surfaces of the SEM (e.g. chamber walls) or the probe impinging on 

misaligned apertures, denoted SE3 and SE4.157 The SE generation is summarised in 

Figure 2-7. SE1 contain the most local information and therefore contribute the highest 

resolution information. SE2, generated from BSE, contain information corresponding to 

the BSE interaction volume, contributing lower resolution information. The number of 

SE2 generated is greater than the number of SE1, with the ratio depending on both 

probe energy and specimen tilt.157 For beam energies less than 5 keV, the SE2:SE1 ratio 
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is approximately 4, and above 10 keV approximately 2. The SE2:SE1 ratio decreases as 

the angle of the incidence of the probe electron increases.153 

Within this work SEM SE imaging was performed, exploiting the sensitivity of SE to the 

sample topology. 

2.1.4. The focused ion beam (FIB) 

The FIB is similar to the SEM discussed in the previous section, except a focused probe 

of ions are used instead of electrons. The focused ion beam can be composed from 

metal ions (typically gallium)158, plasma159 or helium ions160. The work presented here 

uses a gallium FIB. As such, discussion shall be limited to this type of instrument. When 

energetic ions impact on the specimen, as well as the generation of SEs as seen in the 

SEM, sample atoms may also be sputtered away from specimen, as charged or neutral 

species. The positively charged ions may be subsequently detected, offering a new 

imaging mode, although it is more typical to form an image by collecting ion generated 

SEs. However due to large chromatic aberrations and large source sizes, the imaging 

performance of ion beams is severely impaired. It is the ability to sputter material in a 

site specific manner, which is the primary function of the FIB and is a powerful 

technique for materials preparation and characterisation.  

The key component to the FIB is the liquid metal source (LMS), which acts as the 

source of gallium ions. Within this,  gallium wets a tungsten filament and ions are 

extracted by an electric field.161 The ions are accelerated under a high potential 

(typically 1 – 30 kV) and formed into a focused beam by a series of apertures and 

electrostatic lenses. The LMS was originally developed for use in aerospace propulsion 

in the late 1950s, and successfully implemented in 1991.162 Tangentially, the LMS was 

developed by the semiconductor industry and by the 1980s it was incorporated in to a 

single column instrument routinely used for device and lithography mask repair.163 

The modern FIB instrument is a dual-beam system, in which ion and electron columns 

are combined into a single platform. Most instruments are fitted with additional 

features such as gas injection systems (GIS), micromanipulators, EDX and EBSD 

detectors. The GIS allows for the localised introduction of gasses to the specimen. 

These gasses allow for enhanced etch assisting164 or local deposition of materials in-

situ165. Etch assistant gasses (specimen specific) enhance etch rate by increasing the 
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volatility of the sputtered atoms reducing redeposition.166 Alternatively, conducting or 

insulating layers may be deposited in a site specific manner. Precursor molecules are 

converted into deposited elemental material and volatile compounds, via ion or 

electron induced chemical reactions.165 Deposited materials can be used to reduce 

charging, curtaining artefacts and ion beam damage which occurs during the milling 

process.167 Micromanipulators allow for the precise handling of the specimen within 

the instrument. For TEM sample preparation, the manipulator allows for the in-situ 

transfer of the sample to the specialised TEM grid prior to thinning to electron 

transparency.167 The combination of the two columns, GIS, micromanipulators, and 

various detectors, makes the modern dual beam FIB an extremely versatile instrument, 

which may be used in a range of applications such as: atom probe tip preparation168, 

failure analysis169, device modification170, chemical analysis171, biological 

applications172 and TEM preparation.167 

Energetic ions impacting on a sample will undergo a series of elastic and inelastic 

scattering events, before eventually implanting in the specimen; analogous to the fate 

of probe electrons in SEM. However as ions elastically scatter, the momentum transfer 

is sufficiently high as to sputter the material away, allowing for modification of the 

sample.173 Furthermore each primary scattering event can go on to generate 

secondary collision events, a process known as a collision cascade.173 The sputtering of 

material, is in competition with redeposition where the sputtered material deposits 

back on the specimen.174 The effective milling rate is then given by the sputtering and 

redeposition rates. If the sputtering rate is equal to the redeposition rate, no milling 

will occur, but the sample will be damaged with a reduction in crystallinity.175 The 

sputtering rate is affected by a number of specimen characteristics including surface 

binding energy, atomic number and density. There are a number of controllable 

parameters, the most important of which are the flux and energy of the ions which are 

controlled by ion beam current and acceleration potential respectively. The use of a 

higher current and accelerating potential will increase sputtering yield, but with less 

spatial resolution and increased beam damage.161 The sputtering rate is also 

influenced by dwell time, crystal orientation and geometry of the milled region. 

Increased probe dwell times yield enhanced sputter rates, through the overlapping 

collision cascades.158,176 If the sample is orientated to a low zone axis the ions will 
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experience channelling and travel further through the specimen. This was found to 

reduce both the milling and redeposition rate and produce a ‘cleaner’ mill, an effect 

more noticeable in copper than in silicon.177 The geometry of the mill also dictates 

sputtering rate, with deep high aspect ratio mills particularly challenging to mill. This is 

due to the reduction in the ability of the sputtered atoms to escape, increasing the 

redeposition rate. For extremely deep trenches, an etchant gas may be used to 

increase the volatility of the sputtered atoms reducing the deposition.164  

In addition to sputtering, as the cascade propagates through the sample, atoms will be 

displaced from their equilibrium positions resulting in highly defective/amorphous 

regions of the sample.175 Relaxation to original crystal structure, is always 

accompanied by an amorphous region.178 The relaxation process is sensitive to ion flux 

and energy, as it dictates the initial damage radius, and the ability of the specimen to 

recover crystallinity. The optimal ion beam energy and current is therefore a balance 

between minimising beam damage, and ensuring the sputtering rate is sufficiently high 

to be practically useful and limit amorphisation of the specimen. Furthermore 

recrystallisation is sensitive to temperature, unit cell, composition and material 

parameters.179 Consequently beam conditions which may damage one material, will 

cause minimal damage to another, exemplified by induced amorphous regions in 

silicon while copper remains unchanged, under the same ion beam conditions.175 The 

MLCs characterised in this work are complex materials and are composed of heavy 

elements (Pb, Sn, Sb, Fe, S) with a large unit cell and a complex phase relationship. As 

such it is expected that they will be less robust to beam induced amorphisation. 

The FIB instrument is a powerful tool for TEM sample preparation as it is able to 

prepare samples in a site specific manner from different sample orientations. The 

preparation of TEM cross sections utilises all the features of a modern dual-beam 

system. The region of interest is identified using the SEM column, utilising its superior 

imaging capability while avoiding exposing the area to unnecessary ion beam 

exposure. Protective layers (I used Pt) are added in-situ by electron and ion beams 

induced deposition. The sample is milled free from the substrate and transferred to a 

specialised grid using a micro-manipulator in-situ. The sample is then subsequently 

thinned using lower beam energies and currents as the sample is progressively thinned 
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to electron transparency, in order to minimise damage. The procedure used within the 

work is described in section 3.5.  

In addition to the ion beam induced damage discussed above, the accurate thickness 

determination of the lamellae in the FIB is challenging. Accurate thickness estimation is 

crucial for producing high quality TEM lamellae, as overly thick images will compromise 

imaging capabilities, while overly thin specimens will be exposed to the ion beam 

unnecessarily and may even be destroyed. Currently the assessment of lamellae 

thickness requires the experience of a skilled user, to qualitatively determine the 

thickness. Some quantitative methods have been developed180-183 however they are 

currently insufficiently accurate or incompatible for use in TEM sample preparation. 

This topic is discussed extensively in section 6 where a novel approach for in-situ real 

time measurement of lamellae thickness is presented. 

Cross sections prepared by FIB have been crucial in the characterisation of both 2D 

materials7,184-189 and MLCs190-192. Within this work a dual beam FIB was used to prepare 

cross sections from MLCs exfoliated on Si/SiO2 substrates for both STEM HAADF and 

STEM EDX characterisation.  
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2.2. 2D and van der Waals (vdW) materials 

Van der Waals (vdW) materials are those which are composed of strongly covalent 

planes held together by weak van der Waals interactions. The weak interlayer bonding 

allows for the facile cleavage of the planes from the bulk. Cleavage vdW materials have 

been exploited in a variety of applications including pencils, dry lubricants1 and for 

calibration of scanning tunnelling electron microscopes2. This cleavage was also 

exploited in the isolation of the first free standing atomic thin material graphene, 

which was cleaved from graphite.3 It was long thought that 2D materials were unstable 

with respect to formation of other low dimensional allotropes, however graphene (and 

other 2D crystals) have been shown to be stable in a range of environments.4 The 

stability of graphene (and other 2D crystals) is thought to be due to in part to creases 

introducing a 3D component to the structure.5  

The isolation and characterisation of graphene was first achieved using 

micromechanical exfoliation of highly orientated pyrolytic graphene, colloquially 

known as the “scotch tape” method.3 Utilising thin film interference, graphene was 

exfoliated onto a Si/SiO2 substrate, so as to be visible in optical microscopes.4 While 

seemingly trivial, the ability to view under standard optical microscopes has allowed 

for the great strides in graphene and 2D materials device fabrication.4 Since the 

discovery of graphene more than a decade ago, the field of 2D materials has been 

heavily researched, spanning a broad range of subject areas.6 A consequence of this 

broad interest in 2D materials, is the varied usage of the term ‘2D’. Here we shall 

define a 2D material as a one which exhibits a large aspect ratio between the lateral 

and thickness dimensions.  

The properties of these 2D crystals often demonstrate a thickness dependence. This is 

perhaps most apparent in graphene’s band structure, transitioning from a linear 

dispersion in monolayer with massless Dirac fermions as charge carriers, to a non-

linear dispersion with massive Dirac fermion charge carries in bilayer. The band 

structure of bulk graphite is recovered quickly with additional graphene layers.7 

Concerted research effort has led to the isolation of a large number of new 2D 

materials, yielding an extensive library of materials with unique electrical, mechanical, 

chemical properties.8 Two of the most important are insulating hexagonal boron 
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nitride (h-BN)9 and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs)10. TMDCs are of 

particular relevance as the misfit layer chalcogenides (MLCs) investigated in this work 

typically contain TMDC like layers. As such these TMDC materials are discussed in 

some depth. TMDCs are a group of compounds with a general formula of TX2, where T 

is a transition metal (Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Tc, Re, Pd and Pt) and X is a chalcogen 

(S, Se or Te). They consist of a three atom thick covalently bonded monolayers, in 

which the metal is sandwiched by chalcogen atoms.11 The planes are held together by 

weak out-of-plane vdW interactions between chalcogen atoms, allowing for facile 

cleavage. The metals are arranged in a hexagonal lattice, and coordinated to six 

chalcogen atoms. The coordination environment varies between octahedral or trigonal 

prismatic. Multilayer TMDCS may also exist in different stacking sequences (polytypes), 

with the most common being tetragonal with a octahedral metal coordination(1T),  

hexagonal with trigonal metal coordination(2H), and rhombohedral with trigonal metal 

coordination (3R) (Figure 2-8).11  The preferred coordination environment and 

polytype depends on both the metal and chalcogen.12 Most TMDCs are produced 

synthetically by chemical vapour transport methods13, with MoS2
14, and WS2

15
 also 

formed as natural minerals. It has been shown that synthesis conditions affect the 

coordination, stacking and properties.16  

 

Figure 2-8 Illustrations of the typical stacking types in TMDCs, 2H with AbA BcB stacking; 
3R AbA BcB CaC stacking; and 1T AbC stacking. Where the uppercase and lower case 
letters denote chalcogen and metal positions respectively.(Altered with permission from 

Copyright © 2012, Springer Nature10) 

TMDCs have a diverse range of electronic properties, including semi-conducting, semi-

metallic, metallic and super conducting.8,10 Currently the most widely researched 

TMDCs are MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2. All of these exhibit a transition from indirect 
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to direct gap semiconductors, and a change in band gap as the thickness is reduced to 

monolayer. Monolayer materials possess direct band gaps with a technologically useful 

band gaps range, 1.5 – 2.1 eV, and unique band structure making them well suited to 

range of applications.10 Interestingly TMDCs may be arguably be the first class of 

materials to be successfully characterised as a 2D material, when Frindt exfoliated 

MoS2 using “…stripping technique using adhesive tape.” in 1966.17 Despite this the 

exploration of TMDCs as isolated 2D materials only occurred after the isolation of 

graphene in 2004.  

In addition to graphene, h-BN and TMDCs, the 2D materials library includes poor metal 

monochalcogenides18,19, ‘xene’ crystals, silicene20, germanene21, stanene22 and 

phosporhene23; micas and high temperature superconductors24. Detailed discussion of 

the properties of these crystals is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is important to 

note that the properties are diverse and highly complementary with: insulating, semi-

conducting, metallic, topological insulating and superconducting 2D crystals available.8 

As such, by selectively layering individual 2D crystals on top of each other it is possible 

to create increasingly more complex structures with tailored properties. These layers 

are held together by vdW interactions and are known as vdW heterostructures.8,24 One 

of the simplest vdW heterostructures, graphene encapsulated in h-BN, has been vital 

in realising graphene’s full potential. It was understood very quickly that inherent 

defects, inhomogeneity in the silicon dioxide substrate, in addition to trapped 

contamination, impacted the electrical properties of graphene. It was shown that using 

h-BN as an atomically flat, chemically inert substrate allowed the theoretical limits of 

graphene’s properties to be realised.25 Boron nitride substrates have subsequently 

been shown to be vitally useful for contacting 2D crystals9, researching fundamental 

electrical properties of graphene26 and use as a tunnel barrier27. More complex vdW 

heterostructure devices have been demonstrated for use as light emitting diodes28, 

transistors29, optoelectronics10, and molecular sensors30,31. 

Bespoke 3D structures are typically formed by mechanical stacking of individual 2D 

layers, building the heterostructure a single layer at a time.32 This enables the precise 

placement and alignment of flakes, and allows for any arbitrary layering order. 

Furthermore, the interfaces are often atomically sharp, and are not limited by lattice 

mismatch of the layers, which plagues traditional techniques such as molecular beam 
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epitaxy (MBE).32 This micromechanical exfoliation and stacking may also be applied to 

atmospherically sensitive crystals, such as black phosphorus or NbSe2, through the use 

of an inert atmosphere glovebox.33 However, this mechanical exfoliation and stacking 

technique is a slow process and incompatible with industrial scale production. 

Alternative production methods include inkjet printed heterostructures from liquid 

exfoliated 2D crystals34,35, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and molecular epitaxy 

methods8.   

Inkjet printing has been demonstrated to be useful in certain applications, including 

identity tags34, flexible electronics35, hydrogen evolution36 and photovoltaics37. 

However, the number of 2D crystals available by liquid exfoliation is substantially 

reduced, and typically yield low concentrations of monolayer flakes.38 Furthermore, 

the inability to produce atomically defined interfaces, and issues with inhomogeneous 

flake sizes and solvent affects, limit the application of these printed heterostructures.34 

Bottom up synthetic method CVD has been shown to be a promising technique, via 

successful demonstrations of h-BN encapsulated monolayer graphene39, with various 

combinations of TMDCs/graphene/h-BN vdW heterostructures formed8,40  and in-

plane heterostructures.41 However, again CVD is currently restricted in the number of 

accessible crystals, primarily limited to TMDCs MoS2/MoSe2/WS2/WSe2, graphene and 

h-BN. There are also difficulties in control of the number of layers, and ability to form 

repeated layering42 Further limitations include small domain sizes43,44, defects, doping 

and contamination42. As such CVD, while promising, is currently unable to fabricate 

high quality large area devices for a wide range of 2D crystals.   
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2.3.  Misfit layer chalcogenides (MLCs)  

2.3.1. Introduction  

Misfit layer compounds belong to the collection of compounds known as 

incommensurate composite crystals and are formed from two alternating independent 

lattices. Misfit layer compounds may be categorised in to two groups, oxides or 

chalcogenides. The work presented here exclusively concerns MLCs, and as such the 

discussion is limited to these compounds. For details on the structure and applications 

of oxygen containing misfit layer compounds the reader is directed to the following 

references.1-9  

MLCs take the general form of [(MX)n]1+x[(TX2)m], where M= Pb, Sb, Sn, Bi or a rare earth 

metal,  T= Sn, Fe, Ti, V, Cr, Nb, or Ta and X is a chalcogen S, Se or Te.10,11 They are 

composed of distorted pseudo tetragonal (T) PbS like and pseudo hexagonal (H) TMDC 

like layers (Figure 2-9a, b).The term misfit refers to a difference in the unit cells sizes of 

the two subsystems, resulting in an incommensurate relationship along at least one of 

the in-plane axes. The mismatch in unit cells is largest along the [100] direction, and the 

irrational relationship is approximated by the parameter, x, ranging from 0.08 to 0.28, 

which describes the adjustment in stoichiometry required to account for the 

mismatch.12 The misfit in unit cells is sufficiently small along the [010] that through 

contraction and expansion, the unit cells can be become commensurate (Figure 2-9c).13 

These T and H layers stack sequentially in the [001] direction and the number of each 

type of layer in the complete unit cell is indicated by parameters, n and m, referring to 

the number of T and H layers respectively (Figure 2-9d-f). The interactions between the 

layers are complex and involve additional interactions to the simple vdWs bonding seen 

in TMDCs, which partly accounts of the high stability of the MLC crystals. Charge 

transfer12,14, substitutions15,16 and covalent interactions17-19 all play a role and these 

interactions are discussed in further detail in section 2.3.3  

It should be noted that the choice of unit cell crystallographic directions differs in various 

publications. Within this thesis the principal incommensurate direction is referred to as 

[100] or a, the semi-commensurate direction as [010] or b and the stacking direction as 

[001] or c, and will adapt all literature references to be consistent with this 

nomenclature.  
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2.3.2. Structure 

The TX2 layers in MLCs are equivalent to TMDC layers as discussed earlier, and consist 

of a three atom thick sandwich structure with a distorted pseudo hexagonal lattice 

containing primarily tetravalent cations and divalent anions, as in TMDCs. The H (TX2) 

layers can adopt the 1T or 2H coordination, with the SnS2 layers investigated here 

adopting an octahedral structure.20 As in TMDCs, the intralayer bonding is strong and of 

a covalent nature, while the interlayer bonding consists of weak vdW interactions. In 

MLCs the space between the layers known as the vdW gap, is intercalated by MX layers. 

The MX layer forms a distorted rock salt structure such that the metals are on the 

outside with sulphur buckled inwards (Figure 2-10a)21 These T (MX) layers are composed 

of divalent (Pb and Sn) or trivalent (Sb, Bi rare earth) cations. MLCs are then constructed 

by alternate stacking of these T and H layers. The regular ordering in which the T and H 

layers are repeated along [001] is given by n and m (Figure 2-9). It has been shown that 

it is possible to synthesise compounds containing 1.5 T layers, i.e. 3 atom thick layers22-

25. This flexibility of stacking allows for the creation of a large homologous series of 

compounds by simply changing n and/or m.26 It is also possible to create systems with 

more than two subsystems.27 

While MLCs form a single thermodynamic compound, the T and H layers have 

independent lattice parameters. A result of the incommensurate relationship between 

the T and H unit cells sizes is a loss of translational symmetry for the crystal. Translational 

symmetry underpins modern crystallography and is seen as a requirement for long 

range order in a crystal.28. As such, attempts to rationalise MLCs using traditional 3D 

crystallography techniques proved unsuccessful.29 Instead, a new framework is required 

to explain the crystallography of these structures. The superspace method was 

introduced by de Wolff30,31, Janner and Janssen32,33 and introduces extra dimensions 

which allow for the description of incommensurate crystals. Here we will restrict our 

discussion to MLCs, but the same super space approach may also be used in 

characterising incommensurately modulated compounds and quasi crystals.28 Super 

space has 3 + d dimensions, where d is the number of incommensurate axis. For most 

MLCs, d may take the value of 1 or 2, more usually 1.34 We will discuss the super space 

indexing of a MLC with an incommensurate relationship along the a axis as this is the 

form of the crystals studied in this thesis.  
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Figure 2-9 – Illustration of layer types and stacking sequences in MLCs. Atomic models for 
(a) two atom thick rock salt layer (T layer like) and (b) transition metal dichalcogenide 
(MoS2) monolayer (H layer like), (c)-(f) illustrative example of misfit layer compounds and 
the planar composite structure. Showing the irrational relationship along the a axis, where 
a1≠a2, where stacking sequences are (c) n,m =1,  (d) n=1, m=2, (e) n=2, m=1 and (f) n=1, 
m=3 

 

 

Figure 2-10 – Illustrative model of misfit layer chalcogen T and H layers. (a) Pristine 
structure with no substitution, note the buckled rock salt MX layer in which the chalcogen 
are distorted inwards while the metals are distorted outwards. (b) Stoichiometric 
substitution of cations from TX2 layer into MX layer, (c) cross stoichiometric substitution 
of cations from TX2 and MX layers into MX and TX2 layers respectively. Red border 
indicates a substituted atom.  
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First we assign the H and T layers, as subsystem 1 and 2 respectively. We may then 

define the reciprocal lattices of each subsystem, as equation 2.21 where ν denotes the 

subsystem.  

Λ∗ = {𝑎𝜈1
∗ , 𝑎𝜈2

∗ , 𝑎𝜈3
∗ } 2.21 

For commensurate crystals where a*11 = a*21, a*12 = a*22 and a*13 = a*23 , any Bragg 

reflection may be described by the three indices h,k,l . However in MLCs a*11 ≠ a*21 and 

a*11:a*21 yields an irrational number. To successfully index a Bragg reflection requires 

the addition of another dimension such that the reciprocal lattice may be described as 

a*1 = a*11, a*2 = a*12 = a*22, a*3 = a*13 = a*23 and a*4 = a*21. Bragg diffraction spots are 

subsequently characterised by four indices h,k,l,m.  This misfit is reflected in the 1+x 

description of the crystal. If the MLC is incommensurate along a single axis, the degree 

of misfit is calculated as 1+x = 2a(TX2)/a(MX).12 An alternative approach has more 

recently been proposed without the requirement for additional dimensions as in the 

super space approach35. 

 

Figure 2-11 –Reciprocal lattice of orthorhombic MLC with a modulation along the a axis. (a) 
Projected along the incommensurate axes, showing common reciprocal planes. (b) 
Projected along common axis [0k00], with the main peaks corresponding to (h0l0) and 
(00lm) reflections peaks. (c) Projected along common axis [0k00] showing main and first 
order satellite peaks. Adapted from34 
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2.3.3. Interlayer interactions  

In order to consider MLCs as a route to new 2D heterostructures it is important to 

consider the potential to exfoliate these systems into few layer sheets. In the case of 

materials such as graphite the intralayer interactions are strong covalent bonds and the 

interlayer interactions are purely vdW, allowing for the facile cleavage along this gap. In 

the case of MLCs the heterogeneous interface between the two incommensurate 

crystals gives rise to a range of interlayer interactions. While vdW forces are 

undoubtedly present, these do not entirely account for the stability of the MLCs. There 

are three other proposed interactions which account for the stability of these 

compounds, intrinsic charge transfer12,14, substitution induced charge transfer15,16 and 

covalent interactions17-19.  

MLCs may be considered intercalated TMDCs, with the MX layer behaving as an infinite 

2D intercalant. This analysis is justified by the potential for electron donation from the 

MX layer to the TX2 layer. While this is certainly the case where M is a trivalent cation, 

there is discussion over the magnitude of the charge transfer and the contribution to 

the stability of the crystals for divalent cations.36 The evidence for charge transfer is 

best exemplified in the formation of a CrS2 as the H layer in [(LaS)][(CrS2)].12,14-16 Cr4+ is 

not stable in the presence of sulphur, due poor mixing of the d band in Cr with the sp 

band of the sulphur.12 However it is possible to form CrS2 when it is intercalated with a 

metal, allowing for the 3+ oxidation state of the Cr. CrS2 has been successfully formed 

when intercalated with sodium37,38, silver and copper39 with the intercalant residing in 

the vdW gap between the CrS2 layers, analogous to the MX layer in MLCs. The ability to 

form CrS2 slabs is indirect evidence for the charge transfer, with magnetic studies 

showing chromium in the 3+ oxidation state providing direct evidence.40-42 This formal 

reduction is a result of the charge transfer from the MX layer to the TX2 layer. A range 

of MLC with lanthanide containing T layers and CrS2 H layers have been 

synthesised42,43, however there have been no reported examples of CrS2 formation 

with a divalent cation (e.g. Pb, Sn) T layer. This suggests that the charge transfer is 

significantly reduced between the layers. This reduction in charge transfer is further 

exemplified by the inability to intercalate [(SmS)][(NbS2)], while [(PbS)][(NbS2)] 

intercalates readily.44 While it is generally accepted that the charge transfer is reduced 

for divalent ions, there is significant dispute as to the degree to which it is reduced and 
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its effect on the stability of the MLCs. Ettema and Haas suggested that there is no 

significant charge transfer from MX layers containing Pb, Sn or even Bi.17 Bi is a 

surprising example as it is also found to be in the trivalent state; the additional 

electron density was attributed to Bi-Bi and Bi-Se bonds. It should also be noted that in 

the preparation of these samples for X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, 

the samples were ‘freshened’ by mechanical exfoliation.17 

However, there is evidence in the case of [(PbS)]1.18 [(TiS2)] that there is charge transfer 

which adds to charge stability.14 Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) 

showed the filling of the TiS2 conduction band which was attributed to charge transfer 

from the PbS layer. This charge transfer in divalent cation MX layers was also 

supported by theoretical and XPS studies of the charge from the T to H layer in 

[(SnS)]1.17[NbS2]18,45, with a transfer of  0.4 e- into the 4dz2 orbital of the NbS2 from the 

SnS layer.18 An additional consideration in understanding the interlayer interactions in 

MLCs is the stacking ordering of the layers, given by n and m. It has been shown that 

the charge transfer between the T to H layer is affected by the number of T layers, with 

more T layers (i.e. n > 1) resulting in a higher charge transfer to the H layer.46 

Interestingly, computational calculations of [(SnS)][(SnS2)] predict a charge transfer 

from the SnS2 layer to SnS47,and a similar transfer is predicted in [(PbS)][(SnS2)] with a 

transfer from SnS2 to PbS48. Both of these transfers are non-intuitive as it suggests the 

donation from the highly oxidised system to the more reduced system. In both 

systems, the level of transfer was low, approximately 0.1 e- per SnS2 unit. The 

justification for this was that as SnS2 is not a transition metal, the electron transfer 

does not occur from Sn4+ but instead the S in SnS2 donates electron density to the 

Sn2+.49 This ‘reversed’ charge transfer is not common and has not been shown in 

literature where the H layer contains a transition metal. 

In a model proposed by Moёl et al., it was suggested that T cations may substitute into 

the MX layer which allows for the change in the charge balance, and subsequent charge 

transfer (Figure 2-10b). This deviation was reflected in a change in the T/M cation ratio 

for a range of MLCs, as analysed by electron microprobe.16 This substitution of the 

divalent M cation for a tetravalent T cation in the MX layer requires deviation from ideal 

stoichiometry. Building on this work, it was proposed that in addition to this T cation 

substitution in to the MX layer, there is also M cation substitution into TX2 layer (Figure 
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2-10c).36 Using XPS to measure [(PbS)]1.13[(TaS2)], it was found that Ta was substituted 

into the MX layer as expected, but Pb was found in the TX2 layer. As such, the same 

charge imbalance between the layers responsible for stabilising charge transfer can be 

achieved without the requirement for the deviation in stoichiometry. A substitution of 

5-20% was found to induce a charge transfer of ~0.1 e- per TaS2 from the MX to TX2 layer. 

This charge transfer of ~0.1 e- per unit is comparable to the charge transfer reported in 

many of the other divalent systems mentioned above. As such it is possible that this is 

the mechanism responsible for the charge transfers in all divalent cation systems.  

The final explanation for the stability between the layers in MLCs has been ascribed to 

a covalent interaction between the layers. In an XPS and computational study by 

Fang18 it was shown that in [(SnS)]1.20[(NbS2)] covalent bonding had a significant 

contribution to interlayer stability. This was shown by a mixing between the Sn 5s and 

S 3p of the NbS2 layer, estimating an interlayer binding energy of 0.84 eV, per Sn. 

Further studies have shown similar covalent interactions between layers in 

[(SnS)]1.2[(TiS2)]. 
19 However this finding conflicts with other computational studies in 

which [(LaS)(SrS)0.2][(CrS2)] 12 and [(La1-xS)]1.20[(CrS2)]50 were shown to have a purely 

ionic interaction between the layers. This was attributed to the orbitals of the lone pair 

on S in the CrS2 layer pointing away from the La atoms.12 This ionic interaction was also 

confirmed experimentally by XPS in the rare earth [(LaS)]1.14[(NbS2)] MLC.51 

In summary, the interlayer bonding in the MLCs is more complex than in TMDCs. In the 

case of rare earth containing compounds the interactions are largely electrostatic, 

brought about by charge transfer from the MX layer to the TX2. In the case of divalent 

(and Bi3+) it is unclear what the ultimate stabilising force is. The charge transfer of MX 

layers containing divalent cations can be affected by either stoichiometric or non-

stoichiometric substitutions of M and T cations. Additionally, in the case of divalent 

cations, the nature and degree of covalency in this charge transfer is not widely 

understood and possibly varies depending on the subsystems, and stacking sequence, 

of the T and H layers.  

2.3.4.  Properties  

There are a vast range of possible MLCs that could be synthesised. Analogous to TMDCs, 

MLCs can exhibit a wide range of electronic properties. MLCs have been shown to be 
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Mott-Insulators43, semiconductors, metals52, and superconductors53,54. This is analogous 

to TMDCs, which is intuitive as it has been shown that the conduction takes place in the 

TMDC like H layers. It been shown in [(LaSe)][(NbS2)] that conduction takes place in the  

NbS2 layer, with the LaSe layer acting as an insulator.43,55,56 This has also been shown in 

a variety of other crystals, in which the conduction occurs exclusively in the TX2 

layer.12,18,19,51  

The electronic effect of the MX layer is often to dope the TX2 layer, which manifests in 

several ways. Firstly, through different choices of MX it is possible to  affect the critical 

temperature, Tc, in superconducting TaS2, NbS2 and NbSe2 layers.57 This is also shown by 

the effects of substitutions and the role of vacancies on the electrical properties.12,43,58 

Alternatively, the electrical properties may be tuned by choosing different 

chalcogenides in the TX2 layers.57,59,60 The ability to combine insulating MX layers with 

superconducting TX2 layers allows for the creation of intrinsic Josephson junctions.61 

These compounds have been used to explore the Josephson phenomena and also as a 

method to study more complex anisotropic superconductors, such as high Tc types.  The 

effects of stacking order, n and m, have also been shown to influence the electronic 

properties of MLC.62 Finally, the ability to access other TMDCs that are unstable when 

isolated to single unit cell thicknesses (e.g. CrS2), offers a route to explore new materials 

with a wide range of proposed uses, such as photovoltaic applications and 

photocatalysts.63,64  

The unique crystallography of MLCs also has consequences for their physical properties. 

An example of this is the effect on the stoichiometry of the crystals, in the 1+x factor. If 

we take the example of Ln3+
 cation occupying the MX layer, if there was no mismatch, 

each Ln cation would reduce a single cation in the T layer, via the charge transfer 

discussed above. In this scenario electroneutrality would be met. However, due to the 

incommensurate relationship, the 1+x factor dictates that there is excess charge, equal 

to x, in the T layer. As such this would violate electroneutrality and the crystal cannot 

exist. Consequently, MLC containing Ln3+ cations must contain vacancies in the T layer 

equal to the excess amount x, i.e. [(Ln[]xS)]1+x[(TX2)] where [] represents a vacancy. This 

substitution has been examined closely in a number of systems, notably in the well-

studied [(LnS)][(CrS2)]  MLCs12,43,58 which were shown to be semiconductors in part due 

to these vacancies. Alternatively, it is possible to meet electroneutrality requirements 
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via substitution to avoid the necessity for these vacancies i.e. 2 Ln3+ + [] -> 3 M2+, whilst 

maintaining charge neutrality. The MLC [(La1.17-xSrxS)]1.17[(VS2)] in which La3+ is 

substituted for Sr2+ has been demonstrated to behave as a Mott-insulator, with 

insulating behaviour at x=0.17 and metallic x>0.3.58 The layered structure results in a 

large anisotropy between the in-plane and out-of-plane conductivities21,57, while the 

incommensurate structure has been demonstrated to induce a small in-plane 

anisotropy.65,66 

In addition to their electronic properties, the ability to include magnetic elements into 

the MLCs allows for interesting magnetic properties to be explored. 2D magnetism can 

be designed by having a single layer of magnetic elements surrounded by non-magnetic 

elements to confine the magnetism to a 2D plane.22-25,67 Furthermore the flexibility in 

stacking sequences in MLCs allows for excellent control in the spacing between these 

2D magnetic layers. Additionally, by changing the levels of magnetic dopants it is 

possible to change from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic behaviour.66,68,69 Magnetic 

studies examining [(LaS)][(CrS2)] have shown a lack of long range magnetic order along 

the a direction, which was attributed to the incommensurate structure.40,42 It was also 

shown that the contribution of the LaS layer to the magnetic structure of the compound 

was negligible, yielding 2D magnetic CrS2 layers. These 2D magnetic layers behave as a 

spin glass due topological frustrations and the incommensurate structure.40 2D 

magnetism was also observed in the T layer for [(CeS)][(TS2)m] where T=Ta, V, Nb and 

m=1,2.70,71 Interestingly, the conduction was still shown to be exclusively along the H 

layer. Ferromagnetic ordering was present within the CeS layers, and the interaction 

between the layers was dependant on the stacking sequence, with antiferromagnetic 

ordering for m=1 and ferromagnetic for m=2. As a simple binary compound, CeS exhibits 

anti-ferromagnetic ordering72; as such it seems for the MLC where m=2, the CeS layers 

are sufficiently decoupled so as to act as individual layers. It was theorised that the 

placement of superconducting layers on magnetic insulating layers will result in the 

formation of a superconductor-topological insulator interface, where Majorana 

fermions may form.73 As such the MLC [(CeS)][(NbS2)] described above would seem to 

demonstrate potential for formation of these states. Bi2Te3/NbSe2 heterostructures 

have already been used for the investigation of Majorana fermions formation.74 These 

heterostructures were grown by MBE, and while a lattice mismatch is noted, it is not 
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investigated.75 Both Bi2Te3 T layers76, and NbSe2 H layers57, have been prepared in MLCs, 

consequently it is likely these Bi2Te3/NbSe2 heterostructures are MLCs. As such the 

incommensurate relationship, and its effects on Majorana fermion formation require 

further investigation. Additionally a MLC with layers composed of electrically conducting 

H layers and magnetic T layers may offer promise for memory storage solutions.77,78 

Thermoelectric materials in which heat is converted into electricity are useful for a 

number of green technologies.79 The performance of a thermoelectric material is given 

by the unitless figure of merit, ZT, with a higher value corresponding to increased 

performance.79 ZT may be increased by improving the electrical performance (power 

factor) or by decreasing the thermal conductivity.80 An ideal material therefore is one in 

which electrons traverse the specimen easily, and phonons are strongly scattered. This 

was termed a phonon-glass electron-crystal80, and it was proposed that MLCs could 

match this description. MLCs may be prepared with disordered layering resulting in low 

thermal conductivities.26 Both n-type[(LaS)]1.2[(CrS2)] and p-type [(LaS)]1.14[(NbS2)] 

thermoelectric materials have been produced, with ZT of ~0.15 at 950K.81 However this 

value is substantially lower than oxides such as NaxCoO2 (ZT ~1.2) 
9 and the commercial  

target of ZT = 2.79     

2.3.5. Formation 

MLCs can be sourced as minerals or formed synthetically. The minerals discussed in 

this thesis are all naturally occurring minerals, from the cylindrite-franckeite series of 

sulfosalts.82 However the majority of MLCs discussed in literature are synthetic, 

produced by chemical vapour transport66 (CVT) or molecular beam epitaxy83,84 (MBE). 

In the section below we will briefly explore the cylindrite-franckeite series and discuss 

the methodologies, capabilities and limitations for synthetic MLCs.   

2.3.5.1. Naturally occurring misfit layer chalcogenides – The 

cylindrite – franckeite series 

The cylindrite – franckeite mineralogical family consists of four minerals belonging to 

the 3.1.4 Dana group82: cylindrite85, franckeite86, potosiite87and incaite88. The series is 

described as regularly alternating layered structures with two incommensurable sheets, 

one a pseudo tetragonal and the other a pseudo hexagonal (see section 2.3.2).89 As such 

the series can be thought of as naturally occurring MLCs. The four minerals are 
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composed of T layers containing primarily Pb1-xSbxS, and H layers composed of Sn1-

xFexS2. Cylindrite differs from franckeite, potosiite and incaite, by the stacking order; for 

cylindrite n,m=1 while for franckeite, potosiite and incaite n=2, m=1. The latter 

‘franckeite-type’ minerals then differ from each in their elemental ratios, incaite being 

Pb poor, and potosiite Pb rich compared to franckeite. A striking difference between 

franckeite and cylindrite is the macroscopic forms the minerals take with cylindrite 

forming tightly scrolled cylinders, from which it takes its name, and the franckeite-type 

forming tabular (flat) crystals. These distinct formations appear to be a result of the 

slight difference in elemental compositions and the change in stacking ordering. 

Using Strunz89 mineralogical classification method the family can be expanded further 

to include both lévyclaudite90 and lengenbachite91, where lévyclaudite belongs to a 

cylindrite-like group and lengenbachite to the franckeite-type. However, both have 

different elemental compositions; lévyclaudite incorporates Bi in to the T layers and Cu 

in the H layers, whereas lengenbachite integrates Ag and Cu dopants and a five atom 

thick As2S3 H layer. There are also a number of similar minerals which could likely be part 

of these groups, but have not yet been included in the latest classifications. For example, 

merelaniite92, a cylindrite-like mineral with a MoS2 H layer and V substituted for Fe, and 

coiraite93, a franckeite like mineral containing As and no Sb. As these are naturally 

occurring minerals dopant atoms may be substituted in, depending on the elements 

available in the surrounding environment and resulting in slightly different minerals to 

the ideal mineral phases described above. There have also been successful synthetic 

analogues created for some of these naturally occurring MLCs.90,94 

2.3.5.2. Synthetic 

The synthesis of most MLCs is achieved by CVT, in which elements or simple sulphur 

binary analogues are added in stoichiometric quantities to an evacuated quartz tube, 

with a transport agent such as I2.14,66,90,94-96 The reaction vessel is then heated to 

temperatures typically ranging from 500-1000OC, for a period of time of the order of 

weeks to months. The synthesis protocol varies between MLCs, but it has been shown 

to be crucial to include an annealing step which homogenises the crystal.44 This is 

typically a heating stage, followed by the grinding of the resulting product, concluding 

with subsequent heating stages. This technique allows for the formation of a 
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tremendous number of different MLCs. Additionally it is possible to precisely control the 

dopants and alter the properties of the MLC in a facile synthesis methodology.58 It has 

also been shown that the crystals can be formed on different substrates, including NaCl, 

CaF2 and SiO2 glass,66 achievable using a close space variation of CVT. The choice of 

substrate was shown to impact the orientation of the MLC and even allow for the upright 

growth of synthetic cylindrite cylinders.66 The formation of these cylindrical structures 

had previously not been reported for growth on substrates.97-99   

MBE has been pioneered as an alternative method for the synthesis of MLCs by Johnson 

et al.83,84 By depositing alternating amorphous thin films in stoichiometric ratios 

corresponding to MX and TX2 layers, the MLC structure is built up layer by layer on a 

silicon (100) substrate. After the depositions are finished the sample is subsequently 

annealed, yielding the desired MLC, which highlights the thermodynamic stability of 

these compounds.100 It should be noted that multiple minima may exist in the formation 

of these structures, which can lead to faults in the layering sequence. Furthermore the 

energy landscape may be more complicated in MLCs where the M or T elements can 

exist in either MX or TX2 layers i.e. SnSe and SnSe2. For example in [(SnSe)][(VSe2)], layers 

of SnSe2 were found to form if annealing temperature was not sufficiently high.101 MBE 

has shown to be particularly capable of creating MLCs incorporating selenium and 

tellurium as the chalcogenide,10,83 although it should be noted that compounds 

containing Se can also be formed by CVT.102 MBE has also shown appreciable flexibility 

in the elements incorporated into the structure, with the potential for sequential 

deposition of different layers e.g. [(SnSe)][(MoSe2)][(SnSe)][(NbSe2)].27 Additional 

flexibility arises from the generic crystal structures of MLCs such that layers other than 

the pseudo hexagonal TX2 layers can be included. This is exemplified in the synthesis of 

[(LaSe)]1.17[(Vn(1+y)+1Se2n+2)], where n and y vary such that the traditionally TX2 type H 

layer varies between VSe2 and VSe, including V3Se4.103 Alternatives to the normal TMDC 

like three atom thick H layers have also been successfully synthesised, with the inclusion 

of a five atom thick Bi2Se3 layer80,104, similar to the As2S3 layers found in lengenbachite.  

More complex structural features have been reported for BiSe T layers, where anti-

phase boundaries form, altering the structure from the simple distorted rock salt 

structure, which directly affects the properties of the MLC.105 The approach to creating 

MLCs by MBE offers improved flexibility for incorporating different elements and crystal 
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structures. However it is less suitable for mass production and is a more labour intensive 

process than production by CVT.  

2.3.6. Intercalation 

As mentioned in section 2.3.3, there has been interest in intercalating MLCs to induce 

and study physical phenomena such as doping, charge density waves (CDWs), 

superconductivity106 and interlayer interactions44, as well as inherent interest into the 

intercalation process.102 The process by which intercalation was attempted varied from 

simple immersion in metal containing solutions102 to electrochemical intercalation44. A 

summary of some of the more interesting results is presented below.  

Whether the intercalation is successful or not, it can allow for the estimation of the 

charge transfer between layers.44 This is particularly useful as one can compare the 

MLC with intercalation of the parent TMDC.106 In addition, one can estimate the 

structure of the T and H layers through the degree of intercalation.102 It has been 

shown that [(PbS)][(NbS2)] (n, m = 1) was difficult to intercalate with Na+ whereas 

[(PbS)][(NbS2)2] (n=1, m=2), was readily intercalated.107 It was suggested that this is 

due to the protrusion of the M cation ions from the T layer into the T-H interface, 

making it energetically unfavourable for Na+ ions to intercalate, while m=2 readily 

intercalates, which suggests that it is the vdW gap that is intercalated (as in bulk NbS2). 

The MLC was less able to be intercalated than the bulk TMDC, which is likely due to 

charge transfer from the T layer. The difference in intercalations and stacking 

sequence was observed with Li+; again m=2, which intercalated more than m=1.108 It 

was also found that the structural stability of the compounds was reduced upon 

intercalation, eventually decomposing after a few hours of lithiation109 or sodium 

intercalation107. This may be a result of total filling of the octahedral sites and the 

subsequent filling of the smaller tetrahedral sites, which may destabilise the structure.  

Copper intercalated TiSe2 is known to be a superconductor, and there is interest in 

elucidating the dimensionality dependence of its superconductivity.110 MLCs offer the 

potential for studying this layer dependence through the creation of a homologue 

series. It has previously been demonstrated that [(BiSe)]1.15[(TiSe2)] does not exhibit 

superconducting behaviour. The next homologue, [(BiSe)]1.15[(TiSe2)2] was prepared, 

and it was shown to readily intercalate with Cu without disrupting the crystal 
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structure.106  A similar expansion in the c axis is observed in both TiSe2 and 

[(BiSe)]1.15[(TiSe2)2] upon intercalation. While the intercalation was successful, 

transport measurements showed no superconducting behaviour. It was noted that the 

CDW present in bulk Cu intercalated TiSe2 was not present in either [(BiSe)]1.15[(TiSe2)] 

or Cu intercalated [(BiSe)]1.15[(TiSe2)2]. It is possible that the anti-phase boundaries 

previously observed in BiSe T layers may disrupt the formation of the CDW.105 The 

similar MLC [(PbSe)][(TiSe2)2] has demonstrated superconducting behaviour without 

the requirement of intercalation.111 Furthermore, the authors attribute the 

superconducting behaviour to CDW suppression due to charge transfer from the T 

layer. It is currently unclear what is the exact relationship between the CDW and 

superconductivity110, and as such further studies are required. No homologue beyond 

m=2 has been successfully prepared for the BiSe MLC. However there is an expectation 

that at some value of m, both CDW formation and superconducting behaviour would 

be realised, allowing for the study of the transition between these two states. Further 

effects of dimensionality will be discussed in section 2.3.7. 

2.3.7. Allotropes and cleavage  

The MLC compounds discussed so far have been 3D bulk crystals, but as with many other 

systems, MLCs are capable of alternative allotropic forms, spanning all dimensions, 

analogous to carbon, i.e. 3D bulk materials, 2D MLC sheets44, 1D MLC nanotubes 112-118 

and 0D ML fullerenes48,119. This is perhaps not surprising given the similarities to other 

vdW materials discussed. The main focus of this work is the potential for producing 2D 

forms of MLCs. We consider 2D materials to consist of a single unit cell thickness 

material (monolayer) or few unit cells thick material (multilayers), such that the in-plane 

crystal dimensions are orders of magnitude larger than the out-of-plane dimensions, 

analogous to the treatment of other 2D materials. It has been shown that the MLCs can 

be exfoliated to single unit cell thickness, by liquid and chemical exfoliation and reach 

this 2D limit.44 This is possible due to the large anisotropy between the interlayer and 

intralayer bond strengths, which allows for cleavage between the layers (perpendicular 

to the [001] direction), similar to exfoliation in traditional vdW materials.  

However, the exfoliation of MLCs is more complicated than that of TMDCs due to the 

different types of layers. If we consider a MLC with 2 subsystems, there are four stacking 

scenarios (ignoring the vacuum interfaces): n and m =1; n =1 m >1; n >1 m =1; and n and 
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m > 1. In the first instance, any cleavage must occur at the interface between the two 

different crystals. For the n = 1, m > 1 crystals, there is the additional possibility of 

cleavage along the H-H interface. For n > 1 m =1 compounds, cleavage could occur 

between the T-H or T-T interfaces. Finally, for n and m >1 compounds, there is potential 

to cleave between all 3 interface types. For MLCs with more than 2 subsystems 

additional interfaces will be created such as T-T’, T’-H, H’-T etc. Prior to 2017, only n=1, 

m=2 systems have been cleaved to the 2D limit, which was shown in [(MS)][(NbS2)2] 

where M = Pb or Sm.44 The exfoliation was deduced to cleave along the H-H interface. 

Considering that NbS2 has been shown to readily cleave to monolayers by liquid and 

chemical exfoliation120,121, and that T-H layers have been found to have additional 

interlayer interactions supports this conclusion.44 Hence we can consider the exfoliation 

of this compound as a further example of cleavage of vdW materials; a decade before 

graphene was reported by cleaving graphite.122 However, it remained unclear whether 

MLCs which do not contain a pure vdW gap, i.e. m=1, can be cleaved to single layer 

thickness, and if so which is the preferred interface to cleave. 

A range of bulk MLCs with various elemental substituents and n,m stacking orders have 

been cleaved in preparation for surface sensitive analytical techniques XPS and 

ARPES.14,17,18,36,45,123 However it is unknown if this is cleavage along a fault in the crystal 

or true cleavage along the interfaces, and the exfoliated material was never examined. 

In the synthetic MLC [(LaSe)][(NbS2)] scanning tunnelling microscope (STM)124 images 

have suggested both cubic and hexagonal features on the cleaved surfaces, although the 

evidence for the cubic surface is tentative with the cubic features in the Fourier 

transform of the image poorly visible. Similar STM studies of the MLCs 

[(Pb1−xSbxS)n]1+x[(TS2)], where T=Ti and Nb and n = 1 or 2, found that no T layer was 

present on the surface of the sample for the case of n=1 but was observed for n=2.46 

Subsequent work using STM and atomic force microscopy (AFM) have replicated these 

findings, for [((Pb, Sb)S)2]1.14[(NbS2)], showing both T and H layer motifs.125 Wang and 

Kuo cleaved cylindrite (n,m=1) and franckeite(n=2, m=1) samples by mechanical 

exfoliation, and examined specimens by CTEM, which demonstrated the presence of the 

expected hexagonal and cubic diffraction patterns for cylindrite samples.29  The question 

remains as to whether this dependence on n and T layer visibility is an artefact of the 
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STM measurements; perhaps single T layers are not stable and degrade or cleavage 

occurs due to a layering error and adjacent H layers are cleaved.  

2.3.8. Characterisation 

Structural characterisation of MLCs has been achieved primarily using X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) of bulk crystals.22,23,62,83,84,102 Primarily XRD allows accurate structural 

refinement22, but it is also used to assess the quality and stacking sequence of layering 

10,62,83. Cylindrite and franckeite have both been extensively characterised by XRD, 

producing refined structures for the incommensurate modulations.29,126 However, 

there are discrepancies in the described modulations, and structure of these 

compounds29,126 which may stem from variations present in the natural minerals. 

However it should be noted that due to the poor quality of the crystals, X-ray structure 

determination is difficult. Furthermore as a bulk technique, XRD is limited in its ability 

to characterise nanostructure and stacking faults in MLCs.  

As such TEM, has been widely used for the examination of these compounds, both in 

plan view21 and cross section26,85. Plan view CTEM studies of cylindrite and franckeite 

examined the structural properties of the crystals using imaging and selected area 

electron diffraction.29129 Furthermore in both cylindrite and franckeite specimens, a 

Moiré pattern is clearly visible, due to the incommensurate crystallography.29,85 While 

plan view characterisation has been useful, the most important features are the layers, 

stacking sequences and the interfaces between the layers. Consequently the vast 

majority of TEM characterisation is along either the [100] or [010] directions. HAADF 

STEM imaging in particularly is well suited to the examination of these structures, 

which due to their large and complex unit cells, are difficult to simulate. Cross sectional 

STEM images have been used to demonstrate stacking sequence faults127, disorder 

between the layers128 and faults within the individual layers such as anti-phase 

boundries.105  Furthermore HAADF STEM images have been crucial in confirming 

stacking sequences and correlating to XRD data.26,123 However, despite the extensive 

use of cross sectional STEM, there is limited spatially resolved spectroscopic data for 

MLCs.48,129,130   

Lajaunie et.al. utilised spatially resolved STEM-EELS for the examination of mixed 

chalcogen MLC nanotubes [(LnX)][(TaS/Se2)] where Ln = La, Ce, Nd, and Ho, and X = S 
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and Se.129 For [(LaS/Se)][(TaSe2)] nanotubes, the EELS spectrum image line profile 

successfully demonstrated the segregation of the La and Ta, however the La signal is 

overestimated. The authors conclude that the MLC nanotube [(HoS/Se)][(TaS/Se2)]  

exhibits preferential occupation of S on Ho sites and Se on Ta sites. This interpretation 

is questionable, as the sulphur SNR is very low and not easily resolved. Additionally the 

stoichiometry of HoSe and TaSe2 would lead to an increased Se signal in the Ta layers. 

STEM EDX was utilised for the analysis of MLC composed from three different layers, 

[(PbSe)n][(TiSe2)m][(SnSe2)n][(TiSe2)m].130 The EDX analysis shows the clear elemental 

segregation of the Pb, Ti and Sn metals, and that a small amount of intermixing is 

present in the Pb and Sn layers. However Merrill et.al. failed to investigate the sulphur 

signal, presumably due to the insensitivity of EDX to low atomic weight elements.  
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3. Experimental Methods 

3.1. Chemicals 

CHEMICAL PURITY  SUPPLIER 

POLYDIMETHYLGLUTARIMIDE 

(PMGI) 

SF6 – Proprietary  Microchem 

POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE 

(PMMA) 

3 % (950k mol w.t.) Microchem 

PROPAN-2-OL (IPA) ≥99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

HEXANE ≥99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

ACETONE ≥99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

METHANOL ≥99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

ETHANOL ≥99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

DEIONISED WATER (DI WATER) 18.2 MΩcm Mili-Q (Millpore Corp.) 

NITROGEN GAS ≥99.998% BOC 

Table 3-1 - Chemicals list, purity and supplier 

3.2. Minerals  

The cylindrite and franckeite samples are naturally occurring minerals mined from 

Poopo, Bolivia.  

3.3. Plan view sample preparation by dry stamp transfer 

Samples were prepared in a class 100 clean room (National Graphene Institute, 

University of Manchester, UK). The mineral (Poopo, Bolivia) was mechanically 

exfoliated using the scotch tape method1 onto a PMGI/PMMA bilayer on a silicon 

wafer. The membrane surrounding the region of interest was scratched, floated off the 

silicon wafer and transferred to a silicon/silicon nitride TEM grid (fabricated in house) 

by mechanical transfer2. The silicon/silicon nitride TEM grid was plasma cleaned (low 

power O2/Ar) prior to transfer. After transfer, the PMMA was removed by submersion 

in acetone, IPA, DI water and hexane baths.  

3.4. Plan view TEM sample preparation by drop casting  

The mineral (Poopo, Bolivia) was mechanically ground in an agate pestle and mortar in 

minimal liquid nitrogen and subsequently diluted in ethanol or methanol. After which a 
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drop containing approximately 2 mg of material was deposited on to a Quantifoil grid 

(R1.2/1.3 200 copper mesh). The grid was dried under a gentle nitrogen flow until the 

solvent had fully evaporated. This process was repeated five times.   

3.5. Cross section STEM lamellae preparation by focused ion beam 

The samples were prepared on either a FEI Novalab 600i or FEI Helios 660 (School of 

Materials, University of Manchester, UK). Both instruments are dual-beam systems, 

fitted with micro-manipulators and gas injection systems (GISs).  Samples were 

prepared by exfoliating mineral (Poopo, Bolivia) onto a silicon/silicon oxide (290 nm) 

using the scotch tape method1, in a class 100 cleanroom (National graphene institute, 

University of Manchester, UK.). The samples were sputter coated ex-situ with 10 nm of 

amorphous carbon, and 3 nm of gold/palladium (60:40) using a Q150T coater (Quorum 

Technologies). The specimens were prepared using a modified version of the in-situ 

method, described by Schafer et.al.3. The region of interest was identified and aligned 

to a crystallographic edge, using the SEM column. The sample is aligned to the 

coincidence point of the ion and electron columns. A protective platinum strap (height: 

500 nm, width: 2 um, length: 5 – 15 um) was added by electron induced deposition (5 

kV, 1.6 nA). A further 2 um of platinum (height: 2 um, width: 2 um, length: 5 – 15 um) 

was deposited by ion beam induced deposition (30 kV, 400 pA). Corse trenches 

(depth: 2.5 – 6 um, length: 8 um, width: 5 – 15 um) were milled (30 kV 2.5 nA) around 

the region of interest. The trenches were further milled (30 kV, 700 pA) with an over 

tilt of ± 2o, until the Pt strap is approximately 1.5 um thick. The lamellae was partially 

cut free using a “J-cut”. The micro-manipulator was lowered until it contacted the 

sample, and welded by platinum deposition. The lamella was milled free and lifted 

from the sample and mounted on to a copper Omniprobe half grid. The lamella was 

welded to the gird by further platinum deposition, and freed from the micro-

manipulator. The lamella was subsequently thinned until electron transparent, using 

decreasing ion beam energies and currents to minimise specimen damage. The typical 

parameters used are presented in Table 3-2. 
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Beam Energy 
(kV) 

Beam Current Stage Tilt (o) Depth (μm) To lamella 
thickness (nm) 

30 0.23 nA 4 2 ~1000 

16 0.22 nA 2.5 2-5 ~700 

5 68 pA 1.5 2 ~100 

2 9 pA 0.5 1 ~20 - 80 

Table 3-2 typical focused ion beam milling parameters 

  

3.6. STEM imaging  

HAADF STEM images were collected using a probe side aberration corrected FEI G2 80-

200 kV super-twin Titan (School of Materials, University of Manchester, UK). The STEM 

was equipped with an X-FEG electron source, Super-X EDXS system (0.7 srad collection 

angle) and a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) Quantum ER system. The microscope was 

operated with a 200 kV acceleration voltage, convergence angle of 21 mrad, and a 

HAADF inner angle of 54-64 mrad. The probe current was 90 pA for high resolution 

imaging and 180 pA for collection of EDX spectra. Cross section samples were 

orientated using the silicon substrate Kikuchi bands. Images were processed using 

Gatan Digital Microscope, and EDX data was processed using Bruker Esprit software, 

and the open source python library Hyperspy4.   

3.7. Raman spectroscopy  

Raman spectra were collected using a Horiba XploRA PLUS (School of Physics, 

University of Manchester, UK) with a 532 nm excitation wavelength, operated with a 

powers ranging from 125 μW – 2.15 mW, with a 100x objective lens. The spectra were 

aligned to the 519 cm-1 Si peak. Data was analysed using Horiba’s Labspec 6, Origin, 

and open source Python packages.   

3.8. AFM 

AFM maps were collected using either a Bruker Dimeson Icon or a Bruker FastScan 

instrument (School of Physics, University of Manchester, UK), operating in PeakForce 

tapping mode with a frequency of 2 kHz. With a Scan Asyst-fluid plus tip, force 

constant 0.7 Nm-1
. The images were processed using NanoScope 1.9, WSxM5 and 

Gwydeion. The ‘Flatten plus’6 algorithm was used to flatten the substrates, and 
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background noise was removed with the application of median filtering and 

polynomial subtraction.  
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4. Paper 1 – Exfoliation of natural van der Waals 

heterostructures to a single unit cell thickness 

This chapter demonstrates the exfoliation of franckeite (n=2, m=1) to single unit cell 

thickness. This is the first reported exfoliation of a MLC that does not contain a 

traditional vdW gap. Bulk and exfoliated specimens were characterised using HAADF 

STEM and EDX spectroscopy, and the layer interface was examined using cross 

sectional analytical STEM. A range of other techniques, including AFM and Raman 

spectroscopy, were used to characterise the exfoliated flakes. Furthermore, the 

specimens’ electrochemical properties were extensively investigated, and found to be 

excellent. This manuscript is presented as published, it is important to note that the in-

plane axes are reversed compared with the rest of the manuscript. i.e. the 

incommensurate relationship is along the is the b axis ([010]) and the semi-

commensurate axis is along the a axis ([100]).   

The franckeite crystal was initially purchased as ‘Pb1-xSnxS’, and the sample was 

provided to the author by Dr. Matěj Velický for elemental analysis to estimate the 

Pb:Sn ratio. However upon preliminary CTEM characterisation, striations were present 

in BF CTEM images and the diffraction pattern showed satellite spots. Subsequent plan 

view STEM EDX spectra showed the presence of antimony and iron signals, in addition 

to the expected lead, tin and sulphur. Furthermore, high resolution HAADF STEM 

images also showed the presence of striations. The crystal was subsequently 

demonstrated to exfoliate, after which cross section samples were prepared by FIB, 

and analysed using analytical STEM. From this analysis the ‘Pb1-xSnxS’ specimen was 

determined to be the naturally occurring MLC franckeite. This paper demonstrates two 

important themes of this thesis, firstly that the exfoliation of MLCs which do not 

contain a vdW gap (i.e. m=1) may be exfoliated, and secondly that analytical STEM, 

particularly when specimens are viewed parallel to the basal planes, is an invaluable 

tool for the analysis of MLCs.  
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Abstract 

Weak interlayer interactions in van der Waals crystals facilitate their mechanical 

exfoliation to monolayer and few-layer two-dimensional materials, which often exhibit 

striking physical phenomena absent in their bulk form. Here we utilise mechanical 

exfoliation to produce a two-dimensional form of a mineral franckeite and show that 

the phase segregation of chemical species into discrete layers at the sub-nanometre 

scale facilitates franckeite’s layered structure and basal cleavage down to a single unit 

cell thickness. This behaviour is likely to be common in a wider family of complex 

minerals and could be exploited for a single-step synthesis of van der Waals 

heterostructures, as an alternative to artificial stacking of individual two-dimensional 

crystals. We demonstrate p-type electrical conductivity and remarkable 

electrochemical properties of the exfoliated crystals, showing promise for a range of 

applications, and use the density functional theory calculations of franckeite’s 

electronic band structure to rationalise the experimental results.  
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Introduction 

The research on two-dimensional (2D) materials has so far been mainly focused on 

unary and binary crystals such as graphene and MoS2
1 and little attention has been 

paid to more complex layered materials.2 However, preferential phase segregation 

strongly dependent on chemical composition, which is a phenomenon that has 

previously been observed in ternary sulphides such as PbSnS2,3 could lead to formation 

of layered structures and van der Waals heterostructures. Franckeite is a natural, 

thermodynamically stable, mixed-metal sulphide mineral, composed of lead, tin, 

antimony, iron, and sulphur, first discovered in 1893.4 It exhibits a distinctly layered 

structure, which is related to its complex chemical composition. Band gap of the 

individual metal sulphides, which combine to constitute franckeite, ranges from 0.37 

eV in PbS (galenite) to 2.1 eV in SnS2 (berndtite),5 with the band gap of franckeite itself 

being previously determined by diffusive reflectance spectroscopy as 0.65 eV.6 Many 

other complex sulphides exist, with the band structure depending on their exact 

chemical composition and structure.6 This offers great opportunities in band gap 

engineering,7 phase engineering,8 thermoelectric materials,3 and solar control 

coatings,9 which could all be realised through synthesis of complex metal-sulphides 

with on-demand properties.  

Here, we show that franckeite is a natural heterostructure exhibiting phase 

segregation into discrete layers held together by van der Waals forces, which facilitates 

its basal cleavage. We use scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine franckeite structure and chemical 

composition. Importantly, we show that franckeite can be exfoliated to a single unit 

cell thickness (1.85 nm), resulting in a high ratio between the lateral size and thickness 

of the exfoliated crystals, as confirmed using optical microscopy, atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), and Raman spectroscopy. The electronic transport measurements 

reveal that franckeite is a p-doped degenerate semiconductor and the electrochemical 

measurements show that it has a high intrinsic electric double-layer capacitance 

showing promise in energy storage applications. The density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations of franckeite’s electronic band structure indicate only weak interactions 

between the individual van der Waals layers, also confirmed by the independence of 
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franckeite’s Raman spectrum of the number of layers and the incommensurate lattice 

matching observed by the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (STEM).    

 

Results 

Morphology and chemical composition of bulk franckeite 

The SEM images in Figure 4-1a−c reveal franckeite’s layered nature, which facilitates 

its facile mechanical exfoliation. In the highest magnification image (Figure 4-1), 

terraces of micro-/nano-scopic width are clearly visible. The TEM-EDXS elemental 

maps in Figure 4-1d−h show that the main elements, lead, tin, antimony, iron, and 

sulphur, are homogeneously distributed when viewed perpendicular to the layers 

(along the [001] direction). The averaged EDXS spectrum in Figure 4-1i and 

quantification in Table 4-1 were the basis for the composition stoichiometry analysis, 

resulting in an approximate chemical formula of Pb6.0Sn3.1Sb2.5Fe1.1S12.0O1.1. This indeed 

best matches franckeite, a member of a complex group of metal sulphide minerals also 

including cylindrite, potosíite, and incaite, which are found in the southwest of Bolivia, 

and have a generic chemical formula Pb, Sn( )
6+x

2+

Sb
2

3+Fe2+Sn
2

4+S
14+x

, where −1 ≤ x ≤ 

0.25.10 The approximate chemical formula determined from the EDXS is not completely 

charge-balanced (with ca. 5 – 10 % excess positive charge, depending on the exact 

oxidation states of the metals) and it also does not fully fit the generic chemical 

formula of franckeite. This is mainly caused by the low sensitivity of the EDXS, overlap 

between S Kα and Pb Mα peaks, and the presence of O, C, and Ag impurities. Further 

SEM characterisation and full TEM-EDXS quantification are found in Supplementary 

Note 1, SI Figure 4-8, and SI Table 4-3.   
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Figure 4-1 - SEM and TEM-EDXS characterisation of franckeite. a−c, SEM images of 
franckeite immobilised on a conductive carbon support. Zoom areas are highlighted by the 
magenta rectangles. The scale bars denote 5 μm.  d−h, TEM-EDXS maps of a franckeite 
crystal showing lead, tin, antimony, iron, and sulphur, respectively. The scale bars denote 
30 nm. i, Averaged EDXS spectra with the inset showing the low-intensity peaks at low 
energies. The peaks of the five major elements used for the quantification shown in Table 
1 are marked in red. The secondary peaks and the peaks originating from the substrate 
and impurities, which were de-convoluted and excluded from the quantification, are 
marked in black.  
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element concentration (at%) 

Pb 24.1 ± 4.9 

Sn 12.5 ± 2.5 

Sb 10.2 ± 2.1 

Fe   4.6 ± 0.4 

S 48.6 ± 3.1 

Table 4-1 - EDXS quantification of bulk franckeite 

Crystal structure and phase segregation of franckeite  

Figure 4-2 summarises the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) characterisation of franckeite. The structure 

of this complex layered misfit compound mineral has troubled mineralogists, 

crystallographers, and electron microscopists for several decades,11-13 until significant 

advances in understanding of its exact structure have eventually been achieved.14-16 

Our results confirm phase segregation into discrete Sn-rich, pseudo-hexagonal (H) and 

Pb-rich, pseudo-tetragonal (T) layers with a van der Waals gap between them. A cross-

section through a thin exfoliated franckeite crystal was extracted to reveal a unit cell 

height of ~1.85 nm (Figure 4-2b and e). The two layers, H and T, are incommensurate 

with differing lattice dimensions in the [010] direction, which results in a mismatch 

periodicity of ~4.3 nm visible as moiré fringes when viewed along the [001] direction in 

the TEM. This is also confirmed by the relative atomic displacements of the two layers 

in the cross-section (see Supplementary Note 2, SI Figure 4-9 and SI Figure 4-10). 

Atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM (Figure 4-2e) and STEM-EDXS elemental analyses of 

this structure (Figure 4-2c and f) reveal significant compositional segregation at the 

atomic scale. Specifically, Pb in the inner two atomic planes of T layers is partially 

replaced by Sb, resulting in an alternating Pb–Sb–Pb arrangement (see the structure 

model in Figure 4-2d). Small amount of Sn in the T layer (~8 – 10 at%) could indicate a 

partial replacement of Pb and/or Sb atoms by Sn. The average composition for the two 

layers individually is determined as Pb6.3Sb2S9 (T) and Sn2.3FeS5.6 (H), resulting in an 

overall average chemical formula of Pb6.3Sn2.3Sb2.0FeS14.6.  
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Figure 4-2 - HAADF-STEM imaging of franckeite. a, High-resolution image of the crystal 
lattice viewed along the [001] direction (plan view of the basal plane). The scale bar 
corresponds to 1 nm. b, Cross-sectional image of the layering viewed along the [100] 
direction. The scale bars corresponds to 5 nm. c, Corresponding EDXS elemental intensity 
maps with the two-axis scale bar corresponding to 1 nm. d, Proposed structure model of 
franckeite, with the relative size of atoms corresponding to their brightness in HAADF. e, 
Atomic-resolution image of the cross-section for a few-layer crystal. The inset shows 
overlaid franckeite structure, the scale bar corresponds to 1 nm. f, Corresponding EDXS 
concentration profiles showing compositional variation both between and within the 
individual layers. In contrast, no compositional variations are detected for the crystal 
viewed along the [001] direction. The pink dashed lines are a guide for the eye correlating 
the EDXS profile with the cross-sectional HAADF. The grey solid lines are a guide for the 
eye correlating the concentration peaks (Pb and Sn) and troughs (S). 

 

Interestingly, the cross-sectional STEM images also show stacking faults, consisting of 

irregular lateral displacements of the SnS2 layers along the [010] direction, which is 

likely to cause the forbidden lattice spots appearing in the electron diffraction data 

(see Supplementary Note 2, SI Figure 4-9 and SI Figure 4-10). The thinnest region cross-

sectioned for STEM analysis was ~6 nm (or ~3 unit cells) thick with the upper (freshly 

cleaved) surface terminating at the H layer and being covered with ~0.5 nm thick layer 

of carbonaceous adsorbates (Figure 4-2e–f). Surprisingly, the lower, substrate-bound 

surface terminates part way through the Pb-rich layer. It is likely that such imperfect 

cleavage may be associated with a stacking fault, which locally weakens the structure. 
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Such anomalies have also been confirmed by the observation of terraces with a sub-

monolayer height. The structural analysis above suggests that the incommensurate 

stacking of the individual H and T layers (and therefore weak interaction between 

them) leads to a predominantly uniaxial basal cleavage of franckeite and a weak or no 

dependence of the electronic and structural properties of franckeite on the number of 

layers (see below).  

Other related minerals such as SnS and SnS2 have been recently shown to be readily 

exfoliated17,18 and preferential elemental segregation to a single Pb-rich atomic plane 

within a PbSnS2 lattice was also previously observed.3 The phase segregation observed 

here, which gives rise to a van der Waals gap between the H and T layers, proves the 

concept of a naturally occurring heterostructure material, a phenomenon, which is 

likely to be common among many complex minerals. This could be exploited 

simultaneously with the emerging advances in synthesis of metal chalcogenides and 

tailoring of their properties,19 in order to create man-made van der Waals 

heterostructures with properties tailored to specific applications. 

 Surface chemical composition of franckeite 

The surface sensitivity and a few-nanometre penetration depth of the XPS technique 

were utilised to determine the surface chemical composition of franckeite including 

the atomic oxidation states and the extent of surface impurities. Figure 4-3a shows an 

XPS spectrum of franckeite used for the quantification of the major elements shown in 

Table 4-2. The high-resolution spectra of Pb 4f, Sn 3d, Sb 3d, and S 2p binding energy 

regions are shown in Figure 4-3b–e. Compositional stoichiometry analysis yields a 

surface composition chemical formula of Pb6.0Sn2.0Sb2.4S13.8O1.0. Peak fitting was used 

to determine the oxidation states of individual elements. Lead and tin (Figure 4-3b and 

c, respectively) are present as Pb2+ and Sn2+ (both ~80%), and Pb4+ and Sn4+ (both ~20 

%). Antimony (Figure 4-3d) is present as Sb3+ (~60 %) and Sb5+ (~40 %). Sulphur (e) is 

present exclusively as S2– and oxygen is bound both in metal oxides (O2–) and 

carbonaceous adsorbates. In comparison to the bulk-sensitive EDXS, only a negligible 

amount of Fe (<0.5 at%) and relatively lower concentration of Sn are detected from 

the surface-sensitive XPS. This suggests that the Sn- and Fe-rich H layers (Figure 4-2c 

and f) are underrepresented on the surface of franckeite, possibly due to the surface 

being unstable upon exfoliation and degrading in air. Stoichiometric analysis, full 
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quantification, and comparison of the freshly cleaved and air-aged crystals can be 

found in Supplementary Note 3, SI Figure 4-10, SI Figure 4-11, SI Table 4-4 and SI Table 

4-5. 

 

element concentration range (at%) average concentration (at%) 

Pb 23.5 − 26.8 24.7 ± 0.3 

Sn 7.1 − 9.0 8.1 ± 0.2 

Sb 9.0 − 13.1 10.1 ± 0.2 

S 51.7 − 60.1 57.0 ± 0.5 

Table 4-2 - XPS quantification of franckeite surface 

Preparation and characterisation of thin franckeite  

Importantly, we succeeded in isolating monolayer (single unit cell thick) franckeite 

crystals. Thin franckeite layers were mechanically exfoliated onto an SiO2 substrate and 

characterised using optical microscopy, AFM, and Raman spectroscopy. Bright-field 

and dark-field optical images of a monolayer franckeite crystal with adjacent few-layer 

and bulk crystals are shown in Figure 4-4a and b. Corresponding AFM image and the 

height profile of the monolayer region are shown in Figs. 4c and 4d. The monolayers 

have typical thicknesses of 2.4 – 3.5 nm, which is in good agreement with the single 

unit cell repeat period determined from cross-sectional TEM (~1.85 nm), considering 

the additional increase in height originating from the AFM instrumental offset, layer of 

carbonaceous adsorbates, and impurities or moisture trapped between the crystal and 

substrate, which are known to beset characterisation of 2D materials.2,20,21 

Furthermore, small terraces with less than a monolayer thickness were occasionally 

observed (SI Figure 4-13). Through mechanical exfoliation of a large number of 

crystals, we have discovered that length of the few-layer crystals is typically tens of 

μm, but their width rarely exceeds 0.5 – 1 μm, resulting in characteristic, needle-like, 

thin crystals with a large length-to-width aspect ratio (SI Figure 4-14). This preferential 

uniaxial basal cleavage is supported by the commensurate and incommensurate lattice 

stacking in the [100] and [010] directions, respectively, observed in the TEM/STEM.  
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Figure 4-3 - XPS characterisation of franckeite surface. a, Average XPS spectrum of 
franckeite obtained from multiple individual measurements, referenced to the 
adventitious carbon C 1s peak at 284.7 eV.22 The peaks labelled in red were used for the 
quantification shown in Table 2. Other significant peaks, which were not used in 
quantification, are labelled in black. b–e, High-resolution spectra of Pb 4f, Sn 3d, Sb 3d (+ O 
1s), and S 2p binding energy regions. The intensities are normalised to the most intense 
peak within the respective spectral region. 

Raman spectra of monolayer, few-layer and bulk franckeite obtained using a 532 nm 

laser excitation wavelength are shown in Figure 4-4e (AFM was used to determine the 

thickness of individual franckeite flakes). Due to the small lateral size of thin franckeite 

crystals, only well isolated flakes were used for Raman spectroscopy measurements to 

avoid signal overlap with any adjacent thicker regions. Low laser power density was 

used to avoid franckeite degradation and a large number of individual measurements 
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(14 – 28) at different locations on each flake were accumulated to build up each 

spectrum (substrate-uncorrected spectra are shown in SI Figure 4-15).  

 

 

Figure 4-4 - Optical microscopy, AFM, and Raman spectroscopy identification of thin 
franckeite. a,b, Bright-field and dark-field optical images of a franckeite crystal exfoliated 
on an SiO2/Si substrate. c, AFM image of a selected monolayer area indicated by the 
magenta rectangle in (b). All scale bars denote 2 μm. d, Step-height profile of monolayer 
franckeite flakes taken from an area indicated by the transparent magenta rectangle in (c). 
e, Raman spectra of monolayer, bilayer, trilayer, and bulk franckeite using a 532 nm laser 
excitation wavelength at 19 kW cm−2 power density. Spectrum of the underlying Si 
substrate is subtracted from the thin layer spectra (≤3). f, Intensity of the three major 
peaks as a function of thickness.  

Despite the lack of Raman literature on franckeite, we make a tentative assignment of 

the main franckeite peaks based on the available Raman data for the individual metal 

sulphides. We infer that the Raman spectrum of franckeite is dominated by Sb2S3 

(stibnite) vibrations with a corresponding peak at 260 cm−1 and a shoulder at 276 

cm−1.23 SnS2 (berndtite) vibrations are most likely to produce the peak at 320 cm−1.24 

Both Sb2S3 and SnS2 have large optical band gaps of 1.72 and 2.10 eV,5 respectively, 

and therefore exhibit comparatively weaker light absorption and hence stronger 

Raman scattering than PbS (0.37 eV),5 which is a relatively weak Raman scatterer and 

does not contribute to the signal significantly.25 A weak broad band, centred around 

195 cm−1 in bulk franckeite, which is hardly observable in monolayer could originate 

from SnS (1.01 eV) vibrations.5,26 No significant changes in the frequency of these 

Raman modes are observed for different franckeite thicknesses, which is to be 
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expected due to the incommensurate stacking of the T and H layers. There is, however, 

a noticeable increase in the Raman intensity for bilayer and trilayer in contrast to 

monolayer and bulk (Figure 4-4d). Such enhancement has previously been observed 

for other 2D materials including graphene,27 MoS2,28 and MoSe2,29 and it can be 

explained by an optical interference in the 2D crystal/SiO2/Si system and 

corresponding optical field enhancement for certain 2D crystal thicknesses.30 

Furthermore, no photoluminescence was detected within a 532 – 900 nm range for 

monolayer or bulk (SI Figure 4-16), which agrees with the indirect mid-/far-infrared 

band gap of franckeite determined by the transport measurements and predicted by 

the DFT.  

Raman spectroscopy data suggest that the electronic and structural properties of 

franckeite do not depend on the number of layers, which is to be expected given the 

incommensurate stacking and hence weak interaction between the T and H layers. 

Importantly, the phase segregation into discrete van der Waals layers, which is likely to 

be a common denominator for a wider family of naturally occurring complex minerals, 

could be utilised for preparation of man-made van der Waals heterostructures as a 

formidable alternative to their painstaking construction by stacking of the individual 

2D materials on top of each other.31 Furthermore, thin franckeite shows remarkable 

thermodynamic stability upon exfoliation in air up to more than 6 months, as 

confirmed by optical microscopy, AFM, Raman spectroscopy. Transport and 

electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) measurements, which are more sensitive to 

crystal degradation, show that all but monolayer franckeite flakes are conductive. Such 

stability is exceptional in comparison to some other novel 2D materials, such as 

phosphorene or NbSe2, which often degrade in air when isolated in their mono- or 

few-layer form.32 Further characterisation using optical microscopy, AFM, and Raman 

spectroscopy, including laser-induced degradation and surface ablation is detailed in 

Supplementary Note 4, SI Figure 4-17and SI Figure 4-18.  

  

Electrochemistry and liquid-phase exfoliation of franckeite  

In order to explore the potential use of franckeite in energy storage and conversion 

applications, we have determined its electrochemical properties using a micro-droplet 

cell measurement, representative results of which are summarised in Figure 4-5. This 
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approach was previously applied to topography-dependent electrochemical 

measurements on graphene and MoS2.20,33,34 Since the cleavage of franckeite is mostly 

limited to a single plane, we use the term ‘basal’ here to describe its low-defect (001) 

surface, and term ‘edge’ to describe other surfaces with an increased density of edges, 

terraces, and defects. We have found that the average electric double-layer 

capacitance measured by cyclic voltammetry on the basal surface is 27.4 ± 2.2 μF cm−2 

and further increases to 153 ± 62.8 μF cm−2 on the edge surface (Figure 4-5a). In 

comparison, typical capacitance values measured using the same method are ca. 15 – 

30 μF cm−2 for unpolished platinum, 2 – 4 μF cm−2 for the basal plane of MoS2, and 1 – 

2 μF cm−2 for the basal plane of graphene. It is important to note here that the basal 

plane surface of mechanically exfoliated 2D materials is very flat, unlike the disordered 

and porous surface of multi-flake materials, typically prepared by liquid-phase 

exfoliation. The real surface area of liquid-phase exfoliated 2D materials is often orders 

of magnitude larger than the apparent surface area, resulting in artificially inflated 

capacitance values.35-37 The high capacitance in our case therefore indicates a 

degenerate semiconducting nature of franckeite, also confirmed by independence of 

the voltammetric response of illumination intensity, and an additional contribution 

from a redox activity, which can be observed when the potential window is extended 

(see Supplementary Note 5, SI Figure 4-19 and SI Figure 4-20). We argue that this is 

directly related to franckeite’s electronic structure as it has been previously proposed 

for MoS2 that steric accessibility of metallic orbitals at the crystal edges increases its 

electrochemical performance.38 We cannot completely rule out that edges/defects on 

the surface, or even solution-induced delamination of the crystals, may contribute to 

the capacitance increase. However, this would in fact aid franckeite liquid-phase 

exfoliation and ion intercalation.  

To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we perform ultrasonication-assisted 

liquid-phase exfoliation of franckeite in five different solvents, results of which are 

summarised in Figure 4-5d–f. Similarly to other 2D materials, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP) offers the highest concentration of the exfoliated material,39,40 followed by N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF), and acetone (Figure 4-5d). No visible material remains in 

suspension after exfoliation in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) or water. A representative AFM 

image in Figure 4-5e shows that the exfoliated flakes tend to re-stack into large 
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agglomerates, although thin individual crystals with thickness less than 5 layers are still 

found (Figure 4-5f). These results demonstrate that liquid-phase exfoliation could be 

used as an alternative, scalable method of thin franckeite production. 

Heterogeneous electron transfer rate measurement using two common redox 

mediators, Ru[(NH3)6]3+/2+ and [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−, is shown in Figure 4-5b, yielding average 

values of the standard rate constant of (0.62 ± 0.34) × 10−3 cm s−1 for Ru[(NH3)6]3+/2+ 

and (0.90 ± 0.17) × 10−3 cm s−1 for [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−. These values exceed those 

determined on graphite and MoS2 using the same experimental method.20 Hydrogen 

evolution, an important technological reaction, was difficult to quantify in a diffusion-

limited regime within the micro-droplet electrochemical cell. Nevertheless, some 

hydrogen evolution activity is observed on basal surface in 1 M HCl solution as 

compared to the blank electrolyte solution (Figure 4-5c).  

 

Figure 4-5 - Electrochemical characterisation and liquid-phase exfoliation of 
franckeite. a, Capacitance measurement on the basal and edge surface using a 6 M LiCl 
aqueous supporting electrolyte. b, Electron transfer measurement on basal surface using 
Ru[(NH3)6]3+/2+ and [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− redox mediators in 6 M LiCl. c, Hydrogen evolution 
measurement using 1 M HCl in 6 M LiCl. The optical images in the inset show the micro-
droplet electrochemical cells utilised for the measurement, scale bars are 50 μm. d, 
Photograph of franckeite suspensions in NMP, DMP, acetone, and IPA, after an 
ultrasonication-assisted liquid-phase exfoliation of 5 mg ml−1 franckeite solution and 
subsequent centrifugation. e, AFM image of an agglomerate of thin franckeite flakes 
following a drop-cast transfer of the NMP suspension onto an SiO2/Si substrate and 
subsequent solvent evaporation. The scale bar corresponds to 500 nm. f, Height profile of 
a 4-layer franckeite flake corresponding to the white dashed line in the inset AFM image. 
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Transport measurement of thin franckeite 

We also measured the electronic transport properties of devices with various 

franckeite thicknesses (selected device images are shown in SI Figure 4-21). Despite 

numerous attempts, we failed to observe conductivity in monolayer devices (6 in 

total), most likely due to franckeite degradation caused by the loss of certain atomic 

species or surface oxidation as suggested by the XPS results. Bilayer devices, on the 

other hand, do repeatedly conduct. Figure 4-6 demonstrates the typical transport 

characteristics of bilayer and 5-layer franckeite. Devices of both thicknesses display 

electric field-effect behaviour (Figure 4-6a and b), with the bilayer device (Figure 4-6c) 

showing stronger conductance modulation than the 5-layer device (Figure 4-6d). From 

the gate voltage dependence, we conclude that the material is a p-doped 

semiconductor. Current-bias voltage characteristics are non-linear, suggesting the 

formation of a Schottky barrier at the interface between the metal and franckeite, also 

supported by the strong temperature dependence of current-voltage characteristics 

(Figure 4-6c). Additional data for a device of 4-layer thickness are presented in 

Supplementary Note 6 and SI Figure 4-22. The Arrhenius plots of the zero-bias 

conductance dependence on temperature (Figure 4-6e) allowed us to extract the 

activation energies of 220 meV for bilayer, 170 meV for 4-layer, and 80 meV for 5-layer 

devices. Such activation energies are comparable with the size of the band gap 

predicted by our DFT calculations (0.25 – 0.35 eV) but it is lower than the band gap 

determined previously by the diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (0.65 eV).6 We also 

verified the transport measurements results by performing electrostatic force 

microscopy (EFM) measurements on thin franckeite, and confirmed, that while the 

bilayer and thicker franckeite layers are conductive, the monolayers are insulating (see 

Supplementary Note 6 and SI Figure 4-23).  

 

Electronic band structure calculations 

In order to understand the transport, electrochemistry, and Raman spectroscopy 

results, we performed DFT calculations of the electronic band structure of franckeite. 

First, we calculated the electronic structure of T and H layers using a simplified 

stoichiometry: Pb3SbS4 for the T layer and SnS2 for the H layer. The resulting band 

structures in Figure 4-7a(T layer) and Figure 4-7 b(H layer) reveal a very large 

difference in the work functions for the two layers (3.76 eV). Furthermore, the T layer 
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exhibits a small direct band gap of 0.36 eV at the C point, whereas the H layer has a 

large indirect band gap of 1.48 eV, with the conduction band minimum at the C point 

and the valence band maximum half way between the Y and Γ points. The T−H 

heterostructure (franckeite monolayer) is modelled in a commensurate approximation, 

for which the band structure displays a prominent energy gap just below the Fermi 

level (Figure 4-7c). This gap is indirect with the conduction band minimum at the Γ 

point and the valence band maximum at the C point, and its magnitude is 0.35 eV, 

which is almost identical with that of the T layer (0.36 eV). The separation between the 

mean planes of the T and H layers was found to be 0.9054 nm, which compares 

reasonably well with the value obtained experimentally from the HAADF-STEM (0.925 

nm, Figure 4-2). In practice, we expect that the crystal reconstruction and the moiré 

pattern formation should occur locally to accommodate a local van der Waals 

interaction, which is indeed observed in the TEM (SI Figure 4-9). An important 

consequence of the strongly incommensurate lattice parameters of the T and H layers 

is that the interaction between the layers should be weak and that the physical 

properties of franckeite should not depend strongly on the number of layers, which is 

indeed observed by the Raman spectroscopy. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 - Transport characterisation of franckeite. a, Gate voltage dependence of the 
current-voltage for bilayer franckeite device between –50 and 50 V (brown to violet), in 
10 V increments at 300 K. Bottom-right inset: an optical image of the device, the scale bar 
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corresponds to 10 μm. b, Same as (a) for a 5-layer franckeite. c, Current-voltage curves for 
the 5-layer device between 300 and 100 K (yellow to black), in 50 K increments. d, 
Conductance dependence on gate voltage (300 K) for the bilayer device. e, Same as (d) for 
the 5-layer device. f, Temperature dependence of the zero-bias conductance for the bilayer 
(red) and 5-layer (blue) device, solid lines are Arrhenius fits. 

The density of states (DOS) for the monolayer (T–H), one and a half monolayer (T–H–

T), bilayer (T–H–T–H), and bulk franckeite, are presented in Figure 4-7d. The band gap 

is predicted to be around 250 – 350 meV and it decreases with increasing number of 

layers, which corresponds reasonably well with the observed gaps in our transport 

experiments, and also with the absence of photoluminescence in the visible spectrum. 

At the same time, our calculations predict the system to be n-doped, which is caused 

by the use of simplified stoichiometry. In reality, the presence of a small amount of Sn 

in the T layer and Fe in the H layer would have to be taken into account. These atoms 

will create donor and acceptor states in T and H layers of franckeite, respectively, 

strongly reducing the expected charge transfer between the layers once they are 

brought together. This drives the system towards a gapped semiconductor state due to 

the acceptor states countering the rise of the Fermi level in the H layer and the donor 

states countering the fall of the Fermi level in the T layer, which is energetically 

favourable. Further discussion of this complex behaviour is detailed in Supplementary 

Note 7. 
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Figure 4-7 - DFT calculations of franckeite’s electronic band structure. a–c, Electronic 
band structure of the T layer, H layer, and T–H heterostructure (franckeite monolayer), 
respectively, determined using the local density approximation (LDA) of DFT. The vertical 
grey dotted lines follow the high symmetry points in the Brillouin zone. d, LDA DOS for the 
T–H heterostructure (monolayer), T–H–T heterostructure, T–H–T–H heterostructure 
(bilayer), and bulk franckeite. The blue dashed lines in all panels correspond to the Fermi 
level. 

Discussion 

In summary, we have succeeded in mechanical exfoliation of a mineral franckeite to a 

single unit cell thickness, which is facilitated through phase segregation into discrete 

layers at the nanometre scale. We show that this material exfoliates to thin, needle-

like monolayer and few-layer crystals and we also demonstrate feasibility of its liquid-

phase exfoliation in several solvents as a scalable production alternative. The key 

electrochemical properties of franckeite, capacitance and electron transfer rate, are 

considerably higher than those of more common 2D materials. In particular, the 

capacitance of franckeite exceeds that of graphene and MoS2 by one order of 

magnitude, which is promising for emerging energy storage technologies based on 

supercapacitors. The electronic transport measurements show that franckeite is a p-

doped semiconductor with a mid-/far-infrared band gap, and the EFM measurements 

confirm that crystals of all thicknesses, except for the monolayer, are conductive. 

Based on the Raman spectroscopy, electron microscopy, and DFT results we suggest 
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that the electronic and structural properties of franckeite do not depend on the 

number of layers. The important findings of the current work are the role of the polar 

nature of the double-layer structure, charge transfer between the individual layers, 

and role of the impurities, which balance the large charge transfer. Even though it is 

yet unclear whether this particular material will be used in applications, these findings 

are an important milestone in studying the principles of formation and stability of a 

new class of complex van der Waals crystals, which can be utilised for preparation of 

man-made heterostructures.  

 

Methods   

Sample preparation  

Samples were prepared by the ‘scotch-tape’ mechanical exfoliation of natural 

franckeite crystals originating from Poopo, Oruro Department, Bolivia (Manchester 

Nanomaterials Ltd, UK) onto three different types of substrate: carbon adhesive discs 

for the SEM and XPS analyses, lacey carbon-coated copper grids for the STEM, TEM 

and EDXS analyses (both Agar Scientific, UK), and oxidised silicon wafers (IDB 

Technologies, UK) for the electrochemical measurements, Raman spectroscopy, 

transport measurements, EFM, and focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Exfoliated crystals 

were stable in air for at least 6 months, based on no observable changes in optical 

microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and AFM, except for monolayer franckeite, which 

was not conductive in the transport measurements and EFM, indicating possible 

degradation. Two-terminal devices for the transport measurements were prepared 

using electron-beam lithography followed by evaporation of Cr/Au (4/50 nm) contacts 

(insets of Figure 4-6a–b). Some of the devices were encapsulated in thin layers of 

hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) to protect franckeite from oxidation and contamination 

(SI Figure 4-13 and SI Figure 4-21). To achieve this, hBN was mechanically exfoliated 

onto an Si-supported polymethylglutarimide (PMGI)/poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) substrate and then transferred on top of the selected franckeite flakes. The 

PMGI/PMMA stack was later dissolved using acetone. 1D contacts to the hBN-

encapsulated franckeite flake were made following previously described procedure,41 

in which the first electron-beam lithography was used to define a mask on top of the 
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hBN/franckeite heterostructure. The regions inside the mask were etched using an 

O2/Ar plasma and the franckeite flake was connected using Cr/Au contact evaporation. 

SEM and XPS characterisation  

SEM images were collected using Philips XL30 ESEM-FEG scanning electron microscope 

(FEI Company, USA) operating at 15 kV accelerating voltage. XPS spectra were 

obtained using a K-Alpha monochromated XPS spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Inc) and analysed using CasaXPS software v.2.3 (Casa Software Ltd).  

TEM/STEM/EDXS characterisation  

Electron diffraction patterns were collected using a Philips CM20 TEM operated at 200 

kV accelerating voltage. STEM images and EDXS elemental maps were obtained using a 

Titan G2 STEM (FEI Company, USA) operated at 200 kV, equipped with a Super-X EDX 

detector and GIF quantum energy filter. HAADF-STEM images were acquired with a 

convergence angle of 21 mrad, an inner angle of 54 mrad and a probe current of ~75 

pA, EDXS data was quantified using Esprit software version 1.9 (Bruker, USA). The 

crystals were aligned using Kikuchi bands in the SiO2/Si substrate. Cross-sectional 

sample preparation was performed using a dual FIB Nova NanoLab instrument (FEI 

Company, USA) fitted with an Omniprobe™ nano-manipulator (Oxford Instruments, 

UK). More details of the milling procedures can be found in Supplementary Note 2. 

Optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy  

A Nikon Eclipse LV100ND optical microscope and a DS-Fi2 U3 CCD camera (Nikon 

Metrology, UK Ltd.) were used to image franckeite flakes in both bright-field and dark-

field illumination modes. Raman spectroscopy was measured with an inVia 

spectrometer, using either 532 or 633 nm laser excitation wavelength, and a 100× 

objective (Renishaw plc, UK), resulting in a laser spot size of ca. 0.8 μm2.   

AFM and EFM measurements 

AFM measurements were performed with a Bruker Dimension 3100V instrument in a 

tapping mode with a tip resonance frequency of ~350 kHz. EFM measurements were 

carried out using a direct current (DC) bias voltage applied between doped silicon tip 

(Nanosensors PPP-FMR, 0.5 – 9.5 N/m) and the underlying doped silicon substrate. 

Electrochemical measurements 
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Franckeite crystals were electrically contacted to a copper wire using a silver 

conductive paint (RS Components Ltd, UK). Aqueous micro-droplets of either pure 6 M 

LiCl electrolyte, 3 mM redox mediator (Ru(NH3)6Cl3 or K3Fe(CN)6) in 6 M LiCl, or 1 M 

hydrochloric acid in 6 M LiCl, deposited onto the flake surface using a pressure-

controlled glass micropipette, were used as microscopic electrochemical cells. Ultra-

pure deionised water (18.2 MΩ cm, Milli-Q Direct 8, Merck Millipore, USA) was used 

for preparation of these solutions. Electrochemical measurements were controlled by 

a PGSTAT302N potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab B.V., The Netherlands) and were 

carried out in a three-electrode configuration, employing the crystal surface as a 

working electrode, and platinum wire and silver chloride wire as a counter and a 

reference electrode, respectively. All measurements were performed at room 

temperature (25 – 28C) and the potential is referenced to the standard hydrogen 

electrode (SHE). All chemicals were of 98 % or higher purity and were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Copper, silver and platinum wires (>99.9 %) were purchased from 

Advent Research Materials, UK. Further details can be found in Supplementary Note 5, 

and in our previous publications.20,33,34 

Electrochemical analysis  

The heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant, k0, of the redox mediator 

oxidation/reduction was calculated from the following equation.42
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where  (assumed to equal 0.5 due to the reaction symmetry) is the transfer 

coefficient, n is the number of electrons exchanged in the reaction (n = 1 for both 

redox mediators), F is the Faraday constant, D is the diffusion coefficient of the redox 

mediator,  is the scan rate, R is the universal gas constant, T is the thermodynamic 

temperature, and ∆Ep (larger than 220 mV) is the peak-to-peak separation of a redox 

mediator reduction/oxidation reaction. The Nicholson method, based on the following 

equation, was used for ∆Ep smaller than 220 mV.43,44 
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∆Ep was measured for each micro-droplet for a range of scan rates (0.1 – 1.0 V s−1) and 

the mean k0 value determined using the equations (1) and (2).  

The electric double-layer capacitance, CEDL, in a 6 M LiCl aqueous supporting 

electrolyte was determined from cyclic voltammetry using the following equation.33,45 

    

       (3) 

where E is the applied potential and Emax(Emin) are the maximum(minimum) potentials, 

which limit the voltammetric scan. The mean CEDL was determined from several 

measurements at different scan rates between 0.3 – 3.0 V s−1.  

 

Liquid-phase exfoliation 

Millimetre-size, bulk crystals of franckeite were ground in a mortar and pestle. The 

resulting fine powder was loaded in 20 ml of NMP, DMF, acetone, IPA, and water, 

respectively, at a fixed concentration of 5 mg ml−1. The powder-solvent mixtures were 

sonicated in a PC620R-1 Bransonic ultrasonic bath for 1 hr at constant temperature (15 

°C). The resulting suspensions were then centrifuged twice at 3000 rpm for 20 min 

using a Corning LSE Compact centrifuge in order to remove thicker non-exfoliated 

material. The recovered supernatant was then transferred on an SiO2/Si substrate by 

drop-casting and subsequent evaporation of the solvent for characterisation by AFM. 

Transport measurements 

Standard two-terminal DC transport measurements were performed in a helium 

atmosphere using a variable temperature insert fitted into a He-4 cryostat. Sample 

temperature was controlled using an ITC503S temperature controller (Oxford 

Instruments). Current-bias voltage characteristics were measured at different gate 

voltages using a 2614b Keithley dual-channel source meter. 

Density functional theory calculations  

The optimal crystal structures of T and H layers have been calculated within the LDA of 

DFT using the VASP code.46 The structure was approximated so that no Sn and Fe 

atoms were assumed to be present in the T and H layer, respectively. In order to 

calculate the electronic band structure of the T–H heterostructure (franckeite 
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monolayer), a super-cell containing 128 atoms with a tolerance set to 0.05 nm was 

constructed. More details on the DFT calculations are found in Supplementary Note 7. 

Data availability The data that support the findings of this study are available from the 

corresponding authors upon request. 
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4.1. Supplementary information  

 

SI Figure 4-8 - SEM images and TEM-EDXS mapping of franckeite. a−d, SEM images of a 
franckeite crystal immobilised on a conductive carbon support. Zoom areas are 
highlighted in (a−c) by the magenta rectangles. e−k, EDXS maps of lead, tin, antimony, 
iron, sulphur, carbon, and oxygen, respectively, within another crystal. l, BF-TEM image of 
the same crystal. The scale bars in (e–l) denote 30 nm. Electron beam accelerating 
voltages of 15 kV and 200 kV were used for the SEM and TEM-EDXS, respectively. 
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SI Figure 4-9 - TEM imaging of franckeite viewed along the [001] direction (perpendicular 
to the basal plane). a, Indexed electron diffraction pattern. b,d,e, TEM images of franckeite 
viewed along the [001] direction. c, corresponding Fourier transform of the high 
resolution image in (e). These TEM images clearly show the ~4.4 nm moiré fringes, 
highlighted by the red dashed lines in (d) and (e). These fringes are also present in the 
Fourier transform image (c), causing additional spots indicated by the red arrow to 
appear. 
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SI Figure 4-10 - Cross-sectional HAADF-STEM imaging of franckeite along the [100] 
direction (parallel to the basal plane). a, SEM and STEM images illustrating the process of 
FIB cross-sectional sample preparation from a crystal mechanically exfoliated on an 
SiO2/Si substrate. b, Intensity line profiles reveal the incommensurate stacking between 
the H layer (green) and the adjacent T layer (red). c, Variations in stacking between the 
consecutive H layers. The yellow arrow separates the H layers in which the Sn atoms are 
positioned on top of one another, whereas the orange arrow indicates the H layers that 
have a relative displacement along the [010] direction. d, Electron beam induced 
restructuring of the H layer, where a continuous PbS link between Pb-rich layers is 
formed. e, EDXS concentration profiles of a large portion of the cross-section. 
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SI Figure 4-11 - XPS of the aged and freshly cleaved franckeite surface. a, XPS spectrum of 
the aged franckeite surface. b, XPS spectrum of the freshly cleaved franckeite surface. Each 
spectrum is an average of 5 individual measurements from different parts of the crystal. 
The peaks used for the quantification in the inset tables are labelled in red, other major 
peaks are labelled in black. The spectra are normalised to the intensity of the Pb 4f7/2 peak 
(137.6 eV) with the adventitious carbon C 1s peak positioned at 284.7 eV.1 
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SI Figure 4-12 - High-resolution XPS spectra of the impurity elements. a−c, High-
resolution XPS of the Ag 3d, Fe 2p, and C 1s spectral regions, respectively. The measured 
spectra are shown in black, deconvoluted components in colour, and background in grey. 
The intensities are normalised to the most intense peak within the respective spectral 
region.  

SI Figure 4-13 - AFM characterisation of franckeite with a sub-monolayer thickness. a, 
AFM image of a franckeite crystal (red) encapsulated in hBN crystal (green). b−c, Height 
profiles of the sub-monolayer terraces taken from areas indicated by the magenta 
rectangles. 
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SI Figure 4-14 - Optical and AFM characterisation of thin franckeite crystals. a−e, BF 
optical images of thin franckeite crystals exfoliated onto an SiO2/Si substrate. f−j, 
corresponding dark-field (DF) optical images. k−o, AFM images of a selected area 
indicated by magenta rectangles in (f−j). p−t, Step-height profiles taken from areas 
indicated by the transparent magenta rectangles in the (k−o). All scale bars corresponds 
to 2 μm. 
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SI Figure 4-15 -Raman spectra of monolayer franckeite, bulk franckeite, and SiO2/Si 
substrate. a−b, Raman spectra of monolayer franckeite, bulk franckeite, and the SiO2/Si 
substrate, using a 532 nm laser at 19 kW cm−2 power density (a) and 633 nm laser at 14 
kW cm−2 power density (b). The insets show the spectral region encompassing the first- 
and second-order Raman Si bands. The spectra are vertically offset for clarity. More than 
130 individual measurements were collected at different locations to accumulate these 
spectra. 
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SI Figure 4-16 - PL measurement of monolayer and bulk franckeite. Representative PL 
spectra of a monolayer (red) and bulk (black) franckeite crystal using 532 nm laser 
excitation wavelength. No PL was observed within the range of 532 – 900 nm. The inset on 
the left shows the Raman spectra on the same intensity scale. The insets on the right are 
BF and DF optical images of the measured crystals. The spectra were recorded at 35 kW 
cm−2 laser power density for 30 s. 
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SI Figure 4-17 - Laser-induced degradation of franckeite. a−b, BF and DF optical images of 
bulk franckeite subjected to increasingly higher laser irradiance for 30 s (1, 2, 3, and 4 
correspond to 0.04, 0.23, 0.42, and 2.45 MW cm−2, respectively). c−d, BF and DF optical 
images of a laser-induced pattern using 0.42 MW cm−2 for 30 s per laser spot. e, AFM 
image of the same pattern. f−g, Raman spectra of bulk and monolayer at varied laser 
power density. h−i, BF and DF optical images of the corresponding bulk and monolayer 
crystals. 532 nm laser excitation wavelength was used throughout. All scale bars denote 
3 μm. 
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SI Figure 4-18 - Laser ablation of franckeite surface. a, AFM image of a monolayer 
franckeite flake showing a laser-induced ablation spot after 60 s exposure to 532 nm laser 
at 22 kW cm−2 power density. b, Step-height profile of ablation spot taken from the area 
indicated by a transparent magenta rectangles in the inset AFM image.  

 

 

SI Figure 4-19 - Capacitance, electron transfer, and hydrogen evolution measurements. a, 
Capacitance measurement using cyclic voltammetry at varied scan rates (6 M LiCl). b, 
Capacitance dependence on consecutive voltammetric cycling. c, Electron transfer 
measurement using cyclic voltammetry at varied scan rate (with a [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ redox 
mediator in 6 M LiCl). d, Hydrogen evolution measured using linear sweep voltammetry at 
varied scan rates (1 M HCl in 6 M LiCl). Optical images of the micro-droplet cells used for 
the measurement are shown in the insets. All scale bars denote 50 μm. 
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SI Figure 4-20 - Voltammetry under varied illumination intensity. a−c, Measurements of 
capacitance in 6 M LiCl, electron transfer using [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+, and electron transfer 
[Fe(CN)6]3–/4– at varied irradiance (illumination intensity). d−f, Wide range, low, and high 
potential voltammograms in 6 M LiCl supporting electrolyte at varied irradiance. Optical 
images of the liquid micro-droplets on franckeite surface, which were used for the 
measurement, are shown in the insets. All scale bars denote 50 μm. 
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SI Figure 4-21 -Device fabrication and characterisation. a,c,e,g,i,k,m,o, BF optical images 
of franckeite devices fabricated for transport and EFM measurements. b,d,f,h,j,l,n,p, 
Corresponding AFM images taken from areas indicated by the magenta rectangles 
showing the average flake thickness for individual channels. Devices in a−h have been 
prepared by direct exfoliation of franckeite onto an SiO2/Si substrate, devices in i−p have 
additionally been encapsulated in a protective layer of hBN. All scale bars corresponds to 2 
μm. 
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SI Figure 4-22 - Transport characterisation of a 4-layer franckeite crystal. Current-bias 
voltage measurement as a function of temperature for a 4-layer franckeite device. Inset 
shows the dependence of the zero-bias conductance (G) on temperature, the solid red line 
is the Arrhenius fit. 

 

 

SI Figure 4-23 - Electrostatic force microscopy measurements. a,c, Topography (first-pass) 
images of franckeite monolayer and few-layer regions. b,d, Corresponding EFM-phase 
(second-pass) images with +3 V DC voltage applied to the tip. The conducting and 
insulating regions are imaged in blue and yellow hues, respectively. All scale bars 
correspond to 500 nm. 
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SI Table 4-3 - EDXS quantification of bulk franckeite including impurities. 

 

element quantity / at% 

Pb 21.1 ± 4.2 

Sn 10.9 ± 2.2 

Sb 8.9 ± 1.8 

Fe 4.0 ± 0.3 

S 42.5 ± 2.7 

O* 3.7 ± 0.5 

C* 7.7 ± 0.9 

Ag* 1.1 ± 0.3 

*surface contamination and bulk impurities 

 

SI Table 4-4 - Composition stoichiometry parameters determined from XPS. 

 

species xi  fj zj  

Pb2+ 
0.238 

0.815 2 

Pb4+ 0.185 4 

Sn2+ 
0.078 

0.785 2 

Sn4+ 0.215 4 

Sb3+ 
0.097 

0.637 3 

Sb5+ 0.363 5 

O2− 
0.038 

0.243* −2 

O(carb.) 0.757 N/A 

S2− 0.549 1.000 −2 

*oxide fraction determined from the charge neutrality condition, Supplementary 

Equation (3) 
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SI Table 4-5- Elemental stoichiometric coefficients 

element νi 4.2 × νi 25.2 × νi 

Pb 0.24 1.00 6.00 

Sn 0.08 0.33 1.97 

Sb 0.10 0.41 2.44 

O 0.04 0.16 0.96 

S 0.55 2.31 13.83 

 

Supplementary Note 1  

Scanning/transmission electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy.  

Additional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of franckeite crystals at four 

different magnifications are shown in SI Figure 4-81a−d. Low-magnification image (SI 

Figure 4-8a) shows the ‘crumbly’ character of these crystals at the millimetre scale. 

High-magnification images (SI Figure 4-8−d) reveal a layered nature of franckeite at the 

micrometre scale, which facilitates mechanical exfoliation to thin, needle-like crystals, 

thus yielding a large surface area material, suitable for applications in energy storage, 

conversion, and catalysis. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) energy-dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDXS) mapping of the elemental distribution within a franckeite 

crystal is shown in SI Figure 4-8e−l. The EDXS maps reveal that Pb, Sn, Sb, Fe, and S (SI 

Figure 4-8e−i), all display homogeneous spatial distribution, and closely follow the 

topography of the crystal observed in the bright-field (BF)-TEM image (SI Figure 4-8l). 

This implies that all the metals and sulphur are evenly distributed throughout the 

material. On the other hand, this distribution-topography correlation is completely 

absent for carbon (SI Figure 4-8j), which suggests that it is purely a surface 

contaminant. Oxygen shows somewhat weak distribution-topography correlation (SI 

Figure 4-8k), which suggests that it is bound both in metal oxides and in surface 

carbonaceous contamination. This is also evidenced by the X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) results – see Supplementary Note 3.   

SI Table 4-3 shows the average elemental composition determined from the EDXS 

spectrum of the entire crystal in SI Figure 4-8e–l, including the main impurity elements 
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(C, O, and Ag). Carbon concentration (~8 at%) is much lower than that determined 

from the XPS (~50 at%, Supplementary Figure 4), confirming that carbon is present 

purely as a surface contaminant. On the other hand, the relative silver concentration is 

similar for both techniques, suggesting that it is a bulk contaminant. As mentioned in 

the main text, the EDXS quantification is approximate, as is the chemical formula 

derived from it. The accuracy of quantification in EDXS is generally known to be no 

better than ~5 at% due to adsorption and geometric considerations, especially in the 

absence of reference standards.2 Quantification is also notoriously challenging for the 

low atomic number elements due to the effects of absorption in the sample and in the 

detector, so we would expect the sulphur concentration to be underestimated and its 

quantification errors to be largest. This is likely to be the cause for the reduction of the 

S content in the EDXS quantification in comparison to the expected stoichiometry for 

the crystal. The quantification is further complicated by the presence of impurities 

mentioned above (O, C, and Ag). These elements combined make up around 13 at% of 

the mineral (SI Table 4-3) and they have not been taken into account in determining 

the literature formula of franckeite.3 

 

Supplementary Note 2  

Transmission/scanning transmission electron microscopy. SI Figure 4-9 shows the 

indexed electron diffraction pattern and the high-resolution TEM/scanning electron 

microscopy (STEM) images along the [001] direction, which reveal distinct moiré 

fringes originating from the H (Sn-rich) and T (Pb-rich) layer lattice mismatch, discussed 

in the main text. We also note that it was challenging to isolate a suitable franckeite 

single crystal for electron diffraction,4 and the pattern in SI Figure 4-9a contains 

contributions from more than one crystal.  

The sample for cross-sectional characterisation was prepared using focused ion beam 

(FIB) milling as shown schematically in SI Figure 4-10a. An ex-situ sputter coating of a 7 

nm thick amorphous carbon film was followed by deposition of a 2 nm thick Au-Pd film 

(Q150T, Quorum Technologies Ltd, Lewes, UK). A dual-beam FIB (Nova NanoLab, FEI) 

with FEG-SEM and gallium FIB columns were then used for a cross-section preparation 

with an in-situ lift out approach. The region of interest was identified using SEM and a 

Pt protective strip (500 nm high) was formed using electron beam-induced deposition 
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of trimethyl (methylcyclopentadienyl) platinum(IV), followed by a FIB Pt deposition 

(1.5 µm high). Trenches were milled (30 kV, 10 – 1 nA) until the lamella thickness was 1 

– 1.5 µm. Then, an in-situ lift out was performed using a micromanipulator 

(Omniprobe™), attached to the protective Pt layer of the cross-section, with further Pt 

deposition. The lamella was then transferred to a three-post FIB grid and thinned (30 

kV at 0.5 – 0.1 nA, 5 kV at 50 pA and finally 2 kV at 90 pA) until electron transparent 

(20 – 50 nm in thickness).5 The moiré pattern observed along the [001] direction (SI 

Figure 4-9d and 2e) is rationalised by the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)-STEM 

imaging in SI Figure 4-10b, which reveals incommensurate stacking of the H (Sn-rich) 

and T (Pb-rich) layers in respect to one another. The crystal unit cells of these two 

layers along the [010] direction have different dimensions and only come into phase 

every ~4.4 nm (giving rise to the moiré fringes shown in SI Figure 4-9d and e). SI Figure 

4-10c shows the relative displacement of the H layers and SI Figure 4-10d shows 

substitution of the H layers with a continuous PbS layer under the electron beam. 

Supplementary Figure 3e shows the EDXS concentration profile for a 35 nm thick cross-

section. Note that while the periodicity in concentration is very obvious for the four 

metallic elements, it is not so for sulphur, due to its low atomic number and hence 

lower EDXS sensitivity.  

Supplementary Note 3  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The compositional stoichiometry of franckeite 

surface based on the XPS measurements was determined using Supplementary 

Equations (1–4). This analysis is based on the balance between the atomic fractions 

and oxidation states of lead, tin, antimony, sulphur, and oxygen. Supplementary 

Equation (1) expresses the material balance for different elements on franckeite 

surface.  

     ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 1        (1) 

xi is the atomic fraction of an element i (e.g. Pb or Sn) determined from XPS 

quantification. Supplementary Equation (2) expresses the material balance for 

different species of the same element. 

           ∑ 𝑓𝑗 = 1𝑗      (2) 
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fj is the fraction of a species j (e.g. Pb2+ or Pb4+) determined from the high-resolution 

XPS spectra. Supplementary Equation (3) expresses the charge neutrality condition for 

the chemical formula. 

      ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑗𝑧𝑗 = 0𝑖     (3) 

zj is the charge number of a species j (e.g. zj = −2 for j = S2−). The atomic fractions, 

species fractions, and charge numbers are listed in SI Table 4-4. The stoichiometric 

coefficient νi of an element i in the surface chemical formula is determined from 

Supplementary Equation (4). 

              𝑣𝑖 =
𝑥𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖
= 𝑥𝑖     (4) 

The normalised stoichiometric coefficients of the elements are listed in SI Table 4-5. 

The chemical formula was therefore determined as Pb6.0Sn2.0Sb2.4S13.8O1.0.  

The charge neutrality condition, Supplementary Equation (3), has been found to be 

fully satisfied assuming only ~24 % of the oxygen is bound in metal oxides. From this 

follows that the remaining ~76 % of oxygen is bound as surface carbonaceous 

adsorbates, which is also indirectly evidenced by shape of the O 1s peak at 532.3 eV 

(Figure 4-3d). A large width of this peak suggests that it is, in fact, made up of several 

oxygen-bound species with differing binding energies (metal-oxides: ~529 – 531 eV, 

organic oxygen: ~531 – 533 eV).6 

Considering previous reports of oxidation and carbonaceous contamination of other 

layered materials,7-10 it is useful to compare the surface composition of crystals that 

have been exposed to air for more than 24 h (aged surface) with those exposed 

immediately prior to the transfer to the XPS vacuum chamber (freshly cleaved surface). 

The XPS spectra obtained on aged and freshly cleaved franckeite surface are shown in 

SI Figure 4-11a and b, respectively. Quantification tables embedded in SI Figure 4-11a 

and b suggest that the variations in element quantities are similar for both aged and 

freshly cleaved surfaces. There is a small increase in the average amount of surface 

carbon (by 13%) and oxygen (by 20%). Overall, it can be concluded that the differences 

between the aged and freshly cleaved surface are small and one would have to 

significantly decrease the time between the cleaving and XPS measurement in order to 

observe more pronounced changes. Adventitious carbon and trace elements (Ag, Fe, 

Cl, and F, all below 1 at%), which were observed intermittently, were not included in 

this analysis. It is reasonable to assume that the amounts of positively and negatively 
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charged species of these elements will more or less balance out, thus contributing a 

near-zero net charge to the chemical formula, having little impact on the 

stoichiometric analysis described above. The differences between the EDXS and XPS 

quantification, in particular the relative concentrations of Sn and Fe, which are related 

to the difference between bulk and surface of franckeite crystals, are discussed in the 

main text.  

SI Figure 4-12 displays a high-resolution XPS spectra of the minority metallic elements, 

silver and iron, and the adventitious surface carbon. SI Figure 4-12a shows the Ag 3d 

doublet peak. Deconvolution of the Fe 2p doublet peak, superimposed on the Sn 3p3/2 

peak, is shown in SI Figure 4-12b. Note that silver, as well as iron, are common 

contaminants in galenite (PbS) and are therefore likely to follow more complex 

galenite-derived minerals, such as franckeite.3,11 The C 1s peak and its deconvolution 

to three components are shown in SI Figure 4-12c. Due to the large variation in the 

reported values of organic carbon binding energies and for the sake of simplicity, we 

have grouped the carbon-bound species into three categories, based on their 

approximate binding energy.6 These are: 1) carbon-carbon sp2 and sp3 bonds (red), 2) 

carbon-hydrogen and carbon-oxygen (single) bonds (blue), and 3) carbon-oxygen 

(double) and carbon-halogen bonds (green).  

 

Supplementary Note 4  

Optical microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and atomic force microscopy. Occasionally, 

terraces of franckeite with sub-monolayer thickness (< 1.85 nm) were observed. SI 

Figure 4-13 shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterisation of such case, for a 

thin franckeite flake encapsulated in a hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) crystal. Thickness 

of the sub-monolayer terraces, which are not visible under an optical microscope, 

varies between 0.7 – 1.5 nm (height profiles are shown in SI Figure 4-13b and c). This 

could either be a result of local faults in the crystal structure and/or an indirect 

evidence that the exfoliation of franckeite can also occur at other than the van der 

Waals planes, e.g. half way through the T layer. This scenario is also supported by the 

TEM results (SI Figure 4-10d and Figure 4-2e). As mentioned in the main text, the 

length of the exfoliated few-layer crystals was typically on the order of tens of μm, but 

their width rarely exceeded 0.5 – 1 μm, resulting in characteristic needle-like crystals 

with a high length-to-width aspect ratio. We have exfoliated a large number of thin 
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franckeite crystals and concluded that this is a universal behaviour of franckeite, 

irrespective of the mechanical exfoliation conditions. SI Figure 4-14 shows optical and 

AFM characterisation of several such crystals, which were used for the Raman 

spectroscopy measurements. 

SI Figure 4-15 shows the raw Raman spectra of monolayer and bulk franckeite (not 

corrected for the Si/SiO2 substrate background) as well as the reference spectra of the 

underlying SiO2/Si substrate for 532 nm (SI Figure 4-15a) and 633 nm (SI Figure 4-15b) 

laser excitation wavelengths. The 532 nm laser was used in most of our measurements 

due to the stronger Raman signal. SI Figure 4-15 shows that the decrease in the flake 

thickness is accompanied by an appearance of a minor Si peak, 2TA(X) peak at 302 

cm−1, and two major Si peaks, F2g at 520 cm−1 and 2TO(L) at 970 cm−1, in the monolayer 

Raman spectra.12 The intensities of these peaks, originating from the underlying Si, are 

greatly reduced in thick bulk crystals (> 100 nm thickness). There is currently no 

reliable Raman literature on franckeite and available databases only provide spectra 

recorded at high laser power densities,13 which damage metal chalcogenides minerals.  

We have also attempted to measured photoluminescence (PL) spectra of franckeite. 

No appreciable PL was detected within the 532 – 900 nm wavelength range from bulk 

or monolayer franckeite (SI Figure 4-16), which is to be expected given the small 

infrared band gap determined from the transport measurements (80 – 220 meV, 

attributed to Schottky barrier) and predicted from theory (~350 meV). Raman spectra 

on the same intensity scale collected during the PL acquisition and the optical images 

of the measured bulk and monolayer crystals are shown in the inset of the figure.  

All the Raman spectra shown so far (both here and in the main article) were recorded 

at low laser power density, namely ≤35 kW cm−2 for the green laser and ≤73 kW cm−2 

for the red laser, and for short exposure time, typically 20 – 30 s. Franckeite crystals 

were also subjected to increasingly higher laser power densities of 0.04 MW cm−2, 0.23 

MW cm−2, 0.42 MW cm−2, and 2.45 MW cm−2, as shown by the BF and DF optical 

images in Supplementary Figures 10a−b. Laser-induced degradation of the crystals is 

visible for the high laser power densities (≥0.42 MW cm−2). Supplementary Figures 10c 

and 10d show BF and DF optical images of a laser-irradiation pattern obtained at 0.42 

MW cm−2. An AFM image of this pattern in SI Figure 4-17e reveals radial damage, 

matching the dimensions of the spherical laser spot size (~0.8 μm2). Comparison 

between the laser-induced degradation of bulk and monolayer crystals was also 
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examined. Raman spectrum of bulk crystal changes the shape at high laser power 

densities and is followed by an appearance of the underlying Si Raman peaks at 520 

cm−1 and 970 cm−1 (Supplementary Figure 10f). Raman spectrum of the monolayer 

crystal shows almost complete disappearance of franckeite signal at high laser power 

density and an increase in the intensity of the minor Si peak at 302 cm−1 (SI Figure 

4-17g). The BF and DF optical images of bulk and monolayer crystals, which were used 

to obtain these Raman spectra are shown in SI Figure 4-17h and i. 

Prolonged exposure (>60 s) of monolayer franckeite to laser irradiation at low power 

density (22 kW cm−2) has revealed signs of shallow ablation of the surface. A circular 

depression is observed where the laser was focused on the surface (SI Figure 4-18a). 

The AFM profile of the depression reveals reduction of the flake thickness by about 0.4 

nm (SI Figure 4-18b). There are two likely explanations for this observation. First, the 

terminating layer of franckeite could be undergoing heat-induced removal from the 

surface. The shallow nature of the ablation suggests that this would be the thin H layer 

rather than the four-atom thick T layer. Second, the laser irradiation could be 

removing the ubiquitous carbonaceous adsorbates from franckeite surface. In order to 

prevent even a partial degradation of franckeite, we used significantly shorter 

exposure time (20 s) for the collection of the Raman spectra in the main text.  

 

Supplementary Note 5  

Electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammograms in a pure electrolyte (for the 

capacitance measurement) obtained at varied scan rates and their dependence on 

consecutive cycling at a constant scan rate are shown in SI Figure 4-19a and b, 

respectively. Cyclic voltammograms with a redox mediator (for the electron transfer 

measurement) at varied scan rates are shown in SI Figure 4-19c. Cyclic voltammograms 

in hydrochloric acid (for the hydrogen evolution measurement) are shown in SI Figure 

4-19d. The basal surface of franckeite is very flat (root mean squared roughness, Rq, 

was typically 0.5 – 1.0 nm) and therefore the geometric/active surface area effects are 

negligible. On the other hand, the uncertainty in the geometric vs. active surface area 

on edge/defective surfaces means that their electrochemical performance is more 

difficult to quantify.  

The capacitance and electron transfer measurements were also examined at varied 

white light illumination intensity (irradiance), results of which are shown in SI Figure 
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4-20. Illumination of the crystals was realised using a 20× optical microscope objective 

and the irradiance was calibrated using the 843-R power meter (Newport Spectra-

Physics Ltd, UK). SI Figure 4-20a, b, and c show the cyclic voltammograms in a pure 6 M 

LiCl electrolyte, in an electrolyte with a [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ redox mediator, and in an 

electrolyte with a [Fe(CN)6]3–/4– redox mediator, respectively, obtained at constant 

scan rate and varied irradiance. Only small changes are observed with varying 

irradiance and they are likely to be irradiation-induced thermal effects. This agrees 

with our transport measurements of franckeite’s narrow infrared band gap (0.1 – 0.2 

eV). The capacitance calculated from equation (3) slightly increases (by ~15 %) for the 

maximum irradiance in comparison to the zero-irradiance. The peak-to-peak 

separation of the [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ reduction/oxidation decreases by 8 mV for the 

maximum irradiance, indicating a slightly faster electron transfer (by ~14 %) in 

comparison to the zero-irradiance. Dependence of the [Fe(CN)6]3–/4– 

reduction/oxidation peak-to-peak separation on irradiance is complex, initially 

increasing and then decreasing slightly at high irradiance. It is possible that the 

[Fe(CN)6]3–/4– mediator adsorbs at the surface and obscures the measurement, as 

observed previously on graphite.7 In a word, small changes in the capacitance and 

electron transfer rate indicate franckeite is a degenerate, narrow band gap 

semiconductor.  

The voltammetric background in pure supporting electrolyte over a large potential 

range was also examined at varied irradiance. Series of cyclic voltammograms in SI 

Figure 4-20d show a redox activity in a wide potential region, which significantly 

increases with increasing irradiance. In order to deconvolute the contribution of the 

low and high potentials to the overall activity, separate voltammograms of the low and 

high potential regions were recorded (SI Figure 4-20e and 13f). Analysis of the 

voltammograms indicates that the broad oxidative peak, centred around +0.5 V is 

associated with the reductive current at low potentials (below −0.35 V). Performing 

voltammetry in the low potential region (SI Figure 4-20e) reveals a well-defined redox 

process, which becomes near-reversible at highest irradiance. When voltammetry is 

performed within the high potential region (SI Figure 4-20f) the peak at +0.5 V 

disappears and the potential window is extended to ca. +0.8 V. This redox activity most 

likely contributes to the increased inherent capacitance within the narrow potential 

window (0 – 0.25 V vs. SHE) and therefore results in a pseudo-capacitive behaviour. 
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The redox activity undoubtedly originates from transitions between different oxidation 

states of the metals, although the exact peak assignment is difficult due to 

uncertainties in metal sulphides’ standard redox potentials.14   

 

Supplementary Note 6  

Transport and electrostatic force microscopy measurements. A large number of 

devices have been fabricated for the transport and electrostatic force microscopy 

(EFM) characterisation. SI Figure 4-21 shows a selection of thin franckeite flakes 

ranging from monolayer (~2 – 3 nm) to 5 layers (~10 nm), electrically connected using 

a deposition of Cr/Au contacts. The devices shown in SI Figure 4-21 a−h have been 

prepared by direct exfoliation of franckeite onto an SiO2/Si substrate, while the devices 

in SI Figure 4-21i−p have additionally been encapsulated in a thin layer of hBN in order 

to protect franckeite crystals from oxidation and contamination.  

SI Figure 4-22 shows additional transport measurement results for a 4-layer thick 

franckeite crystal. The current-bias voltage curves were measured at three different 

temperatures, and from the zero-bias conductance on temperature in the inset, the 

Arrhenius fit was plotted and activation energy of 170 meV extracted. 

EFM phase measurements in a double-pass mode were carried out to investigate the 

conductivity of thin franckeite flakes. In the first-pass, topography of the layers was 

imaged in a non-contact AFM mode. In the second-pass taken along the same scan 

line, the tip was lifted to 30 nm height from the surface while mechanically oscillating 

on resonance (out-of-feedback) and a direct current (DC) bias voltage was applied 

between the doped silicon tip (Nanosensors PPP-FMR, 0.5 – 9.5 N/m) and the 

underlying doped silicon substrate. The second-pass phase images directly map the 

conductivity of the sample by probing the second derivative of the tip-substrate 

capacitance, d2C/dz2, showing negative contrast (larger capacitance) for conductive 

nanostructures over an insulating substrate and no or positive contrast (smaller 

capacitance) for insulating nanostructures as previously described.15,16 SI Figure 4-23 

shows the AFM topography images and the corresponding EFM phase images recorded 

using a +3V DC bias voltage. Blue hues in SI Figure 4-23 b and d indicate conductive 

material and correspond to bilayer and thicker franckeite. On the other hand, yellow 
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hues indicate insulating material and correspond to the SiO2 substrate and monolayer 

franckeite. 

  

Supplementary Note 7  

Density functional theory calculations of the electronic band structure. The optimal 

crystal structure of T and H layers have been calculated within the local density 

approximation (LDA) of density functional theory using the VASP code.17 A plane-wave 

cut-off of 400 eV and a 12 × 12 k-point grid was used in the calculations. The structure 

was approximated so that no Sn and Fe atoms were assumed to be present in the T 

and H layer, respectively. This corresponds to approximating the T layer with Pb3SbS4 

stoichiometry and the H layer with SnS2 stoichiometry, based on the EDXS 

concentration profiles. The lattice parameters of the T layer are a = 5.735 Å and b = 

5.730 Å, and the lattice parameters of the H layer are a = 3.616 Å and b = 6.264 Å. 

These compare well with the previously reported experimental values obtained for 

bulk franckeite,18 which found a = 5.805(8) Å and b = 5.856(16) Å for the T layer, and a 

= 3.665(8) Å and b = 6.2575(16) Å for the H layer.  

The LDA was utilized to calculate the band structure of the T and H layers and the T−H 

heterostructure, i.e. franckeite monolayer (Figure 4-7). The results show that the T 

layer exhibits a small direct band gap of 0.36 eV at the C point, while the H layer has a 

large indirect band gap of 1.48 eV, with the conduction band minimum at the C point 

and the valence band maximum half way between the Y and Γ points. A scissor 

correction of these band gaps can be performed by calculating the density of states 

(DOS) using the HSE06 hybrid density functional, which yields corrected band gaps of 

0.79 eV and 2.46 eV for the T and H layers, respectively.  

Experiments indicate that the in-plane lattice vectors of the T and H layers are aligned 

in bulk franckeite, hence it is in principle possible to construct a super-cell geometry 

out of the T and H layers to study the T−H heterostructure (franckeite monolayer). The 

mismatch between the lattice parameters requires a relatively large super-cell, and 

even then, each lattice must undergo some stretching or compression. A compromise 

can be achieved by setting a tolerance of 0.5 Å as the mismatch between the lattice 

parameters of the stretched layer super-cells and their non-stretched counterparts; in 

this case it is sufficient to use a single unit cell along the b lattice vector, while along 
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the a vector 5 cells of the T layer unit cell and 8 cells of the H layer unit cell must be 

taken. The resulting T–H heterostructure contains 128 atoms with a = 28.8 Å and b = 

5.996 Å. The distance between the mean planes of the T and H layer was optimized 

and found to be 9.054 Å. Note that this is slightly larger than the separation in bulk 

franckeite, for which the optimal distance was found to be 8.894 Å. Note also, that in 

the bulk calculation the approximation was made so that the c vector is perpendicular 

to the plane stretched by the a and b vectors. T−H heterostructure (monolayer) band 

structure displays a prominent energy gap just below the Fermi level. This gap is 

indirect with the conduction band minimum at the Γ point and the valence band 

maximum at the C point, and its magnitude is 0.35 eV, which is almost identical with 

that of the T layer (0.36 eV). The finding that the T−H heterostructure is metallic is a 

consequence of the alignment of the bands in the T and H layers seen in Figure 4-7. 

The T layer dopes the H layer with electrons due to the relative position of the Fermi 

levels, hence the T−H heterostructure is a type III broken-gap semiconductor interface. 

The number of electrons transferred corresponds to one electron per Pb3SbS4 unit of 

the T layer. The appearance of an energy gap below the Fermi level is in agreement 

with this finding as well. 

The DOS obtained for this super-cell T–H heterostructure (monolayer) predicts that it 

is metallic (Figure 4-7d). A similar finding can be seen for the T–H–T heterostructure 

(one and a half monolayer), the T–H–T–H heterostructure (bilayer), and bulk 

franckeite. It is worth noting that most of the major DOS features in these 

heterostructures are the same, except for the size of the energy gap below the Fermi 

level, which decreases with increasing number of layers.  

The situation is expected to be quite different if the non-zero concentration of Sn in 

the T layer and Fe in the H layer were to be taken into account. The XPS spectra 

indicate that franckeite contains both 2+ and 4+ valence states of Sn. Assuming Sn4+ 

cations are present in the H layer, their substitution by Fe2+ cations will introduce 

acceptor states within the H layer. Similarly, substitution of Sb3+ cations within the T 

layer by Sn4+ cations will create donor states within the T layer, as will substitution of 

Pb2+ cations by Sb3+ cations, which is an important substitution to consider given the 

approximation made in the modelling of the T layer. As an example, let us consider a 

slightly exaggerated T layer composed of only Pb2+, Sb3+, and S2− ions, in a 

stoichiometry of Pb6Sb2S8. Substitution of a half of the Sb3+ cations with Sn4+ cations 
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and of one in every six Pb2+ ions with Sb3+ cations corresponds to turning Pb6Sb2S8 into 

Pb5Sb2SnS8, gaining two extra electrons from these substitutions. From the DOS, the 

number of electrons removed from the T layer in the T−H heterostructure is one 

electron per Pb3SbS4, which is an equivalent of two electrons per Pb6Sb2S8 unit. The 

above substitution counteracts the removal of electrons and promotes the formation 

of a gapped system. It is therefore expected that the substitutions, which were 

neglected in the DFT calculations, will create donor states in the T layer and acceptor 

states in the H layer. This will drive the system towards a gapped semiconductor state 

due to the acceptor states countering the rise of the Fermi level in the H layer and the 

donor states countering the fall of the Fermi level in the T layer, which is energetically 

favourable. An important implication of this finding is that the T layer with the 

substitutions included contains free charge carriers in the conduction band, while the 

H layer contains charge carriers (holes) in the valence band. This therefore predicts 

that successful isolation of either T or H layer of franckeite would yield a 2D doped 

semiconductor. 
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5. Paper 2 – Isolation of 2D cylindrite as a naturally occurring 

van der Waals heterostructure  

This chapter demonstrates the exfoliation of cylindrite (n,m=1) to single unit cell 

thickness. Cylindrite possess the final stacking sequence which has yet to be exfoliated 

to the 2D limit. The successful exfoliation of cylindrite demonstrates that the 

exfoliation of MLCs is invariant to stacking sequence, and as such, all MLCs are realistic 

targets as 2D materials. The exfoliated specimens were characterised using analytical 

STEM, AFM and Raman spectroscopy. However, the exfoliation of cylindrite was noted 

to be quite poor, which hampered the fabrication of electrical transport devices. As 

such attempts to measure the expected in-plane anisotropy failed.  

The mechanical exfoliation of many 2D materials is relatively easy. Typically adhesive 

tape is applied to an orientated source crystal and even pressure is applied with the 

pad of the thumb. Repeated bifurcation may be used to improve yield of thin flakes.1 

However the small size and cylindrical shape of the cylindrite source crystal made 

exfoliation challenging. In particular ensuring a good contact between the crystal and 

adhesive tape was difficult. Applying force using the thumb pad provided insufficient 

pressure, resulting in poor cleavage. It was found that if the tip of the thumb was used 

instead, more pressure could be applied, which yielded a better exfoliation. 

Furthermore the small sizes of the exfoliated flakes made standard nanofabrication 

techniques more challenging. This was most apparent when searching the Si/SiO2 

substrate, where it was necessary to search using a 50x objective lens, in lieu of the 

more typical 10x or 20x lenses used for most other 2D materials. The use of colour 

filters and, heated substrates and polymer coated substrates were trialled and were 

found to have marginal benefit in improving the visibility and coverage of thin 

cylindrite flakes. The small lateral dimensions of flakes also hampered other cleanroom 

processes including the mechanical transfer of cylindrite flakes to SiN TEM grids, as 

adherence of the transferred flakes was poor.  

In this paper, cross sectional STEM imaging is demonstrated to be an invaluable 

technique for the investigation of cylindrite’s layered structure, unique curvature and 

previously unreported kink band structure. However, fabrication of suitably thin and 

damage free cylindrite cross sections for high quality STEM analysis was problematic. It 
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was found that lamellae which were sufficiently thin for high resolution imaging were 

mechanically unstable, resulting in catastrophic damage to the lamellae, either in the 

FIB instrument or in the transfer process to the STEM microscope. The damage of the 

lamellae took several different forms, including: the complete loss of the lamellae (i.e. 

lamellae fell off the copper grid), loss of the cylindrite region from lamellae, damage 

and delamination of the cylindrite region; and cylindrite region lifting off the substrate 

and swaying under the ion beam. Some examples of these problems are shown in 

Figure 5-1 a-d. Thicker specimens did not suffer from these mechanical instabilities, 

however they limited the imaging capabilities (Figure 5-1e,f). Consequently a new FIB 

procedure was designed to allow for the preparation of thin, but mechanically robust 

specimens. This new method utilised shallower TEM lamella (less silicon substrate), the 

deposition of a Pt strap parallel to the lamella-grid interface, and a larger border 

between the thinned region and lamella-grid interface. The full method is outlined in 

Figure 5-2. 

Contributions to work: 
 
Matthew Holwill and Dr. Gregory Auton assisted with the collection of the AFM data, 

Dr. Nicholas Clarke also assisted with the collection of AFM data and offered useful 

discussions for the processing of AFM data; Dr. David Perello and Matthew Holwill 

contributed to the fabrication of the electrical devices; Dr. Endre Tovari and Dr. David 

Perello conducted the electrical transport measurements and analysed the results. 

Dr. Nicholas Clarke assisted with the mechanical transfer of exfoliated cylindrite flakes 

to SiN TEM grids; Photoluminescence measurements were collected and analysed by 

Daniel Terry; EDX template matching was conducted by Yichi Wang; Matthew Hamer 

assisted with the thermal degradation studies of the exfoliated cylindrite flakes; Prof. 

Sarah Haigh and I co-wrote the manuscript. 
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Figure 5-1 – HAADF STEM images of cylindrite cross sections prepared by FIB. (a) An 
example of failed FIB lamellae in which the region of interest has become removed from 
the substrate between FIB preparation and loading into the TEM. (b) Image of failed TEM 
lamellae. (c) Higher magnification image showing damaged cylindrite flake corresponding 
to blue box in (b). (d) Higher magnification image of delamination of cylindrite flake, 
corresponding to red box in (b). (e) Attempts to prepare more mechanically robust 
samples which resulted in insufficiently thinned lamellae. (f) Higher magnification image 
of (e), with poorly resolved atoms due to overly thick specimens. (g) Sufficiently thin and 
mechanically robust lamella, prepared by new method. (h) High magnification image of (g) 
with resolved atom columns. Scale bars correspond to (a) 2 μm, (b) 500 nm, (c) 100 nm, 
(d) 50 nm, (e) 1 μm, (f) 2 nm, (g) 10 μm and (h) 2 nm.  

 

 

Figure 5-2 – Illustration of new FIB lamella preparation method (copper grid not to scale). 
(a) Original method where a relatively deep lamella (~6 μm) is transferred to copper half 
grid. The lamella is then welded with three small Pt straps, and the border between the 
thinned region and the copper post is approximately 1 μm. (b) New method where a 
shallower lamella (~ 2.5 μm) is transferred to a copper half grid. The lamella is then 
welded using two perpendicular, and one parallel Pt strap. The parallel strap maximises 
the contact between the lamella and the copper grid. The border between the thinned 
region and copper half grid is larger (~2 μm).   
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Abstract 
Misfit layer chalcogenides (MLCs) are a family of compounds formed from alternating 

2D layers. They are able to incorporate a diverse range of elements into their 

structure, allowing for materials with a broad range of properties, and are readily 

synthesisable. The successful exfoliation of MLCs to single unit cell thickness has 

sparked interest in MLCs as an alternative route for the production of van der Waals 

heterostructures. Here we present the mechanical exfoliation of a naturally occurring 

MLC, cylindrite, to the single unit cell thickness. This is of particular importance as 

cylindrite possess the final stacking sequence which has yet to be successfully 

exfoliated to the 2D limit. We utilise cross sectional analytical STEM to investigate the 

chemical structure within the individual layers, examine cylindrite’s unique curvature 

and investigate the previously unreported kink band structure. Finally we present 

electrical transport measurements and highlight the difficulties in the fabrication of 

cylindrite devices.  

Introduction 
The field of two dimensional (2D) materials has expanded dramatically since graphene 

was first isolated in 20042, and now includes a substantial library of 2D crystals 

spanning a broad range of electronic properties.3 Such properties can be harnessed to 

realise new device architectures by stacking two or more different 2D crystals on top 

of each other, forming van der Waals heterostructures4 with tailored properties.5 

However, synthesis of such heterostructures is currently only achievable via 

mechanical exfoliation and manual transfer of individual fragile layers, which is time 

consuming and difficult to scale up. There is therefore, significant interest in 
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alternative approaches for the synthesis of van der Waals heterostructures. Chemical 

vapour deposition and printed liquid exfoliated heterostructures offer routes to 

industrial scale fabrication, but the structures produced are generally highly defective, 

and hence only suitable for selected applications.6 

A different approach to synthesising high quality van der Waals heterostructures is via 

exfoliation of bulk materials composed of alternating 2D layers. Misfit layer 

chalcogenides (MLCs) are one such family of materials where neighbouring atomic 

layers are only weakly bonded, and therefore possible to separate, using approaches 

similar to those used for exfoliation of graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides 

(TMDCs). MLCs are composed of alternating stacked pseudo-hexagonal (H) TX2 layers, 

where T= Sn, Fe, V, Mo, Ta, Cr, Ti and Nb and X=S, Se or Te and pseudo-tetragonal (T) 

MX layers, where M= Pb, Sn, Sb, Bi and rare earths.7-13 Through contraction and 

expansion the T and H layers can match along the b axis, but are unable to do this 

along the a axis due to the differing unit cell sizes. The T and H unit cells therefore have 

an irrational relationship, and are incommensurate along the a axis. This unique 

crystallography has been of academic interest for several decades14,15, with a new 

mathematical framework required to describe the crystal structure16. MLCs are 

described by the general formula [(MX)n]1+x[(TX2)m], where n and m are integer values 

reflecting the stacking sequence of the layers, and x represents the mismatch between 

the T and H unit cells. Figure 5-3 provides schematic illustrations of the stacking for 

some example MLCs, franckeite where n=2, m=1; cylindrite where n,m=1; and 

[(PbS)][(NbS2)2] where n=1, m=2. 

MLCs are able to incorporate a wide range of metal and chalcogen elements in both T 

and H layers, and consequently a wide range of exotic properties are accessible in 

individual layers including metallic, semi-conducting, Mott insulating superconducting, 

topologically insulating and magnetic layers.17-20 These compounds both exist 

naturally, and are readily synthesisable under mild reaction conditions.8-12 

MLCs were first successfully exfoliated to the 2D limit in 1993, when synthetic MLCs, 

[(PbS)][(NbS2)2] and [(SmS)][(NbS2)2], were liquid and electrochemically exfoliated to 

single unit cell thickness.21 Both these compounds are n=1, m=2 compounds, and 

exfoliation was shown to occur along the homogeneousinterface between the two H 
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layers. Exfoliation between the two TX2 layers is readily understood as analogous to 

the exfoliation of TMDCs. More recently, franckeite has been exfoliated to the 2D 

limit22,23 by mechanical and liquid phase exfoliation. Franckeite [(Pb1-xSbxS)2][(Sn1-

yFeyS2)] is a naturally occurring MLC with a n=2, m=1 stacking sequence and as such 

contains both homogeneous interfaces between the T layers and heterogeneous 

interfaces between the T and H layers (Figure 1c). Franckeite has been shown to 

exfoliate at both interfaces, although the heterogeneous interface is preferred.22 

Cylindrite and franckeite are formed from the same T (Pb1-xSbS) and H (Sn1-yFeyS2) 

layers and possess a similar nominal chemical composition of  

(𝑃𝑏3𝑆𝑛)2+𝐹𝑒2+𝑆𝑏2
3+𝑆𝑛3

4+𝑆14
2− and (𝑃𝑏5𝑆𝑛)2+𝐹𝑒2+𝑆𝑏2

3+𝑆𝑛2
4+𝑆14

2− respectively. Despite 

these compositional and structural similarities, cylindrite and franckeite take 

remarkably different macroscopic crystal structures with franckeite forming flat 

tabular crystals, while cylindrite forms (eponymous) scrolled cylinders (Figure 5-3f,g). 

The n,m=1 stacking of cylindrite results in only heterogeneous interfaces between 

layers, and to date no n,m=1 compound has been successfully exfoliated to single unit 

cell thickness.  

Here we demonstrate the successful exfoliation of cylindrite to the 2D single unit cell 

limit. As the final stacking sequence (n,m=1) to be successfully exfoliated it 

demonstrates that the exfoliation of MLCs is invariant to stacking sequence. We 

demonstrate the use of atomic resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM), and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy (EDXS) to study the crystal’s 

structure and composition, and reveal the presence of rotational disorder between the 

layers and stacking sequence faults. We present the first characterisation of a kink 

band in cylindrite, and show the curvature to be complex. Finally, we examine the 

electronic properties of the 2D cylindrite.  
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Figure 5-3 - Atomic models illustrating misfit layer compounds layering, (a) H layer  
viewed along the [100] and [001] directions, (b) T layer viewed along the [100] and [001] 
direction, (c) representing different stackings sequences possible for MLCs, franckeite 
where n=2, m=1; (d) cylindrite where n,m=1; and (e) [PbS][(NbS2)2] where n=1, m=2. 
Purple atoms represent Sn, Fe, V, Mo, Ta, Cr, Ti or Nb, yellow atoms S, Se or Te, and grey 
atoms Pb, Sn, Sb, Bi or rare earths. (f) Illustrative model of scrolled layering seen in 
cylindrite producing cylindrical geometry crystals, (g) illustrative model of flat layering 
producing planar crystals as seen in franckeite. Purple and grey slabs correspond to H 
layer and T layers respectively.  
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Results and discussion 
Exfoliation  
Using an identical approach to that applied to other 2D materials2, the bulk cylindrite 

crystals were successfully exfoliated to single unit cell thickness by mechanical 

exfoliation on to a Si/SiO2 substrate. (Figure 5-4) It is noticeable that the cylindrite 

flakes were typically much smaller than is routinely achievable for graphene and 

TMDCs, with thin flakes having lateral dimensions up to 6 μm wide, and up to 20 μm 

long, although more typically 2-3 x  4-6 μm. Furthermore the flakes often had high 

aspect ratios in-plane, with the largest dimension generally parallel to [010] direction. 

The generation of anisotropic flakes could either be attributed to (i) a limitation 

imposed by the scrolled cylinder structure, or (ii) an effect of the incommensurate 

layering in the [100] direction. While the effects of the cylindrical structure on flake 

exfoliation are in reasonable agreement with the typical flake sizes (SI Figure 5-10), the 

production of high aspect ratio flakes was also noted for franckeite22, suggesting that 

incommensurate layering is more likely to be responsible for this phenomena. 

There were additional complications to the exfoliation process compared to the 

exfoliation of graphene from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite crystals. This was in 

part due to the small size of the cylindrite source crystal (radius ~ 500 μm, length ~750 

μm), limiting the amount of material which could be deposited on to substrates. 

Additionally, the cylindrical shape of the macroscopic crystal made handling and 

ensuring a good contact to the adhesive tape difficult. This resulted in a sparsely 

covered substrate, with very few regions of thin cylindrite flakes. Attempts to produce 

increased number/proportion of thin flakes by additional cleavage steps or repeated 

bifurcation resulted in disintegration of the flakes into a powder. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of a thin region of a representative cylindrite flake 

(Figure 5-4c,d) shows the presence of step heights of 1.82 and 1.32 nm. We assign 

these as single and two unit cell thick regions of cylindrite. We attribute the small 

difference in height compared to the unit cell dimension (~1.17-1.18 nm10,14,24) to the 

presence of a thin amorphous layer, impurities and changes in tip-sample interaction 

across the breadth of the substrate. The presence of impurities is supported by 

bubbles on the surface, visible in the height map, which are shown to be soft in the 

AFM deformation map (SI Figure 5-11). The AFM adhesion map shows the cylindrite tip 
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interaction is constant across the entirety of the flake (SI Figure 5-11). AFM analysis 

additionally reveals the presence of unusual crack defects; similar defects were also 

noted in cross-sectional HAADF STEM images of relatively thick flakes (SI Figure 5-12). 

Consequently these defects are suggested to be intrinsic to the source crystal, rather 

than induced by the exfoliation process.  

Raman spectra for three and few unit cell (6-12) as well as bulk exfoliated cylindrite 

flakes (SI Figure 5-13) were collected using a 532 nm laser, with the contribution of the 

silicon background signal subtracted from the spectra (Figure 5-4e). The Raman 

signature shows a broad enhancement for the spectral region between 100 and 350 

cm-1. In addition, the spectra have several distinct peaks at: 60, 75, 95, 164, 200, 245 

and 315 cm-1. Raman spectra for cylindrite has not previously been reported but a 

tentative assignment may be achieved for the principal peaks by considering the 

individual Raman spectra of the constituent components: PbS (galena)25, SnS 

(herzenbergite)26,27, SnS2 (berndtite)28, Sb2S3 (stibnite)29 and FeS2 (pyrite)30. The peak at 

60 cm-1 is most likely the B1g/B3g of Sb2S3, but may also be assigned to the T1u of PbS. 75 

and 95 cm-1 may be assigned as the Ag peak of Sb2S3 and the Ag peak of SnS 

respectively. 164 cm-1 is assigned as the B3g peak of SnS. However, this peak is quite 

broad which we attribute to the overlap of peaks at 154 and 156 cm-1 corresponding to 

the PbS Σ3g / Σ3u and Sb2S3 A3g peaks. 200 cm-1 is assigned to the Eg peak of SnS2. Again 

this peak is quite broad which we believe is due to the overlap of PbS T1u and SnS B3u 

peaks at 210 cm-1 and 220 cm-1 respectively. While previously seen at 238 cm-1, we 

attribute the peak at 245 cm-1 to a shifted B1g/B3g peak of Sb2S3. Finally we attribute 

the 315 cm-1 to a combination of the Ag Sb2S3 (313 cm-1), A1g SnS2 (314 cm-1) and the 

A1g of SnS2 (317 cm-1). The Raman spectra are dominated by the Sb2S3, SnS and SnS2 

with minimal contribution from PbS and FeS2. Sb2S3 (1.72 eV), SnS (1.01 eV) and SnS2 

(2.10 eV) have larger bandgaps31 than PbS (0.37 eV) and FeS2 (0.95 eV), resulting in 

increased Raman scattering. The three unit cell thick flake gave the highest Raman 

signal and bulk flakes gave the lowest. Due to the small lateral sizes of the single unit 

cell thick flakes, it was not possible to collect Raman spectra. However we would 

expect a reduction in signal compared with three unit cell thick regions, following the 

trend observed in franckeite.22 No photoluminescence signal was found between 1.2 

and 2.2 eV, which is expected from the reported bandgap of bulk cylindrite (0.65 eV)32. 
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The cylindrite flakes were sensitive to laser damage with higher powers degrading the 

flake (SI Figure 5-14). 

 

Figure 5-4 – Optical, AFM and Raman spectra of exfoliated a cylindrite flake. (a) Bright 
field optical image of exfoliated cylindrite flake on Si/SiO2 , (b) dark field optical image, 
scale bar 5 μm. (c) Low magnification AFM height map of cylindrite flake, scale bar 2 μm. 
(d) High magnification AFM height map of white dashed box in (c), showing a small region 
of single unit cell thickness and extended two unit cell thick regions. Scale bar 1 μm. (e) 
Line profile taken from SI Figure 5-11a, (f) histogram of height distributions taken from SI 
Figure 5-11a. (g) 532 nm Raman spectra of three, few unit cell and bulk cylindrite flakes 
with Si substrate background removed, peaks at 60, 75 95, 164, 200, 245 and 315 cm-1. 

A well-known effect of reducing the dimensionality of the materials is a corresponding 

reduction in thermal stability (e.g. melting point of gold nanoparticles with size33). 

Exfoliated cylindrite flakes were heated to 150oC under normal atmosphere (held for 1 

hour) and 350oC in vacuum environments (ramped to 200oC, held for 1 hour then 

ramped to 350oC and held for 30 minutes), with no change in the appearance of the 

flakes in optical images. As such they appear to be thermally stable within temperature 

ranges useful for nanofabrication. 
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Bulk characterisation  
Plan view characterisation  
The composition of the cylindrite flakes was determined to be approximately 

(Pb3.5Sn)FeSb2Sn3S10 by STEM EDX of crushed cylindrite flakes (Table 5-1). This 

stoichiometry is not charged balanced, probably due to underestimation of the sulphur 

content caused by preferential absorption of low energy X-rays and overlap between 

the S Kα and Pb Mα X-ray peaks. A charge balanced crystal is recovered through the 

addition of sulphur yielding an approximate composition of (Pb3.5Sn)FeSb2Sn3S14.5, in 

good agreement with the nominal stoichiometry. The elemental distribution within 

individual flakes was shown to be homogeneous (Figure 5-5), although there was some 

variation in the chemical composition between different flakes (SI Table 5-2). A 

variation in composition has been observed previously in literature, where it was 

found that the composition varies with distance from the core.10,14  

Element 

Average 

concentration 

(Atomic w.t. %) 

Approximate 

stoichiometry 

Charge balanced 

stoichiometry 

Tin2+/4+ 20.03 ± 2.05 4.08 4.0 (12+;34+) 

Lead2+ 16.89 ± 1.72 3.44 3.5 

Iron2+ 4.91 ± 0.23 1.00 1.0 

Antimony3+ 9.97 ± 1.60 2.03 2.0 

Sulphur2- 48.20± 1.04 9.82 14.5 

Table 5-1- EDXS quantification of 9 bulk cylindrite flake viewed along [001] direction. 
Uncertainty is one standard deviation in the measurements. 

High angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM imaging of cylindrite reveals the crystals’ 

unusual structure. When viewed along the [001] direction (perpendicular to the layers) 

a Moiré pattern is visible with a period of ~3.4 nm. This is slightly smaller than 

previously reported values,  (3.6 nm24, 3.8 nm15), but can be explained as the period is 

known to decrease with distance from the cylindrite core, and the exfoliated flakes 

sample the exterior of the crystal.14 Moiré patterns are not usually observed for 

isolated single crystals but are common in MLCs due to the intrinsic incommensurate 

relationship between the T and H layers. Both cubic and hexagonal lattices can be 

observed for different locations of the same cylindrite flake. While the cubic can be 

confidently assigned to the T layer, the assignment of the hexagonal lattice is more 
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difficult. The hexagonal lattice was imaged close to a scroll in a cylindrite flake (SI 

Figure 5-16), and as HAADF STEM image contrast is roughly proportional to Z2, the 

presence of Pb will provide a much larger intensity than Sn. Consequently the 

hexagonal lattice may be assigned to the cubic lattice tilted off the [001] zone axis (SI 

Figure 5-15). This assignment is supported by the lack of evidence of sub unit cell 

thickness in the AFM maps.   

 

Figure 5-5 – Plan view characterisation of crushed and exfoliated cylindrite flakes. STEM 
characterisation along the [001] direction. (a) EDX maps for a crushed cylindrite flake. 
Scale bar 1 μm (b)-(d) Filtered HAADF STEM images of the cylindrite lattice. (b) Showing 
the Moiré pattern with a spacing of 3.4 nm. Scale bar 10 nm. (c)  Cubic lattice 
corresponding to the PbS T layer, scale bar 2 nm. (d)  Hexagonal lattice assigned a T layer 
tilted off the [001] direction. Scale bar 2 nm.   

Cross section characterisation 
Cylindrite’s layered structure is more clearly revealed by imaging exfoliated flakes 

parallel to the crystal layers along the [100] and [010] directions (Figure 5-6). The 

individual atomic layers are clearly visible in HAADF images, with the brighter planes 

corresponding to the T layer which has a higher mean atomic number. The unit cell 

dimension along the c axis ([001] direction) is determined experimentally from these 

images as 1.175 nm. This is in excellent agreement with previous X-ray diffraction and 

TEM studies.10,14,24 There is a slight rotation between the T layers, when viewed along 

the [010] direction, which has previously been reported in synthetic MLCs (Figure 

5-6e).34,35 It is possible that this disorder may facilitate the exfoliation of these crystals 

and simultaneously limit the lateral size of the flakes yielded. The incommensurate 
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relationship between the T and H layers was examined, and the period between the 

two crystals becoming approximately aligned is 3.5 nm (SI Figure 5-20), similar to the 

period of the Moiré pattern (3.4 nm) visible when the crystal is viewed in the [001] 

direction. While it has been shown that in cylindrite scrolls the planes are curved along 

the [100] direction10 the HAADF images show flat [100] planes. These samples were 

prepared by mechanical exfoliation from the outer most surface of the cylindrite 

source crystal. Consequently the curvature of the [100] planes is several micrometres 

and they therefore appear flat within the ~10 nm field of view visible in the HAADF 

images. The curvature of the cylinders has been proposed to be due to a lattice 

distortion of the T layers in the crystal. Such distortion is predicted to occur due to 

segregation of the larger cation species (Pb) to one side of the layer; inducing an 

expansion of the lattice and curvature of the layer. However due to the low curvature, 

efforts to investigate this expansion and contraction were unsuccessful (SI Figure 

5-17). Further discussion on the curvature of cylindrite is presented later.   

The elements are clearly segregated between the two distinct crystal layers with the 

distribution revealed by EDX elemental mapping (Figure 3c,f). The EDX maps clearly 

show that lead is segregated in the T layer, while the tin and iron are in the H layer.  

Sulphur and antimony are present in both T and H layers. The presence of antimony in 

both layers is likely to increase the stability of the structure; Sb3+ ions sit at divalent 

lattice sites in the T layer inducing excess positive charge, while the same ions at 

tetravalent sites in the H layer induce excess negative charge. This leads to a charge 

transfer between the layers.17,36 The presence of Fe2+ in the H layers will also induce 

excess negative charge, which is likely to be balanced by excess Sb3+ in the T layer, 

allowing for the crystal to remain charged balanced overall (Equation 2.1).15 

2𝑃𝑏𝑇
2+ + 𝑆𝑛𝐻

4+ → 2𝑆𝑏𝑇
3+ + 𝐹𝑒𝐻

2+ 5.1 

Closer inspection of the elemental line profiles (SI Figure 5-18) shows that the sulphur 

signal peaks between the two lead atomic columns in the T layer whereas the 

structural model suggests that the sulphur signal should be most intense on the lead 

atomic columns. The discrepancy can be explained by a distortion of the layer’s cubic 

structure, where the lead atoms are protruding outward and the sulphur atoms buckle 

inwards as seen in other MLCs.10,37 The sulphur intensity profile in the H layer is 
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peaked either side of the tin atomic columns, in agreement with prior expectations of 

the crystal structure. However, we note that the potential for electron channelling 

along a low index crystal direction can cause distortions in the measured elemental 

distribution, making quantitative compositional analysis of individual atomic layers 

highly challenging.38  

The most striking feature present in the high resolution STEM-HAADF images of 

cylindrite is the sinusoidal bending of the lattice planes when the structure is viewed 

along the [001] direction  (Figure 5-6d). The wave has an amplitude of approximately 

0.2nm and a period of ~3.4 nm, equal to the Moiré pattern along the [001], and close 

to the period along the [010] direction. This unusual transverse modulation has been 

previously described.10,14,24 It was shown that the modulation allows for the semi-

commensurate unit cells to become commensurate (SI Figure 5-19). Interestingly 

qualitative analysis of the STEM HAADF images reveals that the convex parts of the T 

layer appear brighter than the concave parts, suggesting a local increase in atomic 

number, most likely an increase in the Pb content. While this has been previously 

proposed to be the cause for the modulation10,15,24, it has not been seen prior to this 

study. A modulation of ion occupancy has been proposed theoretically as a means to 

reduce the strain of the lattice.10 The larger Pb ions provide local lattice expansion 

which is favourable for atomic sites in the convex part of the wave, while the smaller 

Sb ions produce a slight lattice contraction, better suiting the concave sites. No HAADF 

intensity variation is visible in the H layer, but this is not unexpected due to the 

similarity in the atomic numbers of the cations Sb and Sn. Template matching of the 

STEM EDX spectrum images has been used to enhance the signal to noise ratio of the 

elemental maps; unfortunately the resolution remains too poor to distinguish the 

elemental segregation within the T layers suggested by the STEM HAADF. Ordering of 

Pb and Sb has also been seen in franckeite where the cations are found to create a 

chequer board pattern within the two innermost atomic planes of the T layer.22 This 

difference in ordering behaviour is likely to be responsible for the drastically different 

macroscopic crystal structures observed for franckeite compared to cylindrite. The 

transverse modulation also appears to limit the resolution of atomic positions along 

the [010] direction, because the wave causes the atomic positions to be smeared out 

in the 2D projected image. HAADF STEM images from multiple cross sections taken 
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perpendicular to length of exfoliated flakes show the preferential cleavage direction is 

in the [100] direction, i.e. length of flake is parallel to the [010] direction.   

 

 

Figure 5-6 – Cross sectional characterisation of exfoliated cylindrite flakes. (a), (d) atomic 
models for cylindrite viewed along the [100] and [010] directions respectively, (b), (e) 
filtered HAADF STEM images of cylindrite viewed along [100] and [010] directions 
respectively. Scale bars 2.5 nm. (c), (f) EDX spectrum imaging showing elemental maps for 
cylindrite. Insert in c corresponds to template matched images used to improve contrast. 
Scale bars 1 nm.  

Curvature characterisation 
While most of the exfoliated cylindrite flakes lie flat to the substrate, some flakes 

contained scrolled edges (Figure 5-7). Cross sections of these scrolled edges were 

prepared in an attempt to investigate the curvature of cylindrite. From these sections 

the curvature was confirmed to be along the [100] direction as previously 

reported.10,14,24 The curvature was shown to be continuous, while the presence of 

circumferential bands were seen (Figure 5-7 f). These bands may correspond to a 

difference in local crystal tilts or a variation in elemental composition, and have not 

been previously reported. However, the vertical wedge like segmentation previously 

reported in literature for natural and synthetic cylindrite crystals was not observed (SI 
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Figure 5-21).10,14 This is surprising as these vertical segments are found at the core and 

surface of cylindrite crystals, from which these flakes were exfoliated.  

The core of the cylindrite source crystal was found to be highly defective and contain 

large voids which prevented representative high curvature regions from this region 

being prepared for cross sectional STEM examination. In order to investigate higher 

curvature regions, a cross section was prepared from a kink band in an exfoliated 

cylindrite flake (Figure 5-8a). These kink bands are previously unreported in literature, 

for cylindrite and MLCs generally. However, similar kink band defects have been 

previously identified in graphite and other layered structures, and are often observed 

in mechanically exfoliated crystals.39,40 The kink band showed extensive and complex 

curvature, in which both regions of continuous curvature and abrupt tilt boundaries 

were present (Figure 5-8b). The low magnification image shows a clear difference in 

the contrast either side of the tilt boundary (indicated by white dashed line), which is 

likely to be due to an out-of-plane crystal tilt. Four distinct regions can be recognised in 

Figure 5-8 C: low curvature region with faceted features (indicated by white dashed 

line), high curvature region with faceted features (dashed blue box, Figure 5-8d), a 

nanotube-like region with continuous curvature (dashed purple box, Figure 5-8e), and 

sharp angled bends (dashed purple box, Figure 5-8e). While a change in curving 

mechanism as a function of radial distance from the core of cylindrite crystals has 

previously been reported14, the curvature that appears is more complex in the kink 

bands compared to that in bulk cylindrite. The atomically sharp bends have angles 

ranging from 70 to 88o (Figure 5-8e green dashed lines) and are present for curvature 

radii up to approximately 2.4 nm, with the bend angle decreasing as curvature radius 

increases. Curvature radii greater than 2.4 nm, can be formed with continuous or 

faceted features, contrary to literature which describes a curvature radius dependent 

transition between the two types14. Investigating the atomic positions in the high 

curvature region was challenging, probably due to the high level of local strain 

associated with such defects (Figure 5-8f-i). Defects in the stacking sequence (Figure 

5-8j) were also observed to be present in close proximity to this fault. Here a H layer is 

missing from the structure leading to a T layer with double thickness (H-T-T-H 

layering). Similar stacking sequence fault defects have not been observed in cylindrite 

previously, but have been observed in synthetic MLCs.41,42 These layering sequence 
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faults were not observed in other lamellae, but further work would be needed to 

determine whether these defects are important in the formation of kink bands.   

 

Figure 5-7 – Characterisation of scrolled cylindrite flake. (a)-(d) Secondary electron SEM 
images of, (a) cylindrite flake on a SiO2 substrate viewed at 0o stage tilt, approximately 
parallel to [001], and (b) viewed at 52o stage tilt. (c) TEM lamella showing a FIB prepared 
cross section of the same cylindrite flake for the region of interest marked in (b). (d) Same 
lamella as (c) after further ion beam thinning. Further thinning caused the cylindrite to lift 
from the substrate and move under the ion beam leading to FIB induced damage (dashed 
white box). (e)-(h) HAADF STEM images, viewed along the [010] direction. (e) Low 
magnification cross section image of the cylindrite flake. (f) Low magnification image 
corresponding to blue box in (e), showing radial bands of different intensity. (g) High 
magnification image corresponding to red box in (e) showing the presence of voids, it is 
unclear if the voids are intrinsic or formed/exacerbated by FIB thinning.  (h) Atomic 
resolution image corresponding to purple box in (f), showing curvature direction is in the 
incommensurate direction ([100]) as described by Kaden et.al.10. Scale bars correspond to 
(a) 10 μm, (b) 2 μm, (c) 3 μm, (d) 1 μm, (e) 100 nm, (f) 50 nm, (g) 10 nm and (h) 2 nm. 
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Figure 5-8 – Characterisation of kink band in exfoliated cylindrite flake. (a) SEM image of a 
kink band in cylindrite viewed at 52o.FIB cross section was extracted for the region 
highlighted. (b)-(j) HAADF STEM images. (b) Cross sectional image showing the variety 
and complexity of defects and curvature within the kink band. The differences in 
brightness are believed to be due to regions of the crystal having different local 
orientations. (c) Image containing multiple curvatures corresponding to the red box of (b). 
The left hand region with a large radius of curvature exhibits faceted surfaces, highlighted 
by the dashed white lines. (d) High magnification image of a region with a smaller radius 
of curvature corresponding to blue box in (c). Dashed white lines highlight abrupt tilt 
boundaries. (e) High magnification image corresponding to purple box in (c). Showing a 
transition from smooth curvature at the surface to an abrupt boundary deeper in the 
crystal. (f)-(i) examples of the atomic layer structure at the boundary. (j) Atomic 
resolution image corresponding to orange box in (b) showing stacking fault, in which 
cylindrite sample contains H-T-T-H layering. Scale bars correspond to (a) 5 μm (b) 
200 μm, (c) 25 nm, (d) 10 nm, (e) 10 nm, (f) 5 nm, (g) 5 nm, (h) 2 nm, (i) 2 nm 
and,(j) 2 nm.    
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Device fabrication and transport measurements 
In order to measure the electronic properties of the cylindrite flakes, a two terminal 

device was successfully fabricated, consisting of a 3-5 layer cylindrite flake 

encapsulated in h-BN, and contacted using few layer graphene (SI Figure 5-23). The 

cylindrite crystal was shown to be conductive, and demonstrated a temperature 

dependence indicative of a semiconductor (Figure 5-9a). The initial drop in resistance 

is attributed to the reduction in phonon scattering, and the subsequent increase to the 

reduction of charge carriers, suggestive of a thermally activated semiconductor. These 

findings are in good agreement with literature data on bulk crystals.32 

Magnetoresistance studies were also conducted with a magnetic field sweep from 0 to 

13.8 T and a back gate sweep of -100 to 50 V (achieved with two different sweeps, 

- 100 to - 40 V and - 50 to 50 V) (Figure 5-9b,c). However, the contribution of the few 

layer graphene contacts could not be deconvolved. Consequently, while there are 

distinguishable features interpretation is not possible. Nonetheless some of the 

weaker vertical features in Figure 5-9b are not typical of graphene, so are suggestive of 

a contribution from cylindrite.  

The anisotropy in electrical properties between the in-plane vs out-of-plane for MLCs 

has been documented.20,37 Additionally an in-plane anisotropy in electrical 

conductance has been observed for bulk MLCs43, including cylindrite crystals10. It has 

been proposed that this is due to the incommensurate structure results in a quasi-

periodic 1D potential along the a axis, yielding different transport properties along the 

a and b axes.44 It was hoped that the exfoliated cylindrite flakes would allow for 

further measurements of the in-plane anisotropy. However due to the small flake 

sizes, and cracks present in the exfoliated cylindrite flakes, the production of devices 

suitable for more detailed device measurements proved challenging. Multiple devices 

were made using different fabrication techniques all of which were unsuccessful. Some 

of these are presented in SI Figure 5-22. Improved electrical measurements will require 

higher quality source crystals.  
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Figure 5-9 - Electrical transport measurements of cylindrite. (a) Resistance vs 
temperature sweep. (b) Magnetoresistance study, -100 to -40 V back gate sweep. (c) 
Magnetoresistance study, -50 to 50 V back gate sweep. 

Conclusion 
In summary we successfully demonstrated the exfoliation of cylindrite (n,m=1) MLC to 

single unit cell thickness. As the final stacking sequence to be successfully exfoliated to 

the 2D limit, all MLCs may be considered as realistic candidates as 2D materials. 

However, due to the poor quality of the source crystals, the exfoliation was poor and 

yielded highly faulted flakes. This hampered efforts for device fabrication and limited 

the ability to measure the expected in-plane anisotropy of the electronic properties. 

We demonstrate the power of analytical cross sectional STEM for the characterisation 

of cylindrite and MLCs more generally. In particular it allowed for the observation of an 

occupational modulation along the transverse wave, and investigation of the 

curvature. We presented the first images of a kink band in cylindrite (or any MLC) 

which showed complex curvature. Both faceted segmentation and continuous 

curvature were observed for the same curvature radius.  

Methods 

Exfoliation and device fabrication 
Natural cylindrite (Poopo, Bolivia) was exfoliated on to Si/SiO2 (290 nm) substrates by 

mechanical exfoliation using the approach described in detail by Novoselov et.al.2 

More force than is typical for exfoliation of other 2D materials was required to ensure 

good contact between the cylindrite crystal and the adhesive tape.  
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The heterostructure device was fabricated according to the method described by 

Frisenda et.al.5 In brief, this consisted of using polydimethylsiloxane stamp transfer of 

mechanically exfoliated cylindrite, h-BN and graphene to create the heterostructure 

stack. Contacts were then added by electron beam lithography and sputtering of Ta/Pt 

(2/50 nm) contacts.  

Transport measurements  
The samples were cooled in a VTI system dry refrigerator system helium atmosphere 

cryostat with a 14 T superconducting magnet. Magnetoresistance measurements were 

obtained by Low frequency AC lock-in technique (Stanford Research Systems SR830 

DSP lock-in amplifier), 33.66 Hz and 300 ms integration time, 100 nA AC current 

(generated by a Stanford CS580 voltage controlled current source) with a -100 to 50 V 

back gate sweep and a 0 – 13.8 T  magnetic field sweep.  

STEM specimen preparation and imaging  
Plan view samples were prepared either by mechanical exfoliation of cylindrite on to a 

silicon wafer covered in a PMGI/PMMA bilayer, and subsequent dry transfer to a SiN 

TEM grid (prepared in house), or by crushing in agate pestle and mortar with liquid 

nitrogen and drop casted using minimal ethanol on to a copper Quantifoil TEM grid, 

depositing 10 mg of cylindrite material.  

Cross section lamellae were prepared by focused ion beam. Cylindrite flakes were 

exfoliated on to a Si/SiO2 substrate, and sputter coated with amorphous carbon and 

Au/Pd (60:40) protective layers ex-situ. The region of interest was then located and a 2 

μm thick protective Pt strap was deposited in-situ. Trenches were milled to shallow 

depths (4 μm) and the lamella was milled free, then mounted on a copper half grid 

using an in-situ lift out method. The lamella was subsequently thinned using a series of 

progressively lower beam energies and currents until electron transparent.  

STEM HAADF images were collected using a FEI Titan 80-200 X-FEG super twin fitted 

with a super-X EDX detector with a solid angle of ~0.8 sr. Operated with a 200 keV 

acceleration potential, a 21 mrad convergence semi angle and a HAADF inner semi 

angle 54 mrad. High resolution HAADF images were collected with 90 pA beam current 

and EDX spectra collected with a 180 pA beam current. The specimens were aligned to 

the silicon Kikuchi pattern. HAADF images were filtered by average background 
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subtraction. The EDX spectra viewed down the [100] were processed by template 

matching. A repeated pattern in one HAADF image was been chosen as the template 

image. This template image was cross correlated with 4 HAADF images acquired on 

different sample areas, which yielded four cross correlation coefficient value maps that 

the local intensity maxima corresponds to the centre of the best matched patterns. 

Subsequently each matched pattern was extracted and averaged. The pixel 

coordinates of extracted matched patterns on each HAADF original image have been 

recorded for the corresponding EDX map averaging due to the high signal-to-noise 

ratio nature of the HAADF image. 

AFM 
A Bruker Dimeson Icon instrument, operating in PeakForce tapping mode with a 

frequency of 2 kHz, with a Scan Asyst-fluid plus tip, force constant 0.7 Nm-1. The 

images were processed using WSxM45 and Gwydeion. The ‘Flatten plus’46 algorithm 

was used to flatten the substrates, while background noise was removed with the 

application of median filtering and polynomial subtraction.  

Raman spectroscopy  
Cylindrite samples were exfoliated on to a Si/SiO2 substrate by mechanical exfoliation. 

Raman spectra were collected using a Horiba XploRA PLUS with a 532 nm laser 

excitation wavelength, operated with a power of 125 μW and a 100x objective lens. 

The spectra were collected with a grating with 1200 groves mm-1 with 60 second 

acquisitions and 20 accumulations. The effects of the silicon spectra were removed by 

normalisation of the Si 519 cm-1 peak and subsequent subtraction of normalised Si 

spectra.  

Optical microscopy 
A Nikon Eclipse LV100ND optical microscope and DS-Fi2 U3 CCD camera were used to 

image exfoliated cylindrite flakes in both bright and dark field modes.  
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5.1. Supplementary information 

Effect of cylindrite’s scrolled structure on exfoliation 
The effect of cylindrite’s macroscopic crystal structure on exfoliation may be 

considered by the effective flatness of the cylindrite scroll. While a cylinder on a 

surface will touch at a single point, we can relax this criteria by allowing the surface of 

the cylinder to deviate from the plane by a distance. This yields an effective flat region, 

which is a function of the radius of the cylinder, r, and distance in which the cylinder 

may deviate from the surface, t (Equation 6-1).  In the case of cylindrite, r corresponds 

to the physical radius of the cylindrite crystal, and t can be thought of number of single 

unit cells. The maximum widths of exfoliated flakes as function of cylindrite radius is 

plotted in SI Figure 5-10 for a number of different flake thickness. This model shows a 

reasonable agreement with the sizes of exfoliated flakes. However due to the 

production of high-aspect ratio flakes in franckeite22, we believe the incommensurate 

structure to be the primary reason.  

   𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ≈ 𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =  cos−1 (
𝑟

𝑡
) 𝑟 SI 1 

 

SI Figure 5-10  - Effects of the cylindrical shape of the cylindrite on its exfoliation. (a) An 
illustrative description of the exfoliation model. (b) Maximum exfoliated flake width as a 
function of cylindrite radius and number of exfoliated layers, 1-1000 layers (c) same as (b) 
but with 1- 10 layers 
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Processed height and raw adhesion and deformation AFM maps 

 

SI Figure 5-11 – Processed and raw Processed height and raw adhesion and deformation 
AFM maps of exfoliated cylindrite flake. (a) AFM height image after application of Flatten 
Plus algorithm, the white box corresponds to region where line profile and histogram 
shown in figure x. (b) Adhesion map of cylindrite flake, showing constant interaction 
across entirety of flake. (c) Deformation, showing cylindrite flake is of similar hardness to 
Si/SiO2 substrate, and the presence of soft material on top of the flake, most likely 
hydrocarbon contamination. Scale bars correspond to 1 μm.  

Cracks in the exfoliated cylindrite flakes 

 

SI Figure 5-12 –AFM and HAADF STEM images of cracks and voids in exfoliated cylindrite 
flakes. (a) AFM height map and histogram of height distributions of a two unit cell thick 
(2.8 nm) cylindrite showing the presence of cracks estimated to be parallel to the [010] 
direction. It was not possible to ascertain whether they propagate through the entire 
height of the flake. (b)-(h) HAADF STEM images viewed along the [010] direction showing 
typical examples of defects seen in HAADF images. Scale bars (a) 1 μm, (b)200 nm, (c) 
50 nm, (d) 200 nm, (e) 100 nm, (f) 200 nm, (g) 20 nm and (h) 20 nm.  
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Optical images and AFM height maps of the cylindrite flake from which Raman spectra 
were collected 

 

SI Figure 5-13 – Optical images and AFM height map of cylindrite flake used in Raman 
spectroscopy characterisation. (a) Bright field and (b) dark field optical image of cylindrite 
flake on Si/SiO2, Red box corresponds to tri layer, purple corresponds to 6 -12 layers and 
green is bulk. Scale bars are 25 μm. (c) AFM height map of three unit cell thick cylindrite 
region corresponding to red box in (a), (d) AFM height map of 6-12 unit cell thick 
cylindrite region corresponding to purple box in (a).  

 
Laser induced degradation of cylindrite flake 

 

SI Figure 5-14 - Demonstration of laser induced damage of exfoliated bulk cylindrite flake. 
(left) before, (right) after 2.15 mW 60 seconds per spot. Scale bars 20 μm. 
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EDXS quantification of cylindrite flakes  
SI Table 5-2 – STEM EDX quantification of cylindrite flakes  

Map Element 
Normalised 
Atomic % 

Atomic % 
error (1 σ) 

Element 
Normalised 
Atomic % 

Atomic % 
error (1 σ) 

1 Tin 20.27 2.05 Lead 16.06 1.62 
2 Tin 21.05 2.14 Lead 15.70 1.60 
3 Tin 21.56 2.18 Lead 15.20 1.54 
4 Tin 22.12 2.39 Lead 14.34 1.58 
5 Tin 19.79 2.00 Lead 17.42 1.75 
6 Tin 18.37 1.86 Lead 19.42 1.95 
7 Tin 19.31 1.95 Lead 16.84 1.70 
8 Tin 18.66 1.89 Lead 19.74 1.99 
9 Tin 19.18 1.98 Lead 17.26 1.77 

Average Tin 20.03 2.05 Lead 16.89 1.72 
Max Tin 22.12 2.39 Lead 19.74 1.99 
Min Tin 18.37 1.86 Lead 14.34 1.54 

Variation Tin 3.74 0.53 Lead 5.39 0.45 
Variation / 2 Tin 1.87 0.27 Lead 2.70 0.22 

Map Element 
Normalised 
Atomic % 

Atomic % 
error (1 σ) 

Element 
Normalised 
Atomic % 

Atomic % 
error (1 σ) 

1 Antimony 9.15 0.94 Iron 4.87 0.19 
2 Antimony 8.79 0.92 Iron 4.81 0.23 
3 Antimony 9.32 0.96 Iron 6.31 0.25 
4 Antimony 12.19 1.39 Iron 4.52 0.42 
5 Antimony 10.46 1.06 Iron 4.75 0.19 
6 Antimony 10.02 1.02 Iron 5.00 0.19 
7 Antimony 10.04 1.03 Iron 4.50 0.18 
8 Antimony 10.10 1.03 Iron 5.06 0.19 
9 Antimony 9.67 1.02 Iron 4.37 0.26 

Average Antimony 9.97 1.04 Iron 4.91 0.23 
Max Antimony 12.19 1.39 Iron 6.31 0.42 
Min Antimony 8.79 0.92 Iron 4.37 0.18 

Variation Antimony 3.39 0.48 Iron 1.94 0.24 
Variation / 2 Antimony 1.70 0.24 Iron 0.97 0.12 

Map Element 
Normalised 
Atomic % 

Atomic % 
error (1 σ) 

   

1 Sulphur 49.65 1.57    
2 Sulphur 49.66 1.62    
3 Sulphur 47.61 1.53    
4 Sulphur 46.83 1.99    
5 Sulphur 47.59 1.50    
6 Sulphur 47.19 1.49    
7 Sulphur 49.32 1.56    
8 Sulphur 46.44 1.47    
9 Sulphur 49.52 1.70    

Average Sulphur 48.20 1.60    
Max Sulphur 49.66 1.99    
Min Sulphur 46.44 1.47    

Variation Sulphur 3.22 0.52    
Variation / 2 Sulphur 1.61 0.26    
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Illustration of tilted PbS lattice appearing hexagonal 

 

SI Figure 5-15 - Atomic model of the pseudo tetragonal (T) PbS layer tilted off the [001] 
axis resulting in the appearance of a hexagonal lattice.  

Plan view HAADF STEM images of cylindrite flake showing cubic and hexagonal lattice 
motifs 

 

SI Figure 5-16 - HAADF STEM images of an exfoliated cylindrite flake viewed along the 
[001] direction which contains cubic and hexagonal motifs. (a) Low magnificationSTEM 
image of cylindrite flake. (b) Region correpsonding to dashed white box in (a), which 
contains areas with hexagonal and cubic motifs, and a scroll in the flake in close proximity 
highlighted by blue, red and orange dashed boxes. (c) higher magnifcation image of (b). (d) 
Atomic resolution image corresponding to blue box in (b), showing the hexagonal lattice in 
close proximity to the fold in the flake. (d) Atomic resolution image corresponding to red 
box in (b), showing the cubic lattice. Scale bars (a) 100 nm, (b) 20 nm, (c) 5 nm and 
(d) 2 nm.  
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Pb – Pb interatomic distances in the [100] direction 

 

SI Figure 5-17 – Investigation of Pb-Pb interatomic distances for cylindrite flake with low 
curvature. (a) HAADF STEM image viewed along the [010] direction; scale bar 
corresponds to 1 nm.  (b) Corresponding line profiles of HAADF intensity for top and 
bottom Pb rows. The Pb-Pb interatomic distance are approximately the same, with values 
of 0.293 and 0.286 nm for the upper and lower Pb rows respectively.  

 
 
EDX line scan taken along [010] direction 

 

SI Figure 5-18 – EDX line scan taken along [010] direction. Filtered HAADF STEM image 
take from the [010] projection, with atomic model, and EDXS intensity profile overlaid. 
Yellow, green, red, light blue and dark blue correspond to sulphur, tin, lead, antinomy and 
iron signals. Scale bar 2 nm.  
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Transverse modulation along semi commensurate [010] direction 

 

SI Figure 5-19 – Illustration of Transverse modulation along semi commensurate [010] 
direction. Atomic model viewed in the [100] direction (top) without and (bottom) with 
transverse modulation. Illustrating how the transverse modulation allows the semi-
incommensurate layers to become commensurate along the [010] direction. The purple 
and grey spheres correspond to the atomic positions of the Sn cations in the H layer, and 
Pb cations in the T layers respectively. Not to scale.  

 
 
 
HAADF STEM image viewed along the [010] direction showing an incommensurate 
relationship between the T and H layers in the [100] direction 

 

SI Figure 5-20 - Incommensurate relationship along the [100] direction of exfoliated 
cylindrite flake. (a) HAADF STEM IMAGE viewed along the [010] direction, scale bar 2 nm, 
(b) line profiles corresponding to the T and H layers indicated in (a).  The layers become 
approximately aligned with a period of 3.5 nm (highlighted by grey area).  
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Illustrations of cylindrite crystal tilts in curved regions 

 

SI Figure 5-21 - Illustrative examples of crystal tilts observed in cylindrite crystals. (a) 
vertical segmentation as previous reported in references10,14, due to differences in crystal 
tilt. (b) Continuous circumferential segmentation seen in this work, likely a result of 
different crystal orientations or compositional variation. The different shades are 
reflective to HAADF intensities. Not to scale. 

 
 
Examples of failed electrical devices 

 

SI Figure 5-22 - Optical and AFM images of failed cylindrite devices. (a)-(d) BF optical 
images. (a),(b) Au/Pd contracts deposited on top of flakes using electron beam 
lithography. (c) Pt contacts deposited by FIB, and extended out by photolithography. Note 
the flake appears to have been damaged during the Pt deposition. (d) Cylindrite flakes 
deposited on top of pre-deposited Au/Pd contacts. (e) AFM height image of device shown 
in (a).  (f),(g) AFM height image of devices in (b). (e) and (f) show thin flakes, which are 
highly defective, which is likely the reason for device failure. (g) The height of the flake 
(~400 nm) made contacting the flake difficult, due to shadowing during the Au/Pd 
deposition. Scale bars (a)-(d) 15 μm, (e), (f) 1 μm and ( g) 10 μm. 
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Raman spectrum of devices used in electronic measurement studies 

 

SI Figure 5-23 - Optical image of electrical transport device and corresponding Raman 
spectrum showing the presence of graphene contacts. Scale bar is 20 μm.    
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6. Paper 3 – In-situ thickness determination of TEM lamellae 

prepared by focused ion beam  

This chapter demonstrates two methods for the accurate in-situ measurement of TEM 

lamellae produced by FIB in-situ, overcoming the current shortcomings highlighted in 

section 2.1.2.4. The motivation for the project was to address the challenges in 

specimen preparation discussed in chapter 5 and those faced in the preparation of 

other samples, notably atomically thin suspended 2D crystals, during this PhD research 

project.  

The first method describes an accurate calibration of a FIB-SEM instrument, by the 

production of a FIB lamellae and subsequent STEM EELS thickness measurement. The 

alignment of the SEM images and EELS thickness map required EELS thickness maps to 

be carefully aligned using cross-correlation and warp alignments within open source 

python packages. Within this section, we demonstrate that although both the ion 

conversion and electron (ICE) and the through lens detector (TLD) are able to estimate 

the thickness of the TEM lamellae, the ICE is more accurate for lamellae thicknesses in 

the range of 20-25 and 40-80 nm. Furthermore, we demonstrate that by exploiting the 

geometry of the detectors and the electrons detected, through considering the ratio of 

the ICE:TLD intensities, a more accurate and robust lamellae estimation may be 

achieved. The second method is an a priori method, requiring no prior calibration, and 

is suitable for all instruments with ICE and TLD detectors. Through novel and accurate 

Monte Carlo modelling the detector responses of the TLD and ICE for any material may 

be calculated. We subsequently propose a new workflow for thinning TEM lamellae 

which is well suited to automation.  

Contributions to work: 

Dr. Aidan Rooney prepared the TEM lamellae, collected the EELS thickness map, 

aligned the EELS and SEM experimental data sets and extracted the TLD and ICE 

thickness vs signal intensity plots; Prof Sarah Haigh, Dr Aidan Rooney and I co-wrote 

the manuscript; Evan Tillotson and Jack Donoghue contributed to discussions on 

Monte Carlo modelling and SEM image formation respectively; Adrian Ceferino 

assisted with the formalisation of the mathematical framework for handling the 

calculations of errors.  
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Abstract   

Focused ion beam (FIB) is routinely used to prepare thin lamellae of solid specimens in 

cross section for scanning/transmission electron microscopy (S/TEM) analysis. Despite 

recent advances in cross section specimen preparation, the quality of FIB lamellae, and 

the subsequent success of the procedure is ultimately dependent on the skill of the 

operator. Currently, the difficulty of accurately measuring sample thickness inside the 

FIB limits the preparation of high quality and damage free lamellae specimens for high 

resolution imaging. We demonstrate two methods to make a quantitative 

measurement of lamella thickness using the complementary scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) column, and associated detectors in a dual-beam instrument. First, 

we show this is possible by accurately calibrating greyscale values in SEM images for a 

lamella with a known thickness distribution. We demonstrate that the accuracy of the 

thickness determination may be improved by combining two detectors typically 

available on modern FIB systems. Secondly, we show that by accurately modelling the 

detectors, lamellae thickness can be determined a priori. This technique can be applied 

in any instrument, and to any thinned material. Finally, we propose a new workflow for 

the preparation of high quality lamellae, based on this improved to thickness method 

and modelling. The workflow may be applied to any material, requires minimal 

previous experimental experience and is suitable for automation.  
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Introduction  

 

Figure 6-1–Calculated inelastic mean free path for an incident electron traversing a solid 
for a range of common materials and beam energies.1 For high resolution TEM imaging, a 
lamella thickness in the range of 20 – 80 nm is usually required but is dependent on the 
density of the material and beam energy. 

Despite producing cross section scanning/transmission electron microscope (S/TEM) 

lamellae for many different materials routinely for over 20 years2; determination of 

the final thickness of the lamella in the FIB-SEM is still largely a subjective judgement 

made by the microscope user, often based on the contrast enhancement in the 

secondary electron (SE) image. While some attempts have been made to quantify 

lamellae thickness in-situ, they are typically a combination of insufficiently accurate, 

prohibitively slow or requiring of additional equipment.  

The S/TEM is a powerful tool for characterising the atomic structure of a wide range of 

materials.3 Advances in instrumentation, including aberration correction and 

monochromators, have made 0.05 nm resolution readily achievable for sufficiently thin 

and clean specimens.4 However in practice, both the imaging and spectroscopic 

capabilities of advanced S/TEMs are limited by microscopists’ ability to produce 

specimens which are sufficiently thin, with minimal damage. Determining the thickness 

of a specimen before the S/TEM experiment ensures that the sample is the correct 

thickness for optimal imaging conditions. Furthermore it allows for accurate image 

simulations prior to imaging, aiding interpretation and allowing for improved data 

collection. 

Most thickness measurements in the TEM rely on convergent-beam electron 

diffraction (CBED) or electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). CBED requires accurate 
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sample alignment and precise matching of the experimental data with simulations. It 

also generally requires a relatively thick homogeneous single crystal (50–500 nm).5 In 

contrast, the EELS acquisition and thickness analysis method is quicker and easier. 

Additionally it does not require a crystalline specimen and is accurate over a large 

range of thicknesses6 (15–500 nm). EELS measurements provide an estimate of the 

local t/λ ratio for the specimen, where t is sample thickness and λ is the inelastic mean 

free path (MFP), which describes the mean distance between inelastic collisions for the 

electron. The MFP of a specimen depends on its composition and density and thus, 

thickness constraints are particularly stringent for low kV S/TEM1(Figure 6-1). For 

atomic resolution TEM imaging and corresponding simulations, the weak phase object 

criterion requires no more than a single scattering event7. As such the specimen 

thickness needs to be much less than the elastic MFP (Si, 108 and 45 nm for 200 keV 

and 60 keV electron beam energies)8,9, while EELS requires t/λ <1, and high quality 

EELS is best performed where t/λ <0.2. Conversely, thicker samples offer more efficient 

collection of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), and are required for some 

diffraction based S/TEM techniques. Cross section specimens may be required to be as 

thin as 10 nm, or as thick as 100 nm10, but more typically between 20 and 80 nm11,12.  

There are numerous specimen preparation methods to produce samples that are 

suitably thin for S/TEM imaging, including dimple grinding, wedge polishing, crushing, 

broad ion beam polishing, electropolishing and ultramicrotomy.13 These mechanical or 

electrochemical polishing techniques typically rely on optical imaging or spectroscopy 

to monitor the specimen during thinning, and targeting a specimen’s region of interest 

is extremely challenging (site specificity is typically ~1 mm). In contrast, the focused ion 

beam (FIB) provides an essential tool for the site specific preparation of S/TEM 

specimen by ion bombardment and specimen sputtering.14 The FIB is typically 

combined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) in a single column and is an 

unrivalled tool for sculpting materials at the nano and micron scales using either 

gallium ions or, more recently, millimetre length scales using a Xe ion plasma FIB.15 

Integration of micromanipulator tools and sputtering deposition systems into the same 

chamber provide the FIB-SEM with the additional ability to locally deposit material and 

manipulate extracted material. There is a limitation on the minimum achievable 

thickness of a lamella, imposed by localised amorphisation of the lamella material and 
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implantation of gallium during ion thinning.16 To reduce implantation and 

amorphisation it is vital to avoid exposing the specimen to unnecessary ion beam 

exposure and to change the beam energy and current as the sample is progressively 

thinned.  

In-situ thickness measurements have been demonstrated using BSE images.17,18 While 

offering thickness measurements at scanning rates, these methods are inaccurate and 

sensitive to detector geometry. Golla-Schindler19 incorporated a specialised “STEM-

UNIT” detector, allowing for thickness measurements from STEM images within the 

SEM chamber. However, this unit is currently incompatible with the continuous ion 

milling process.  Another avenue for thickness determination is through integration of 

characteristic EDX peaks.20 Van Mierlo et.al.17 demonstrated the accurate 

measurement of ~40 nm thick GaN TEM lamellae, using the intensities of GaLα and 

GaLβ peaks. However this method is prohibitively slow (50-100 times slower than 

image based techniques), and exposes the lamella to many passes of the electron 

beam. This high electron dose makes it unsuitable for beam sensitive samples, and can 

lead to a build up of contamination. EDX based measurement is likely to be less 

accurate for thinner lamellae and/or those composed of lighter elements. 

Furthermore, the optimal working distance for EDX collection is typically not at the 

coincidence point of the ion and electron columns, further complicating sample 

preparation. 

Here we demonstrate two methods for the accurate in-situ measurement of S/TEM 

lamellae. First we show how any FIB-SEM can be calibrated for in-situ thickness 

measurement for a specific material, through the precise alignment of SE SEM images 

with an EELS thickness map. Additionally we demonstrate how combining the SE 

images from the through lens detector (TLD), and the ion conversion and electron (ICE) 

detectors yields a more accurate thickness measurement than either individual 

detector. Secondly, we show an a priori method for accurate Monte Carlo modelling of 

the TLD and ICE detector intensities and subsequent in-situ thickness measurements of 

S/TEM lamellae.  The models are reusable between instruments, and allow for 

accurate measurement in near real time. We apply our results to propose a new 

workflow for the preparation of high quality S/TEM lamellae with known thicknesses, 

which is suitable for automation.  
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Theory of electron specimen interaction 

When a high energy electron impacts on a solid, it will undergo elastic and inelastic 

collisions. These collisions are probabilistic and are formalised by elastic and inelastic 

MFPs, which describe the average distance the electron will travel within the specimen 

between scattering events. Inelastic collisions, in which energy is transferred from the 

primary electron to the specimen, limit the distance an electron can travel in a sample. 

The penetration depth of the electrons may be estimated using the linear energy 

transfer approximation.21 However, due to the frequency of elastic collisions, the 

individual electrons travelling through the material have tortuous trajectories, leading 

to a distribution of implantation depths. The range of implantation locations describe 

an interaction volume in the shape of a teardrop, the size and density of which is 

dependent on a range of parameters including beam energy and specimen 

composition.22   

SEMs are traditionally used as a surface characterisation method, where the entire 

interaction volume is contained within the specimen and no electrons are able to 

completely traverse the thickness of the material. SEM images are typically formed 

from two signals, either backscattered electrons (BSEs) or SEs. BSEs are primary 

electrons which have been scattered to sufficiently large angles by elastic collisions, so 

much so that they exit the top surface of the specimen (Figure 6-2a). These energetic 

electrons are collected by an electron detector inside the instrument, producing the 

image forming signal.   

The depth at which the BSE are generated is probabilistic and can be described by a 

shallow interaction volume. The amount of BSEs generated is dependent on the BSE 

yield, a product of the number of incident probe electrons (Nprobe) and the BSE 

coefficient (η) as shown in Equation 6-1. η describes the probability of the production 

of BSE per incident electron.  

 𝐵𝑆𝐸 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =   𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒  𝜂 Equation 6-1 

One of the mechanisms by which energy may be transferred from the probe electron 

to the specimen is through ionisation of the sample to create SEs. SEs are low energy, 

arbitrarily defined as possessing less than 50 eV22, and consequently may only travel a 

short distance. As such only SEs generated close to the surface may be detected and 
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contribute to the image signal.23 The surface region in which SEs must be formed to be 

detectable outside of the sample is referred to as the escape depth (Figure 6-2) and 

was modelled by Kanaya and Ono.22 Due to this limited escape depth, SEs are 

extremely sensitive to topological changes in the specimen, providing the SEM with its 

high surface imaging capabilities.  

SEs may be classified by the method by which they were generated; those formed by 

the incident probe electrons entering the specimen are denoted SE1 while those 

generated as BSE exit the sample are designated as SE2 (Figure 6-2).  SEs may also be 

formed by the BSEs interacting with the internal surfaces of the instrument, SE3, or by 

the electron probe impinging on a misaligned aperture, SE4.22 The total SE yield is a 

function of the probability of SE generation by each separate process, the BSE yield 

and the number of incident probe electrons (Equation 6-2).  

 𝑆𝐸 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =   𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒(𝛿1 + 𝛿4) + 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 𝜂(𝛿2 +  𝛿3) Equation 6-2 

   

Where δx are the coefficients for SEx (x=1-4) electron generation. These coefficients 

refer to SE signal generated above the specimen (probe side), and as such we will refer 

to these electrons as top surface produced (TSP) electrons. It has been shown that the 

majority of the detectable signal is generated by SE2 and SE3
22

; consequently we can 

ignore the first term in Equation 6-2 and use BSE yield alone to estimate the SE yield at 

the top surface (Equation 6-3).  

 

 𝑆𝐸 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ∝   𝐵𝑆𝐸 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒  𝜂 Equation 6-3 

Unlike for a bulk specimen, as TEM lamellae are progressively thinned by an ion beam, 

the sample thickness approaches the depth of the electron interaction volume. As such 

it is possible that SEs may exit the bottom surface. If the sample is further thinned such 

that the specimen thickness is less than the interaction volume, many electrons will 

begin to transmit through the specimen. As these electrons transmit through the 

specimen, they may produce SEs within the bottom surface escape depth, which are 

emitted from the bottom surface (Figure 6-2b). This is analogous to the BSE generated 

TSP SEs. We will refer to SEs exiting the bottom side of the specimen as bottom surface 

produced (BSP) electrons. As the sample is progressively thinned, a higher percentage 
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of electrons will transmit and the yield of BSP electrons will increase. Conversely, as 

the sample is thinned the, BSE and primary electron interaction volumes are effectively 

sliced, reducing the probability of TSP and BSP SE production (Figure 6-2c). The 

differing response in TSP and BSP electron yields offers a route for accurate specimen 

thickness measurement. Due to the geometry of the detectors, the TLD may only 

collect the TSP electrons, whereas the oblique ICE detector can collect both TSP and 

BSP electrons (Figure 6-2d). The detection of these differing yields from different 

surfaces, forms the basis of two methods presented below, in which we show through 

consideration of both detectors, the thickness of TEM lamellae may be determined in- 

situ between ion milling steps. 

 

Figure 6-2 – Overview of electron generation in the FIB. (a) Illustration of secondary 
electron (SE) generation from a bulk specimen in which all electrons are top side 
produced (TSP). SE1 corresponds to secondary electrons produced from primary beam 
interactions and SE2 are those produced from BSE exiting the specimen. Note that only 
SEs generated within the escape depth may successfully exit the specimen to be 
detected. (b) Illustration of SE generation from a thinned specimen, such that primary 
electrons may exit the sample, leading to the production of electron back side produced 
(BSP) SEs. Note for clarity the BSE have been removed from the diagram but these may 
still be produced from a thinned specimen. (c) Illustration demonstrating how the 
electron interaction volume is effectively sliced as the specimen is thinned, compared 
to when it is bulk. (d) Illustration describing geometry of the FIB instrument. The FIB 
column is at 52o with respect to the SEM column, and is more distant. The TLD is very 
close to the TEM lamellae, and consequently is unable to collect BSP SEs. The ICE is more 
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distant, and better aligned for the collection of both TSP and BSP SEs. (All examples are 

for illustrative purposes only and are not to scale) Methods 
General 
A silicon TEM cross section lamella was prepared and imaged using a dual-beam FIB-

SEM instrument (FEI Helios 660). The silicon wafer was coated with protective layers of 

3 nm Au/Pd and 5 nm Carbon, followed by a 20 x 1 x 1 µm platinum strap deposited by 

electron and ion beam patterning. A lamella was milled from the silicon substrate 

parallel to a cleaved edge, to allow later TEM alignment down a high symmetry 

crystallographic direction. The lamella was extracted via the in-situ lift-out method24, 

transferred to an Omniprobe TEM grid, and thinned using 30 keV at 230 pA, 16 keV at 

220 pA, 5 keV at 41 pA, and 2 keV at 23 pA gallium ions.14 ICE and TLD SEM images 

were collected using 5 keV electron beam energy and 200 pA beam current, with tilt 

correction.  

The distribution of thicknesses in the lamella was subsequently determined in a probe 

side aberration corrected FEI Titan 80-200 X-FEG with 200 keV beam energy, 180 pA 

beam current and 21 mrad convergence angle. The lamella was first tilted to the high 

symmetry zone axis normal to the cross section surface, using silicon Kikuchi bands. 

The t/λ map was acquired in a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) Quantum ER system with a 5 

mm entrance aperture, a collection angle of 62 with an effective energy resolution of 

1.8eV and a dispersion of 0.25eV/channel. The t/λ map was quantified using the log 

ratio method25, and converted to absolute thickness values using an inelastic MFP 

value of 142 nm.26 

The SEM images and thickness map were aligned and analysed using the open source 

python packages scikit-image27 and Hyperspy28. Monte Carlo simulations were run 

using the CASINO software package.29 The electron implantation probability 

distribution functions (PDFs) for 2 – 20 keV beam energies were simulated using 

100,000 electrons. Simulations to calculate the cumulative distribution functions 

(CDFs) for 5 and 10 keV electron beam energies used 5 million electrons.  

Method 1: Alignment and ratio method by calibration of instrument.  

As discussed in the introduction section, the thickness of a prepared TEM lamellae can 

be accurately measured post ion milling by collecting a t/λ map using S/TEM EELS. By 
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correlating TLD and ICE SE SEM images with the EELS t/λ map, the TLD and ICE 

intensity values may be calibrated and assigned a corresponding thickness value for a 

material. Thickness estimation from t/λ maps is dominated by the accuracy of the 

inelastic MFP value, λ; we chose silicon as a known standard to minimise this error 

(3%)  (λSi = 142 ± 5 nm).26  

The distribution of lamella thickness was accurately measured using the log-ratio 

method on the zero loss and plasmon peak in the low loss region of a EELS spectrum 

image.25 To calibrate each greyscale value of the TLD and ICE detectors to a 

corresponding thickness, the TLD, ICE and EELS thickness maps were carefully aligned 

using the cross-correlation and warp alignment tools in the scikit-image open source 

python library (Figure 6-3). Warping stretches different regions of the primary image 

(the EELS thickness map) such that the image subject adopts the shape of some target 

subject (TLD and ICE images). This essentially removes any scanning distortions 

induced during image acquisition and resizes the lamella to compensate for the tilt 

angle adopted for ion polishing. It should be noted that this method does not change 

the SEM greyscale values, actual or relative, for the different areas and thicknesses of 

the lamella. Cross correlation was used to align the images via translation. These 

methods were repeated iteratively until all three images were aligned.  

As expected, the TLD and ICE detectors show different intensity responses, y, for 

lamella thickness, t, from the different detector positions. The TLD intensity is a 

monotonic function in which the signal decreases with decreasing lamella thickness. 

This behaviour results from the TLD only detecting TSP SEs, the yield of which will 

reduce as the number of BSEs generated decreases as the specimen is thinned. The ICE 

intensity variation is more complex as it is formed from both TSP and BSP SEs. The 

differing behaviour of the signals, in which TSP yield is reduced with thinner specimens 

while the BSP is simultaneously increased as more electrons transmit, allows specimen 

thickness to be estimated.  
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Figure 6-3– Alignment of SEM images (TLD and ICE detectors) to the STEM-EELS 
thickness map. The goal is to align the three images in (a) so that the greyscale values for 
each SEM detector can be matched to a corresponding lamella thickness.  (b) The 
alignment method iterates between image warping and translation using cross 
correlation. The colour map in the STEM-EELS thickness map illustrates the range of 
thickness present in the lamellae, from ≥ 2 t/λ (yellow) to ~0.2 t/λ (dark blue). All scale 
bars 1 µm.  

The TLD is simpler to interpret, with a decrease in signal corresponding to a thinner 

sample. In principal, a single TLD detector value will correspond to a single thickness 

measurement. The ICE trend contains a skewed peak, and so almost all of the ICE 

detector values correspond to two different specimen thicknesses, complicating 

interpretation. However, the spread in greyscale values for each detector, (ΔyTLD and 

ΔyICE respectively), limits the accuracy of any reading, and introduces an uncertainty 

into the lamella thickness measurement. ΔyTLD and ΔyICE correspond to one standard 

deviation in the SE detector values that were assigned the same nominal values of t/λ, 

and are represented by the vertical error bars in Figure 6-4a. The nature of ion thinning 

means that thickness changes gradually across the lamella. Therefore, the accuracy of 

our estimate can be improved by considering the rate of change of greyscale values 

with thickness, i.e. the gradient of the detector signal and the magnitude of the 

variation in detector intensity (Equation 6-4). Δt is the lamella thickness uncertainty, 

Δy is the variation of detector intensity for the each thickness, corresponding to one 

standard deviation and 
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
|

𝑡0

 is the gradient of the signal curve for a specific thickness 

of the lamella.  These are plotted in Figure 6-4b. The detector signals were fitted with 
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4000 point 5th order polynomials. There is a large uncertainty in lamella thickness 

estimation for the TLD, for thick specimens (>70 nm). This is due to signal saturating in 

thicker samples, and consequently the gradient, 
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
|

𝑡0

 of the TLD signal is small, tending 

to zero. The ICE appears more robust, with the uncertainty remaining relatively 

constant regardless of specimen thickness. However this uncertainty approximation 

breaks down for the ICE at ~35 nm due to the skewed peak, where this model clearly 

over-estimates Δt, which tends to infinity at points where 
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
=  0. While the error 

clearly cannot tend to infinity, simple inspection of the ICE signal clearly shows a 

marked increase in the spread of greyscale values. Consequently the ICE detector is 

less suited for estimating lamellae thickness between 25 and 40 nm. Discounting the 

effects of the spike in ICE intensity, the mean uncertainty within the region of interest 

(20-80 nm) for the ICE is superior to TLD, with an uncertainty of 8.73 nm and 19.32 nm 

respectively. The effect of the spike may be removed by only considering the 

uncertainties between 20-25 nm and 40-80 nm. As such the ICE detector generally 

outperforms the TLD in accuracy, although the TLD is preferred in the region of 25 – 40 

nm.   

 
∆𝑡2 =  

∆𝑦2

(
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑡

|
𝑥0

)

2 
Equation 6-4 

Traditionally, FIB samples are prepared using only one SEM image as a guide for 

specimen thickness, but as shown above, the uncertainties associated with the ICE and 

TLD are large with respect to the target thickness. However, by considering the ratio of 

the TLD and ICE signal intensities the uncertainty can be reduced. The ICE:TLD ratio is 

plotted in Figure 6-4a, and within the region of interest it is reasonably linear, with a 

single ratio value corresponding to a single specimen thickness. The variation in the 

ratio signal, ΔyRATIO, may be calculated by quadrature from the TLD and ICE. The ratio 

shows a smaller error than either individual detector. Also exhibiting a steeper 

gradient, the ratio method has a smaller uncertainty in lamellae thickness estimation. 

However due to the turning point in the ratio intensity at ~ 22 nm, a spike is present in 

the uncertainty. Nonetheless, as the turning point is sharper, the width of the spike is 

reduced. With a mean thickness uncertainty value of 4.12 nm excluding the effect of 

the spike (excluding 20 – 25 nm), which remains reasonably constant throughout. 
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Combining the benefits of both detectors and reducing the uncertainty, the ratio 

ICE:TLD is a superior method of estimating specimen thickness.   

However, this method still requires detector calibration using a thin lamella of the 

same material, EELS thickness mapping and accurate data alignment. Additionally, 

calibration must be repeated for each FIB-SEM instrument and material. An alternative 

a priori in-situ thickness measurement method which is applicable to different 

specimens and transferable between instruments is therefore highly desirable. 

 

Method 2: In-situ thickness determination using a model based approach 

As discussed above, optimal thickness determination during lamellae thinning within 

the FIB requires large changes in the SE detector signal as a function of thickness. 

Optimal imaging conditions will therefore be likely to correspond to a maximum 

change in the electron interaction volume as the sample is thinned. Electron 

interaction volumes may be described by probability distribution functions (PDFs) and 

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). A PDF denotes the probability of an event at 

a certain depth, and a CDF the total number of events within a depth range. Here, the 

electron implantation and BSE generation PDFs are estimated from Monte Carlo 

simulations.  

Figure 6-5a shows the PDF for electron implantation in silicon for beam energies 

typically available on commercial FIB instruments (2, 3, 5, 10, 20 keV).  The 5 keV and 

10 keV interaction volumes are shown to be the most favourable for the thickness 

range of interest (20-80 nm). Other beam energies shown are found to be non-optimal 

for various reasons: the 2 keV interaction volume does not span the full thickness 

range; the 3 keV PDF contains a turning point where the gradient will be minimal and 

the error in thickness estimation will become large; and the 20 keV interaction volume 

slowly varies in the required thickness range.  
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Figure 6-4 – Detector signals and associated errors in thickness estimation. (a) Shows 
normalised detector intensities against lamella thickness for TLD (black) and ICE (red) 
detectors, produced from the aligned ICE, TLD and EELS thickness maps. The TLD signal is 
a monoatomic function with a small gradient. Ratio and ICE have larger gradients than 
TLD, but contain turning points. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation in signal 
intensity. Also shown is the ratio of ICE and TLD intensities (blue), error bars calculated by 
quadrature from TLD and ICE errors. (b) Shows uncertainties in lamella thickness 
estimation for the ICE, TLD and Ratio signals, calculated from Equation 6-4from signals 
fitted with 5th order polynomials. Due to the turning points in the ICE and Ratio signals 
there are spikes in the uncertainties estimation at 35 and 20 nm respectively. (c) Selected 
region of (b), showing the uncertainties are less for Ratio < ICE < TLD with uncertainties of 
4.12, 8.73 and 19.32 nm respectively (if the effects of the spikes are excluded). The 
uncertainty in lamella thickness is smaller for Ratio < ICE < TLD within the region of 
interest, if the spikes are discounted. Region of interest (20-80 nm) shaded grey.  

The CDF for BSE generation and electron implantation may be calculated from the 

respective PDFs. Assuming any electron not implanted in the material will be 

transmitted, the transmitted electron CDF may be calculated as (1 - implantation CDF). 
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As shown in Figure 6-5b & c, the BSE generation CDFs for 5 and 10 keV beam energies 

have a broadly similar behaviour in the thickness range of interest while the CDFs for 

the transmitted electrons are significantly different. The 5 keV transmitted electron 

CDF is found to be more steeply sloping for silicon samples between 20-80 nm in 

thickness, providing opportunities for more accurate thickness determination.   

As demonstrated in the previous section, optimal thickness measurement is achieved 

through considering both the TSP and BSP secondary electrons. The ICE detector 

collects both TSP and BSP SEs, while the TLD detector collects only TSP SEs (Figure 6-2). 

The ICE signal can therefore be modelled by the sum of the BSE generation and 

transmission CDFs (Equation 6-5), while the TLD can be modelled using just the BSE 

generation CDF (Equation 6-6) (Figure 6-6a). Normalising these modelled curves to 

experimental images provides a good fit to the experimental ICE and TLD detector 

signals, (Figure 6-6b) as well as to the ICE:TLD ratio within the thickness range of 

interest (Figure 6-6c). It should be noted that for a specimen thickness of less than 20 

nm the fit between theory and experiment is poor especially for the ICE:TLD ratio 

method. This is due to the model not considering the SE1 signal (generated by the 

primary beam) which is increasingly dominant over the SE2 signal (generated by the 

BSE signal) at very small lamella thicknesses. TSP SE yield is almost entirely dependent 

on BSE generation, and as sample thickness decreases, the CDF for BSE generation 

rapidly approaches zero, causing the ICE:TLD ratio to tend to infinity.  

The good fit between theory and experiment for the SE detector response as a 

function of thickness (Figure 6-5b) suggests that even simple Monte Carlo modelling 

can provide powerful input for optimising electron imaging conditions, allowing for 

accurate determination of lamella thickness during ion milling.  

The hypothesis of the TLD detector only collecting TSP, and ICE collecting TSP and BSP 

is validated by considering the difference in the two detector outputs, the behaviour of 

which gives a good match to the modelled BSP electron behaviour (Figure 6-6d). In 

these the difference between ICE and TLD signals is plotted for both experimental and 

modelled data. They show a reasonable match, confirming that the approximation is 

valid.  
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 𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =  𝑆𝐸𝑇𝑆𝑃 + 𝑆𝐸𝐵𝑆𝑃

≈  𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐶𝐷𝐹 + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠𝐶𝐷𝐹  

Equation 6-5  

 

 𝑇𝐿𝐷𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =  𝑆𝐸𝑇𝑆𝑃  ≈  𝐵𝑆𝐸𝐶𝐷𝐹   Equation 6-6  

 

The analysis presented here has concentrated on the final stage lamellae thinning. This 

is often the most critical step for optimal TEM imaging and spectroscopy, yet it is also 

important that earlier milling steps do not introduce through thickness ion beam 

damage that cannot be removed during later polishing stages. Details of ion currents 

and required thicknesses during progressive milling steps are provided in experimental 

methods, and SRIM30 calculations can be employed to determine optimal lamellae 

thicknesses for different ion beam currents31,32.  

Our model based thickness determination approach can therefore be extended to 

optimise earlier ion milling steps. For example, analysis of the interaction volumes 

presented in Figure 6-5a suggest that electron imaging at 20 keV would the optimal 

beam energy for sample thickness from ≥ 1 um to ~500 nm, corresponding to 30 and 

16 keV ion beam energies. 10 keV electron beam energies would be suitable for 

thickness between ~500 nm and ~100 nm.  

Furthermore, characterisation of the relationship between SE detector signals and 

thickness for the whole milling process would allow the thinning rate of the material to 

be accurately estimated, which would assist in automation of the FIB milling process.33 

Figure 6-7 shows a proposed workflow for such an optimised FIB milling procedure.  
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Figure 6-5- Probability and cumulative distribution functions for BSE generation, electron 
implantation and transmission in silicon. (a) Probability distribution functions for electron 
implantation in silicon for 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 keV electron beam energies. Peaks correspond 
to 17, 27, 75, 286 and 824 nm. (b) Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of BSE 
generation, electron implantation and transmission for 5 keV electrons in silicon. (c) same 
as (b) but for 10 keV electrons. Data calculated using Monte Carlo package Casino29  using 
100,000 electrons for (a) and 10 million electrons for (b),(c). Region of interest 
(20- 80 nm) highlighted as shaded grey area. 
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Figure 6-6 – Comparison of experimental and modelled detector responses. (a) Shows the 
uncalibrated models for TLD and ICE detector signals. The TLD is modelled as the BSE 
generation depth cumulative distribution function (CDF). The ICE is modelled as the sum 
of BSE generation CDF and transmitted electron CDF. (b) The modelled detector curves 
(green and purple dashed lines) are calibrated to the experimental detector signals (red 
and black solid lines), by normalisation. The fit between the experimental and modelled 
signals is in good agreement. (c) Shows the ratios of the ICE:TLD signals for the 
experimental (blue solid line) and modelled curves. Within the region of interest, both 
lines are reasonably linear and there is an excellent agreement between experimental and 
modelled data. (d) Shows the number of secondary electrons produced from the bottom 
side of the specimen, by plotting ICE-TLD intensities for both experimental and modelled 
data. There is a good agreement between modelled and experimental signals, validating 
the hypothesis of ICE collecting both top and bottom side produced secondary electrons, 
while TLD only collects top side produced secondary electrons. Region of interest 
(20- 80 nm) shaded in grey. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a method for the calibration of the FIB 

instrument for in-situ lamella thickness measurement. We show that thickness 

estimation can be achieved with an accuracy of ~5nm by considering the ratio of 

intensity values of two different SE detectors, where these detectors are positioned to 

collect both top and bottom surface emitted secondary electrons (ICE) and purely top 

surface emitted electrons (TLD).  We demonstrate that Monte Carlo modelling of 

interaction volumes allows the imaging conditions to be optimised for thickness 

determination in a particular material and thickness range of interest. We propose that 
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this approach could be extended to improve thickness determination during 

automated thinning of TEM lamellae.  

 

Figure 6-7 – Flowchart for the new proposed FIB thinning workflow  
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7. Summary and future work 

This thesis presents the application of clean room fabrication techniques and analytical 

STEM for the exfoliation and characterisation of MLCs. It also presents the application 

of novel Monte Carlo modelling and image processing for accurate in-situ TEM 

lamellae thickness measurements. In the following section the work presented is 

summarised, after which three possible research routes are presented which build 

upon the work presented.  

7.1. Summary of thesis 

This thesis presents the exfoliation of the naturally occurring MLCs, franckeite 

(n=2, m=1) and cylindrite (n, m=1), to single unit cell thickness. These are the first 

examples of exfoliating MLCs without vdW to the 2D limit, and as the final stacking 

sequences to be exfoliated, demonstrates that the exfoliation of MLCs is invariant to 

stacking sequence. The power of analytical STEM, particularly when the specimen is 

viewed in cross section, is highlighted for the characterisation of these compounds. 

This has allowed for the direct investigation of the physical and chemical structure of 

the compounds difficult to characterise with other techniques. Difficulties faced in the 

preparation of lamellae discussed in this thesis and those in other work, provided 

motivation for the development of novel in-situ thickness measurement for specimens 

prepared by FIB.  

In chapter 4, the paper Exfoliation of natural van der Waals heterostructures to a single 

unit cell thickness, demonstrated the exfoliation of franckeite to single unit cell 

thickness. This is the first example of a MLC not containing a vdW gap to be exfoliated 

to single unit cell thickness. In this paper, the role of analytical STEM, particularly 

viewed in cross section was crucial, in identifying the material as franckeite, and in 

understanding the cleavage of the material. Occupational modulations within the 

layers was discerned for the first time. The staggering and shielding by the outer lead 

columns, appears vital in minimising any curvature resulting in the tabular crystal. 

Furthermore liquid phase exfoliation was successfully demonstrated in franckeite. As 

the first MLC without a traditional vdW gap, offers hope for industrial scalability of 

these materials. Finally the electrochemical properties were found to be of particular 
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interest, and highly favourable compared to other 2D materials such as graphene and 

MoS2.  

Chapter 5, presents the paper, Isolation of 2D cylindrite as a naturally occurring van 

der Waals heterostructure, in which the exfoliation of cylindrite to the 2D limit is 

demonstrated. As the final stacking sequence to be exfoliated, the success of this 

cleavage demonstrates that the exfoliation of MLCs is invariant to stacking sequence. 

However it was noted that the cleavage of these crystals by traditional mechanical 

exfoliation techniques was challenging. As such, an adaption of the standard technique 

was developed which increased the quantity of exfoliated flakes. This new technique is 

likely to be suitable for other crystals whose size or shape may hamper exfoliation. It 

was noted that due to the poor quality of the cylindrite source crystal, the exfoliated 

flakes were highly defective. Consequently the fabrication of devices suitable for the 

measurement of in-plane anisotropy of the electronic properties could not be 

attempted. The usefulness of analytical STEM viewed in cross section was again 

highlighted, allowing for the investigation of: positional and occupational modulations, 

unique curvature and the previously unreported kink bands in cylindrite. The 

occupational modulations are different from those seen in franckeite, highlighting the 

importance of these features on the resulting macroscopic crystal structure. While 

these modulations have been reported in literature, these are the first direct evidence 

of these features. The macroscopic curvature appears more complex than previously 

reported in literature. The structure of a kink band in a MLC was shown for the first 

time, which again demonstrated remarkable complexity with faceted and continuous 

curvature present. However the preparation of sufficiently high quality lamellae by FIB 

was found to be particularly challenging. As such, a new FIB protocol was developed 

which allowed for thin but mechanically robust lamellae to be prepared.  

 The penultimate chapter (6), contains the paper, In-situ thickness determination of 

TEM lamellae prepared by focused ion beam, which presented two novel methods for 

the accurate in-situ thickness measurement of TEM lamellae prepared by FIB. The first 

method describes the accurate calibration of a single FIB instrument, while the second 

demonstrates an a priori method, based on novel Monte Carlo modelling The robust 

methodology for calibrating the FIB instrument, enables the accurate determination of 

lamellae thickness in-situ and may be applied to any FIB-SEM instrument. It is also 
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shown that the accuracy of this measurement may be increased through the combined 

use of multiple detectors. This method allows for higher quality lamellae to be 

produced with predetermined thicknesses. However, as a calibration method is limited 

by the requirement of a suitable calibration specimen, which may prove difficult for 

inexperienced users and/or those working on new specimens, and must be repeated 

for each instrument. However, the a priori method does not suffer from these 

drawbacks. It was shown that the SE signal responses for the TLD and ICE detectors, 

may be accurately modelled using Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, a new workflow 

suitable for automation, is proposed utilising the new a priori thickness measurement 

methods, in which an optimal FIB thinning procedure may be estimated prior to any 

experimental work. Successful implementation of this workflow would reduce bot the 

requirement for an experienced FIB operator and instrument time; and yield more 

consistent lamellae of higher quality. This work was motivated by the challenges faced 

in the work presented in this thesis, and undertaken elsewhere, and to address a 

widely acknowledged issue in the field of FIB preparation of TEM specimens. 

In conclusion, the successful exfoliation of franckeite and cylindrite highlights that all 

MLCs, regardless of stacking sequence, should be accessible as 2D materials. We show 

the power of analytical STEM, in particular when viewed in cross section, for the 

characterisation of MLCs. Finally we show two novel methods for the accurate in-situ 

thickness measurements of TEM lamellae prepared by FIB.  

7.2. Future work 

7.2.1. Expanding the library of 2D misfit layer chalcogenides 

An outcome of chapters 4 and 5 was the demonstration of the successful exfoliation of 

two MLCs, showing that exfoliation is invariant to stacking sequence. As such, the most 

obvious extension of this work is to build upon this in expanding the library of 

exfoliated MLCs. The cylindrite-franckeite family contains several more minerals which 

can be inferred to successfully exfoliate. For example, provisional experiments into the 

exfoliation of coiraite have appeared successful (Figure 7-1). Although it should be 

noted that further characterisation is required before the mineral may be confidently 

assigned as coiraite.  
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While this family of minerals is reasonably diverse, issues associated with the small size 

and poor quality of crystals have hampered the nanofabrication of devices. What is 

perhaps most attractive about MLCs is the ability to readily synthesise crystals with 

specifically selected layers, creating crystals with tailored properties. It is plausible that 

with concerted effort, high quality crystals may be synthesised yielding a higher quality 

of exfoliation. MLCs formed with CrS2 H layers would be of great interest if they were 

shown to exfoliate to the 2D limit, allowing for the examination of a TMDC which is 

otherwise inaccessible. CrS2 is expected to be a direct semiconductor with 

technologically useful band gap of 1.4 eV.1 Furthermore its magnetic properties would 

be of interest. MBE has been shown to be particularly adept at forming MLCs with 

complex stacking sequences, allowing for the formation of unique crystals. This 

flexibility in layering may be exploited for the exploration of novel physics phenomena. 

As discussed in section 2.3.4, Majorana fermions are theorised to exist at the interface 

between a topological insulator and a superconductor.2 Magnetic insulating (e.g. GdS), 

topologically insulating (e.g. Bi2Se3) and superconducting layers (e.g. NbSe2) have been 

previously formed in MLCs. As such, it is possible that a MLC formed from a 

combination of these layers may be used in the search for these particles.  
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Figure 7-1 – Demonstration of the exfoliation of an MLC provided as ‘coiraite’, (a) bright 
field (BF) optical image of a few layer coiraite flake exfoliated on to Si/SiO2 substrate, (b) 
corresponding differential image contrast (DIC) image of (a), (c) BF optical image of a 
many layer coiraite flake exfoliated on to Si/SiO2 substrate, (d) DIC image of few layer 
coiraite flake exfoliated on to Si/SiO2 substrate. All scale bars 10 μm. 

 

7.2.2. Exfoliation of non-layered crystals  

The exfoliation of bulk materials to the 2D limit is reliant on an anisotropy between the 

in-plane and out-of-plane bond strengths.3 Current efforts have primarily focused on 

the exfoliation of layered materials, such as vdW materials, and MLCs as presented in 

this work. However, it is plausible that provided a sufficiently large anisotropy exists, a 

non-layered crystal may exfoliate. This provides a possible route to a large number of 

new 2D materials, which have currently been overlooked. Again, turning to nature, the 

rare sulfosalt (non MLC) mineral vrbaite4 was investigated. Composed of As2SbS5 

chains parallel to the c axis, and Hg3As4S10 sheets perpendicular to the b axis, vrbaite is 

reported to cleave along the [010] plane.4 Upon viewing the atomic structure (Figure 

7-2) the structure does not appear layered, and the cleavage plane (highlighted in red) 

is not obvious. The cleavage appears to occur via breakage of sulphur bonds.  

Figure 7-2 shows preliminary investigations into the exfoliation of vrbaite, and optical 

and AFM characterisation of the exfoliated flakes shows thin regions. The AFM shows 
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thinned areas corresponding to 2 and 2.5 unit cell thickness. These results are 

preliminary, and the presence of half unit cells may indicate that either the crystal is 

not vrbaite, or that the crystal contains multiple cleavage planes. A more extensive 

characterisation is required before confident assignment of the mineral as vrbaite can 

be made. The AFM data was collected and processed by Dr. Greg Auton.   

 

Figure 7-2 - Demonstration of the exfoliation of mineral ‘vrbaite’, a non-layered rare 
sulfosalt mineral. Composed of As2SbS5 chains perpendicular to the c axis, and Hg3As4S10 
sheets perpendicular to the b axis. (a) Atomic model of vrbraite, viewed along the [010], 
[100] and [001] directions. The reported cleavage plane, [010], is highlighted in red. (b) BF 
optical image of a ~5 x2 mm  vrbaite crystal. (c),(d) BF and DF optical images of exfoliated 
vrbaite flakes on a Si/SiO2 substrate. Scale bars correspond to 25 μm, (d) AFM height map 
of exfoliated Vrbaite flake, (e) AFM height profile, with bilayer plateau and 2.5 unit cell 
layer.  
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7.2.3. Integration of in-situ thickness measurements with native FIB 

python interface 

Chapter 6 demonstrated two methods for the in-situ thickness measurements for TEM 

lamellae by FIB. The second of which used Monte Carlo data generated using the 

Casino software package.5 The subsequent data processing was conducted using 

python open source libraries. It was highlighted that the process should be readily 

automatable, particularly with the adaptation of python interfaces6 on new FIB 

instruments. As such the logical extension would be to create a fully scripted version of 

this process using the FIB python interface, allowing the near real time analysis. This 

could be extended further as the Monte Carlo data may be generated using python 

libraries such as pymontecarlo.7 The final step would be fully automated FIB thinning 

process, a process in which the user is only required to load the specimen, and to set 

the material parameters and ion beam thinning procedure. This will lead to more 

efficient use of machine and operator time, and yield more consistent FIB lamellae for 

STEM analysis. It is also possible that this in-situ measurement may be useful for other 

applications. 
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